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ITRjeN^Afldi"! OF DOCmiSNT NO. NIK-12143
•OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WaR GRII.IES-'.
AFFIDAVIT
I, Richard WAGNER, Kiel, Holtenauerstr, 149, after
duly warned thr.t false statements on ny part
v/ill render ne liable to punishment, herewith state the
fftllov/inr; on oath, volimtarily md v/ithout coercion:
having been
I was born on 27 June 1887 in Plauen, Vogtland.
193-4 to 1918 I wa.8 a submarine 'Specialist with the Gcr-
naniav/orft in Kiel. From 1919 to 1923, I-worked in the
norchant-ship construction (Handelssciaiffbou) with^tho
Dcutsche Werft in Hamburg, From 1923 to the beginning
of 1924, I worked at special submarine projects at ny^
hone in Hamburg. Dr, TSCHEL ga,ve me my wrk, and I return
ed to him my completed project-. The main tasks which
X received from Dr. TECHEE were leakage and resistance
computations, and the dr.av/ing of related designs for
subna.rines, I received my salars'* regularly through, the
Gomina 'Jerft. From the spring of 1924 until October
worked in my ov/n office at the Germanic, 'Tcrft,
before Dr. TECHEL wa.s my superior- I continued
on submarine problems v/hile I worked at the Gcr-
and still received ny sa,lary from the Gcr-
Tdiile I ha.d my office ca.t the Germa,nia.-'7crft,
1925, I
Then a.s
Yrorking
mania \7erft,
ma,nia-V.brft,
I know of two men who siniia,rly v/orked on submarine de
sign, to \^t, Herr Georg jjEHR/IANN, engaged in submarine
na,ohine construction, aaid Herr Hugo SELICSviANN, enga-ged
in Bubna,rine naval construction, We three worked together
there on designs for subma.rincs. In October, 1925, I went
with the following submarine specialists from the Geixiajiia,-
TTorft to the Ingenieurs-kantoor voor Scheepsbouw, don
Haag: Dr. TECHEL, BAENDER, BEHHfiUvN, GRIEGER, SELlCSfANN,
PEINk, Ki-iOEEE, KAXSER, RIGICv'EI '^ER. Apart from Captain
BLUl.i, there were no subna,rlne specialists In^tliG' I.y.S.
In thc,X.v.s. I was the first assistant for t"ochnica.l
naval construction matters to technical Director Dr,
TECHEL.
(pnge 2 of original)
From
In 1936 I left the I.v.S, and joined the Ingoniour-
koiVuor fuer Sohiffsbau (Engineering office for ship-build
ing) in Luebeck, .
1 -
mmarn
THAKSLATION of NO. NIIC-1S143
CONT'D.
I have carefully read each of the tv/c^pe-ges of tnis
affidavit, have nade the necessary oorrections^in ay o\ra
heJidv.'riting sjid countersigned then with ny initia-s^and
I declare herewith, on oath, that I have, in tnis si^abO-
nont, told the pure truth to the hest of ny hnowlecgc
end holief^
(signature:) Richard WaGNSR
Ri chard WiiGNSR.
h
la
J
TRiiNSLAT-ION OF COCUii-IfJNT NO. KIIC-12143
OONT'Do
(page 2 of original cont*d)
-Bootui to and signed "before ne this 18th. dry. of Ootooo.
1947 rt Essen, G-emany, hy RICHARD >/AGNER knovm to ue
to ""be 'the person making the ahove affidavit.
(signature :) Irving G-. ERILLiAiJT
U.S.Civilian A-441502
Office of Chief of CoUnsol f027
vy.ar Crimes
U, g. Department
(page 3 of original)
I. Personal Data:
ll ICnrl Richard V^AG-NER
• S7 June 1887, Plauen (Vogtland)
Johannes V/AG-NER
Richard WAONER, Solingon-Hcrscheidt,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
Kiel,
ilo ne
None
Technical College, (technische Hochschule) Chariot--
tenburg; Diplom-Xngenieur; specialized field of
study: Ship Construction. I did not belong to r^iy
student organization
No.
Association of German engineers.
Junkcrstr. 22
'Holtenauerstr.149 Gertraud WAGNER, Eicl, Hol-
tenauorstr,49
11. i4.ioloynent_Hist.o^l .
1. Until June 1936, Ingenieurskontoor voor Scncopsbouu,(Holland), Oberingenieur md Prokurist,
2.
den Hr.ag .
Plajining and designing of
Dr. Ing. TECHEL. ^ , 4^^-
Fron 1 July 1936, Ingenieurkontor fuor Schif+-
bau (ship oonstruction) Luebeck; Oberingenieur ana
business manager; planning and designing of s-.ips. _
•^ron 2 October 1939 to 31 July 1945, (war-bimo) ser
vice assignment to Fried. ICHUFP Gemeniav/crfc; .Oocr-
ingenieur, Irter department manager. Procure.ienb oi
ship construction material; designing of ships.
Superiorl Director CORDS. I do not know whaa nis
functions and responsibilities were.
ships; super^for Director
- 2 -
TRiiNSlATION OF TjOOUMENT NOi ijIIC-12143
CO'NT'D.
^ron 2 Octa"ber 1943 until the end of the \7r.±*j I
w'^ s rssi&'ned to serve on the main committee for ship
construction, Departnent: planning of orders mo_a
of uprk: Procurement of ship construction natoxi.-i.
- 2a -
"YT"
^RaNSr^TION OF BOOlTjiSNT NO. NIIC-121-63
CONT'D..
(page 3 of original cont'd)
3. m: 14,000,—
III, Eoononic Organizations:
ij Association of Geman engineers
Zf None
3, Only a menPer
4. No
IV. ^tat_e 2P_siJbi£n_s :
1," No • •
3y ' Main Connittee for ship construction ( s.u.il 2)
4, None
5, None
please turn page
(page 4 of original)
V, Ir^s.:_
Novemher-Decemher 1933 Russia )
n » 1934 Russia'^)
;]_935 Greece ) For business convor-
Harch-June 1936 Turkey ) sations v/ith. sliipi^
Sorine 1937 Ronania) Jards and naval of-
flees,
1, NSDAP since April 1934; I do not recall party
nunber, ^ ^ .
2, NSV (Notional Socialist Peoples' Welfare), CxOiaian
Labor Front (DAF), Strength througi^Joy
I do not recall ncnbership number, I did not oos—
^ sess national socialist decorations.
3, VDA (AssQcio.tion of Gemans abroad)
4l No
5. No
6. None, I did not belong to any party
7. Nothing
3. Nothing
VII. llano^enentA (Leitung) -r ,
The department of the Germaniawerft which .. headed
"V70.S concerned with the designing of ship construction
portions of submarines.
- 3 -
^BlNSl^TIoi OF'BOOmCMT NO. NIIC-12143
OONT^D,
(page 4 of original cont'd)
VIII. Atoinlstrative^Struoture_of the Fixp,. KRU?? :
i.7'>
1* a), h); and c) unlinown,
2^ Not known
IX. Hplatlons with_othex—piLlvate_firnsi
1., 2., 3.. n°n°-
(signature:) Blohard
Richard WAG-i'
At present in Essen, 18 October 1947
CERTIFICAT3 OF TRAl^SLATION
20 November 19A7
-T oni ai hereby cert if;'' thatI, Gerta Kannova, no. 2015 gngiigii j-.nd C-CKian
I en d^ove is a true cJid correct
SlSiA^f SoLnt NO.. NI^12143.
Gerta KANNOVA, No. 20151
^ 4 -
. ...A.,-f • rTn— r
•tf'.T" *•'
TIUITSLATION 0? DOCUI'IiiilijT No.NIIC-9C41
CON*]:imT.JD
Q^age 33 of original)
iQavelo;£m.enjfc and Jirp^dunti£n fn^r 7*a Pruef _4 _(ln-
_sp_eoti.on _4 p_f_Ariii3r 0_i'dnano.G_Of
(an^^ j2^£^G^es£o_r)_sin'*^e__1919_,
1) General matt^rj
In the beginning the requests end orders of
the authority were very modest^ benouso of the hard
times. They v;<ai'e chiefly intended to make as good,
a use as possible of the imploments permitted to
the Reichsvvehr and to put any of the partly in
complete material existing beyond that limit into
a usable condition. At the same
given for the drawings of guns
usOj to be put in order in oa.sc thoy were to be
produced again, (long heavy field ho'-vitsor 13? 15 cm
gun 16, long mocrscr). In keeping •.;ith developments
orders came in gradually which brought out that
from 1926 on v/hon adopting the split-trail gun-
tine orders, were
proven by wartime
carriage a now path v";as followed, from that period
on the picture of a completely new typo of arms
for "the G-erman Artillery stands out more and more
distinctly.
One can thercfcre in those jobs differentiate
betvveen the following groupsj v;hich, however, arc
not separated sharply in space cf tj-mo, but which
are ovorlappingj
1)
2)
Testing of trial-guns, which ha,d boon completed
only at the end or after the end of the war.
Order for ro-design according to the mottos
use of carbon steel and other industrial materials
normally used, Y;ith the most siraplc forms pos
sible for mass-production.
(page 34 of original)
Developing replacement gun--carriagcs for barrels,
W'hich had boon secretly prosorvod ever end beyond
the material which had boon authorised by the
rntonte (Drla.) , Also doveloring of mobile repla.cc-
mcnt gun-carriages which, in koopi-'g with
orders of the hntento, had been remodeled for
stationary oroction (15 cm gun 16, long MoGrser)^
In this respect rpoply prjjaclpije as for 1),
— 26
. . a*,, .>♦«
TRANSLATICl^ CI DOCmSill} iTo iiTIE-9C41
(page '34 of original, ornt'd)
3) Drawings of guns "liinh. had provod good in the
war, being brought up to date, for use in case
of roprodu-^tion, this in part running parallel
•with the development of r^jplaocmcnt gun-
oarriages ^
4) Employment of now methodss Dovolopmcnt of guns
vvith split-trail gun-oarriagcs, oto.
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3.) Su^arj of_a__fGV.'_ira.£ortant £ovolo2iiicntSj^
'^ •5. moxui'bain gun and l^.i.5„oa inomij^in
liov;itzGr»
Beginning with April 1926 studios woro madG^
for s 7^5 nm mountain gtiii v;ith a rango of 10 ki-
Bofors —a gun mounted on a "bom—trail gun carric.g'w. j
if iiccessarv with modifioations as roquostcd oy
tho offioc -5 was roocntod hy tho offine and a split-
trail gun— nprr iagc '•'• a.s dcma.ndcd insooad# Tho~ .jupon
a mpunta.in gun mounted on a split—i^x'ail gun o..rriagaj
without axle sus'oensionj ";vith firing rango of 10 _
kilometers as demanded, was designed for disasscmbj-xng
into 8 panic loads, of a maximiim weight of 120 kilo-
wrams • Ihe wooden model v.'as sno'w'n in September 19<^6»
Tho of fioo, however, dropped the idea of. the split
trail oarriege for mountain inins• instead, a dox
trail oarriago was developed by somebody else after
all.
The draft dcsii^n of a 10,5 nm mountain howitzer
with 8 km rango did not progr:;s,s beyond the first
sinoG 10 panic-loads would required»stages,
(page 46 of original'!
b) 7,5 Gm_gun_on eclf-pro^ellcd_narriags
In viG- '^ of stimulations laid down in OctobGr1926, a natorpillrr-typo vohinle was first dosignod
on th-^ ro-r wort of whinh the 7o nn. mo-untain gun
on a split-tiail gun-narriago, with v;hocls and short
readv fortrail arms ,was mounted ready for firing. Tho design
was dropped, however.
After sovc-oal additional draft designs for va-
rionc. tv^^Qs of" vcliinlcs, among thorn also thos.e of
oonvr-ntion'^l stvlo, ono was Submitted in Ontobcr
1927 whinh'showcG a 7^5 nm gun 1/25, mounted in gun-
narria-^'o with nontor pivot, firing with tho operator
in lyW position. After long nonaidGTotionR a
wooden model of the gum with iCrupp vchinlo was shown
in June 1928 with 6,65 kg weight of projectile
and muzzle velocity 450 meters, per socmd, ele
vation -10 + 45 traverse when travcllxi-ag
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, stationary 300 d' _
of shield all round. In vicv.' of the slanting po
sition of the vohiolo, the centre of ^p-ayity for
barrel and gun cradle according to height and gun
accrrding to side, has been placed in the truniiion
or pivot axle by means of counter balancing ueights.
Iho'simple designing as a center pivot gun-carriage,
hov;GVoi% had to bo abandoned in via\\- of the sound
locator vohiolo v.'hxch v;as also planned, A ball bearing
travorsin^a:
•srocs, 8 iisTx thiolmcss
gear had to be chosen instead.
Iho designing uas completed in Ilarch 1930. Ihe
first try-out of the gun-carriage took place in
ITovcmbor 1930, the lerrof firing, v;hGn mounted on
the vehicle in January 1931. There vioru no incidents.
The simple firing by foot, hov^evor, vjas abandoned
and repiacod by an electro magnetic firing mechanism,
worked by the hand v;hocl,in July 1932*
(page 47 of original)
At the same time, in viev/ of the limitod
combined safety switch for the loadi.ng
built in, by. which the foot firing
space, a
number was
v.cll as the
electro iTiagnotic firing mechanism was interrupted
after each shot until released again by the leading
nximber.
The original plan was not carried out, .namely
to build into the gun a 3.7 barrel 1/45 with
ints~rmediato cradle {3#7 om anti-tan!' gun).
The project of a solf-propollcd gun carriage
was drorjpod by the office and the gun was not in
troduced at all.
(page 48 of original)
o) ll£ht field g_un with split trail
carria_go_^ — • —
After the 10.5 era light field howitzer with
split trail carriage a 7.5 cm split trail carriage
3 -1 j n-P t'nr^ /m n 1 n Trn 1 i xr Vrt:
MurrngSo wij.--/ ,
works test in suinmor 1950, delivery Qcrobor 1930.
After the gun hsd been tested by the troops an order
was placed for an oxpcrimcntrsl bsttory of 4 guns,
lor this the designing was adapted to mass production,
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using vjGlding to a groat extent, llie axle springs
v;orc altered and the spring housing Vvas roplaecd
by 2 plate springs lying pai-allcl to the dirootion
of travel. The axle springs can be engaged and
disengaged by the eproading out onid oiosing of
the trail arms by means of a flap and ohain as is
done in the ease of the light field hoeitsor.
The experimental battery of guns^vjas tested
at the end ox 1955♦ Subsequently the oar designing
department aoooptcd the designing in principle
but production v;as not taken up for the time bcin^
The gun v^as not introduced as light field gun
18 until .1958 after the expcrioncc gained meanv';hilo
on the light field howitzer IS had been taken into
consideration.
(pago 49 of original)
Incidental to -the creation of t'lo complcto tanlc
"Largo Tractor" a 7.5. em g^m L/2G was created
for a capacity of 6.65 kilogrcns f-^j; projectile
weight and muzzle velocity of 425 m:'tcrB per
second. Semi-automatic vertical slieing breech
block, 2 recoil buffers in diagonal position, in
the other diagonal 1 recuperator end 1 fixed machine
gun in the gun cradle, Llootro magnetic firing me
chanism from 'the hencl wheel of the elevating gear.
Safety switch for the loading number. After preli
minary studios the design was submitted in April 1927
and the gun with turret designed In detail by
ITovombor 1928^ The tost gun was delivered in July
1929 .
The gtm was not introduced because the project
of the "Largo Tractor" was dropped by the office.
(page 50 of original)
c) 10.5 cm hov itzc'r_K^£p
l71 ' " "
An order for this gixn ho.d been placed 6.nxi.ng
the war, an oxporimontal battery hr;d been complotcd
early in 1919.
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Tlic o.onstruotion.of the gvii carriage was the
same as that of the 8.1 h^-upp orporimental field
g-ans outrigger gun with traversing bearing^ ccflection
on the axle.
Length of barrel
Toight of projectile
lluszle velocity
Pang^
Elevation
L/20
14 leg
470 mc'tors per second
approx, 10 lim •
-8+45 degrees
Field of traverse on the axle - 3 degrees
n It II !' " traversing bearing 360 degrees
Barrel recoil of constant length
Fointor type sighting gear
Automatic sliding breech-block mcchajiism
"^""ci^ht j stripped for action witliouG GQ.uipmont 1360 kg
Iraveling weight " " ^130 kg
fhc proof firing of the experimental oattory
vns dovolopod to extensive accuracy tests with
heated barrel. The A.P.IC. also participated in
those experiments which took place in Tangcrhuotte
in the spring of 1919»
•Towards the middle of 1922 the gun was inspcct'od
by the Inspector of Artillery and the Inspoojor of
V/oax^ons and Equipment (I.h'.G,). On this occasion
(pago 51 of original)
it was decided to change the design of the gun
carriage to adapt it to simplified mass production,
usii,^ carbon steel and other noiiuionly used material
for forms as simple as possible. This v^as done from
the middle of 1922 until the end of 1924.
Sinno jmy 1925 skotnhos for 3 variations
ri thirgun had to ho mado, unapruns, with woodon
whooirpirvtrious v;hool brakes one variation
With axle springing and stool \.'hocl.^.
After this work was completed the matter _was
dropped since the gun carriage v;ith split trail had
meanwhile established itself also in Germany.
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f) o.m light field hom^itgor \;_ij:_h_sglit trail
After the rcnoipt of the orcior the first plans
were made in May 1926, Detailed designing from
January 1928 until April 1929. The gun was mainly
designed for welding (pnoumatio recuperator^ centre
axlCj axle rodSj trail arms, trail spades). The
disengaging of the axle suspension was still
carried out "by hand,- since it was helioved that
the divsenga-ging of the axle sustcnsion could not
be dispensed ;;ith when firing with closed trail
arms. The experimental gun was constructed by
Phcinmotall, because Krupr? was not yet permitted to
do so. Test firing of tl.e experimental gun September
193C.
After long tests had been carried out in Kummcrs-
dorf proof f iring^^Aoncroto base ^to determine the
durability, took place on a fairly large scale in
spring 1932 in ric-p:;)cn. On this occasion the strain
on the gun carriage in action wa.s for the first time
moas red with the crask-oxtensomoteis of the Grorman .
Poscai'ch Institution for Aviation. Subsequently the
Ordnance Office adopted this type of gun for intro
duction into the.army as such a.nd placed an order
with krupp and Khcxnmctall for one'trial battery(5 guns)"each according to this system. Por this cx-
porimcntal battery of Krupp guns the design was over
hauled to modify it for mass production, making use
of the previous oxp-erioncos. The gun carriage
therefore wa.s only changed in as much as the
oscillating axle rods now rested on needle bearings
(ITadollagcr) instca-d of bronsc sockets which had
proved unsatisfactory and that the engaging and dis
engaging of the axle springing
(pa.gc 53 of original)
by moans of flap and chain through opening or closing
of the trail arms had become entirely automatic.
Por the test battry Kp (Krupp) the barrels
were initially manufactured by Rhcinmctalls the
gun-carriages by ICrupp. Completion October/December
1934.
The design Rhm (Rheinmotall) as per system
Kp (Krupp) was adopted as light fiold-howitzer 18.
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g) Hoavx fi£ll tio£itzGr_18 and hcav^ 1®-^
Iho .design for these gims ';;ith r universal
gun o-'-rriage v^as started Soptemeor 1926. For the
designing of this universal g-on narriage the measure-
monts of the howitzer were used as a standard.
For the time being this v;as int:;ndGd to'be 42 kg
weight of projoetilc and muzslo vclooity = 500
meters per second with a barrel l-jiigth of 1^/25 • ^Aftor
the system of the- gun carriage with swlit trail
had been studied at groat length a single, spring-
axlc, which was kept in position by moans of trans
verse GOiinocting rods was chosen, fo disengage the
axle spring a longitudinal spil^o ^v.-as introduced
into the axle, and at the same time the spring
^ h_a.lf-bolt so that,
spring
strap was released by turning
when ready for action, the axle with spring^could
turn round the longitudinal spike thus ^ti^^^ating
a sloping position of the wheels. The tv;o/oi the
trail arms WiCro connected at the back.by moa.ns
of'a chain, to ease the lateral strain on the trail
arms during firing. The design v^as cs,rriod out ^
in steel casting for --T-a cradle supports, carriage
body, saddle support / elevating gear, steering
knuckle for axle and smaller parts.
Iho detailed designing was nomplotcd January
1930. Ihc trial gun was constructed by Hhoinmetall,
the thin walled, high grade cast stool parts wore
delivered by Erupr), The first tost took place in
December 1930. After travelling_tests were made
in-Jsno 1931, a mass firing on iron bases took
place in January 1932. On this occasion the trail
arms provod too weak. Duriiig a later tost firing
the carriage body went to pieces
(page 55 af origina.l)
because the strength of the vjall was too weak owi^
to faulty construction and due to the fact that the
position ox the crrc had been changed.
In February 1932 the system of axle springing
as suggested by ICrupp, which has nov; been introduced,
was accepted, This typo has 'a through axle whx^h
is attochod in an oscillating position to an oscil
lating longitudinal pin which again is_supportod^ ^
"by the axle spring., Vihen rea,dy for action the longx
tudinal pin is clamped by two pinions. At the same
time the use of steel casting wax discontinued as
such and a riveted sheet metal design adopted
instead. In view of ti/:-. ,i:roat power and strain the
I
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v^eldect design oould not yet be employed. The coupling
of the barrel and recoil buffer v;ere improved r The
quic;-loading-mechanism and shields v;ere abandoned
'A'hile the pneumatic brake has been added.
The gun has been introduced as heavy field
howitzer 18 or heavy 10 cm gun 18,.
(page 56 of original)
h) £l_em Moerser 18,
The order to develop the Iloerser v;as given on
30 January 1S28. Due to the shortage of personnel
the \;'ork progressed only very slov^ly and had to be
interrupted for some time. In Pebruary 1950 a
first design Vvith bo:: trail v;hich had a front pivot
on a box gun mount, dug into the ground Vvas sub
mitted, in March 1950 a first design of a gun
carriage v;ith split trail. In July 1930 a design was
submitted corresponding to the present model with
box trail which had a gun carriage recoil, front pivot
platfo?:r- which can be lowered, fine traversing
adjustment on trail rail and a.nchorage by ground
anchors, Undercarx'iage first with one axle and solid
tires, later with two axles and pneumatic tires.
Transfer of the barrel .'m the barrel cart, to the
gun-carriage by means of internediarbe rails '^nd
rollers iinder the front guide ring Svnd detachable
roller brackets on the breech ring with gear toothing
on the rails of the barrel cart and the intermediate
rails. By choosing the correct position of the •
"i^ollsrs and correct length of the intermediate rails^
an automatic adjustraent ox the travelling carriage
spriwgs when moving the bai''rel, is achieved.
In October 1930 the goveriim.ent agency agreed
to the design," especially as regards the ground
anchors. In September 1931 the first tests with
grountS anchors vvere carried ou'o, for \.hich a long
heavy field howitzer 13 was improvised. In December
1931 3n order was placed for detailed designing,
Subseniuently barrel, gun cradle^ recuperator and re
coil buffer were designed in detail first of all,
to be built into the stand,
(page 57 of original)
so that the rirunition could be tested and the range
table prepared. First trial shcoting with these
pja.rtE September 1934-
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• , -The entire gun oompleted in summer 1935
the vehicles in September 1935.
(page 58 Ox original)
XI. A fe^ ^rincijoal
xrom the period**"l919 - 1933.
The evaluation of v.'orld vi?ar experiences and
the rebuilding of the Oerman ^Yelirmacht introduced
a series of problems some of which are briefly
treated below.
Although at first the firm was not allowed
under the provisions of the Versailles Treaty to
manufacture any barrels of 17 om and less, it
continixously considered tte question of barrel
construction in an advisory capacity from the out- _
set. In this connection the thought of rapid and
secure replacement of vital barrel parts was
oontinuouslj^ advanced. Ireviously a v;crn out barrel W
T.as rc—finished by means of a time-crnsuming -'"V
relining or b^?" the temporary insta-llation of a r
short, shrunken (eingeschrumpft) liner which was
liable to numerous break-downs. Hence as early as
1912 the firm worked out a new barrel construction
v;hich represehted a substantial a.dvance in this
field. It proposed a detachable breech ring in
order to lise more simple andsaialler forgiixgs and
in order to obstruct longitudinal movement of non-
shrunken (nicht eingeschrumpft) barrel parts by
fastenings. This barrel construction was the first
to have complete, readily changeable liners with
calibre clearance (lurchmesserspiel). A liner with
clearance was first fired successfully in^l9l4. Tlje
knowledge gained v^as used extensively during^the
war, 1914-1918, in the course of reconditioning worn
rut or damaged barrels and also for new construction.
In further continuing this work in G-crm-any after
the war, the xxieces were constructed according to
the barrel construction mentioned, with detachable
breech ring and readily replacea,bie linerj so that
rapid replacement was possible c-.t the gun
wLi
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position or at least in repair shops to the rear.
In 1928 an 8.8 om barrel L/45, of SrLipp oonstruotion,
irt'as furnished v;ith a oantilcver liner, by Hhcin-
metall, sinoe Krupp was not allowed to work on
smaller bores under the pcaoo treaty, (In this
oonncotion it may be mentioned that the first
barrel with cantilever liner v;a.s built by Alfred
Erupp in 1856), A greater interchangoability,
including the liners, was achieved especially after
1932.
While cnd0avorin.sto achieve the unconditional
interchangeability of^wfetter, Erupp proeecdod on
the assumption that it was necessary to retain the
liner as a completely smoothly turning body (Dreh-
koerpor)^ this meant a supported liner in the
case of a small clearance and a cantilever liner
in the case of a large clearance. (G-erman Reich
Patent Eo♦ 644499). Having taken over this design,
the Ordnance Branch of the War Ministry preferred
the Cantilever liners to the supported ones
originally proposed by Krupp,
In the course of this dovelopment, inter
changeable breech ring extensions were produced..
For this purpose rCrupj) used bayonet screws or
thread screw attaclimcnts, In the further simpli
fication of production a special nut with a left
and right thread was used. This was later replaced
by another thrust collar screw attachment developed
olsewhero.
In order to obtain the smoothest possible
forgings, Krupp recommended new arrangements of
guide rings and barrel tappets.
Security against bursting of the barrel was
constantly sought by Kruppj it was always attained
in the cylindrical bore through suitable construc
tion and choice of materials.
Krupp devoted a particularly largo amount of
work to attain the most favorable internal mechanism
in the barrel. The firm constructed these mechanisms
not only for heavy barrels, but also for the
barrola of smEiller bore which were not manufactured
by ICrujpp.
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lirupp had already investigated the idea of
tage during the vvar, 1914 - 1918> after tho i
reports thereof had heen rcooivcd from Franoei
a matter of faoty on the strength of thcorotio.a
o.onsiderations a 15 em monobloo barrel
strotnhed during proof shooting vith thc^g^^
pressure gradually increasing past the -j
point, -oith the successful result tliat tho^bari
expansion no longer increased nhile returniug
to the norma.l gas pressure. Indeed the^cxporimc
had proved the correctness of the consideration ,
but during the v;ar no autofrettogc installation
vias erected. In 1920 ICrupp ros'omcd theoretical
investigations^ beginning v;ith 1926 they ^jvcro
Xmrsued v\ith greater vigor since incidental to
preparations for a barrel test^program the Army
Ordnance Office shov;cd an interest for expansion
by moans of autofrottage the rosistanco power or
barrels made of unalloyed stool to equal that oi
barrels made of alloyed steel, For experiments along
that lino Krupp worked in op-cpcration with Boiors,
in that Bofors made the plant available and aotuallj'
carried out the oxporimcnts while Arupp took
over the thoorotioal portion, including the determi
nation of the full value of the experiments, and
was present during the tests. In addition 2 liners ^
wore produced in Germany from unalloyed steel^for
7.5 cm field gun 16j they were autofrettagod in^
Bofors' and then fired in Germany.. (Barrel expcrimcncal
program ITo, 5a, 5b, 8a and Bb). After 1930 Arupp
oreotod its own autofrottage installation. After
being omploj^Gd for several ligdit barrels, the
process was discontinued because, it did not appear
to bo suitable for the heavy bores whioh wore
pr'imarily being produced by lilrupp at that time.
(page 60 of original)
2) Br£c_ch-blo_nks_ for Guns_.
Because of the groat variety of breech-blocks
introduced and because of the limited interchange-
ability cf the most importsint x^arts it was cxtromely
difficult, during the v.orld vvar, to send supplies up
to the front. In an endeavor to remedy this cm-
dition and after numerous discnasions between the
Army Ordnance Office and Krupxo the crncludion was t
arrived at that in the ccurso of the tv.cntios that 0
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thorc must "bo a standard Ireeoh-blook of vjhioh as
many of the osscntia,! interior parts as possible
Vvcrc to bo similar and intcrohangpablo for all
oalibers.
Thereupon the firm established
tion requirements for brocohblooirs,
field artillery, submitting sa,mo to
HoOffioe on 4 Juno 1928, under Bb
to those oonstruotion requiromonts :
a standard brecoh v;hosc firing bolt
dovioos oontained ocrtoin parts v:hi
for all bores, but omnootcd by oyl
mediate parts of the simplest nc.tur
satc for the lengths" required by t
relevant calibre. It vas further pr
the brecoh into one •-'ith an automat
by adding a fovv parts, or to equip
handed trigger.
bosio onnstruo-
for use by the
the Army Ordnance
11532* According
Arupp developed
and safctj'-
ch Y;ci:c; identical
indrical intor-
:: GO as to "compcn--
ho size of tlic-
oeoscd to cho.ngc
ic mrbilo ffieoha,nism
it aith a Icft-
Thc draft design was acooptcd by the Army Ord
nance Office end ear-morked for o::oci:ition• This
had to be done at Aheinmetall, houcvor, since ICrupp
could not do the Vvork under the ierovisions
(page 61 of original)
of the peace treaty, Ehoinffietall had rocoived the -
same construction order. It vans decided not to accept
the ICrupp breech in its entirety5 hovevcr, the novv
standard breech docs have most of the subst-^ntial
characteristics of the regular ICrupp brooch, its
mrst substantial variation being tlx Ahcinmj
fir in-:: bolt.
r
jinmotall
Parallel this dovolopmcnt of field gun breeches
was the creation of automatic brooches for anti-s-ir-
craft guns, with electric dotonrtion for mobile fiel
guns; a scries 'of those was introduced by the ucrman
I'Ghrmacht and stood the tost well.
(page 62 of original)
3.)
Ifuring the rebuilding of the V-crmen artillery
the fact was fundamentally clear the.t all guns,
v;ith the exception of mountrin guns, would have to
have axle suspension for rapid marsia.ling. The extra
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v.'cight for horsc-traction was aoociDtcd in order to
"bo able to convert to meohanised tra.otion at any
time by exchanging the wheels for similar ones with
rubber tiros. Eurther, there wa.s a basic demand for
the Moersor, including the gun oaaTia-ge with split
trail, since light artillery has to bo independently
capable of anti-tank defense and since, it has boon
shown, in the case of heavy artillery, that hard-
fired box trails are not manoouv/frable enough for
fire control and make unv;arranta,ble demands on the gun
crow W'hcn changing target.
ITone of the old ia,mili?r gun carriages with
split trails v\'as suitable for reconstruction. Eor
example, the pivot of the carriage body on the Deport
gun carriage (1912) is in the Vvhocl anile. That is, the
braking pressure is' spread evenly on both wihools only
at 0 degrees lateral direction (SoitcnstGllung).
In turning the gun carrirgo, one wheel carries a
substantially larger load, so that a, strong canting
of the barrel will result very quickly. To be sure,
the advantage of this system is the cqi^al distri
bution of the load on both trail arms.
The second system, the Eilloux-gun carriage,
avoids this disadvantage. The pivot trutinirn of the
carriage bcdy rests on a saddle su-pport (lafetten-
kopf) which, in firing position, is supported by the
axle by moccns of a
(page 63 of original)
longitudinal bolt. The engaging o.nd disengaging of
the axle springs of this gun with threaded spindles,
however, is extraordinarily inconvenient and time-
consuming .
Therefore the next task was to discover some
system under which the change from 'travelling to
firing position and vice versa might bo possible by
au-tomatic engaging and disengaging of the axle springs,
and automatic clamping of the trail arms in spread
position. For this purpose the wheels of the light
field bow'itzor Krupp 18 rcnd light field gun ICrupp 18
wore mounted in oscillating axle rods, Vvhoreas a
single axle vvas chosen fcr the medium field howitzer
a.nd the medium field gun because of the heavier weight
cf the gun.
igmiili
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Toothed spades (Einsohlagsprrnc) of French and
partly of S\';-odish design \^cro avoided because
according to the condition of the'ground, they
sometimes delay preparation for action and at other
times cannot avert an additional load upon the
trail arms if there is any bending out to the side
during the shooting. Therefore the regular trail
spade was generally used.
The Krupp 21 cm Moerser 18 was developed as a
new type of gun. The original plan to construct it
also as a gun carriage with split trail, was soon
discarded
(page 64 of original)
for fear that, with duo regard to the weights, the
spreading of the trail arms, the setting of the
spades, and above all the sx^^ivoling of the gun,
into firing direction after^unlimbcring might re
quire an unacceptable expenditure of time and labor.
Therefore the box trail was used on this gun,
with the basic change however that it had a pivot plate
which was to be lot down before unlimbcring, in
order that the gun could be swivolod as desired.
The question of anchoring this pivot plate was
solved on the basis of numerous experiments with
the old 21 cm Moerser, and it was concurrently learned
that the horizontal thrust of the braking pressure
must bo reduced to a minimum, Sinco this is, to a,
great extent impossible with a brake for variable
recoil, a double recoil was sucocssfully used on
this gun for the first time in G-ormany.
(page 65 of original)
4) Rci_c'"il„I^f_forSj^
The world war had shown that the recoil buffers
did not stand up io the firing loads aotuslly carried,
since these loads and also the huge quantities of
munitions used had not been foreseen. Either the
leather sleeve of the buffer casing became brittle
and loose through'the heat, or the buffer fluid evapo
rated so that the gun stayed back tor far and the
gun ffiarriage was crnsoquontly overloaded. Both these
difficulties resulted in a large shortage of ^ns
because of the ruining of gun carriages, Ecnco as
early as 1926 and at the instigation of Krupp a largo
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number of different buffer easing constructions
v.-ere tried out in systematic experiments as one
of the most important tasks, 'and fina,lly, on the
basis of the ICrupp liotafas pa,cking y.'hich wa,s
tried out inter alia. v;ith. Diesel motors cand espe
cially woven and Impregnated for this special
purpose, p. new heat-resisting buffer casing ma
terial was dcvolopGd,^ this immediately gave a fault
lessly tight fit, .readily withstood high temperatures,
and hence stood the test quite well.
In order to incrco.se the firing capacity
still further without having the barrel stay back
because of steam forma.tion, the fluid content of
the recoil buffers a.nd also their metal weight and
total heat cp.pacity was generally increased to such
an extent that the recuperator (spring or air) could
no longer be built into the trough of the cradle ,
but had to be tra,nsferred to the top of the barrel.
For the sufficiently
(page 65 of original)
increased absorption of heat the recoil buffers also
had to be furnished with a, water jacket, especially
for light and medium field hovvitscrs, which
allov;cd the temperature of the barrel buffers to
rise only slightly over 100 degrees owing to the
evaporation of the water.
In its construction the recoil buffer was left
with grooved sections in the cylinder wall, on
principle, in order tr avoid spocia,! rifling benches.
In place of these a recoil buffer with an annular
no22ie conical control plunger wa,s selected,
Dor this a short control plunger vwas 0;cccpted for
the sake of simple construction, but It required
the attachment of an a.dditional throttle valve in
the air recuperator in order to a.vort too forceful
counter recoil and thus any tearing out of the
spades. The general application of this type
^f buffer was not possible for all military guns
because the tempera.ture of the a.ir recuperator rises
considera.bly while throttling during prolonged •
hence the counter recoil is too force-Dal wdien the barrel is elevated slightly. Therefore
complete control braking (Vorlaufbremsung) was
generally adopted for military guns,
-•4.U f3urront constructions of recoil buffers .v.gLth adjustable recoil had the disadvantage that the
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regulating piccGS had to be turned under lead durin^
the reoril, and that they suffered errrcsprnding
a.ttritirn. OthGrvvisc the cylinders xith rifling
grrrvos VMoro only prrduood for spccio.l maohines,
Honno the recoil buffers werc-
(page 67 of original)
developed from type 7.5 cm Krui3^ light field gun^
and Krupp 8^8 cm Pla.k, which avoided this disadvan
tage and had only the recoil control plunger fur
nished with special grooves (profiinuten), a rather
oomplioatod part. In a.ddition, these buffers have
a regulated counter reoril over their entire lengthy
independent of the barrel elevation- In practice
thoy have stood up extraordinarily well,.
Besides the development of these new types of
recoil buffers, their practical testing on a scien
tific basis was made possible through the erection
of recoil spcodomoters in Eummorsdorf and Moppcn
(1928/29), o.nd thus a perfect regulation of the
buffer pressures and the counter-rocoii was achieved
(page 68 of r-rigin?-l)
Cari;j^.g£S_^
In the course of the construction of new gun
carriage systoitfs there was the further task of fidnpting
the parts to the production facilities of ordinary
machine factories as far as possible, and hence to
avoid the forms of prewar and wa.r-timo guns whoso
production required special equipment, especially
milling machines, in largo numbers. Therefore, in
order to simplify the work cast steel, for example,was
used most extensively for complicated parts of heavy
field howitzers, (cradle carriers', carriage bcdios,
saddle support). The manufacture of a high qualityj
thin-walled oast stool, however, oausod difficulties
resulting in various severe shct-backs. Bor this
reason fundamental experiments were carried out at
xpcrimental inst.allation at thecnco in the Erupp ... ..
suggestion of Iirupp. Finally the construction was
completely changed over to welding, about 1930, r
measure which ha.s proven completely satisfactory.
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XII. 5!i£i£!;S„Nan£e_a;t IJej2xD£nj^ 1919_'fco 19^3^
Siimmary of range-prantioe dates and firing figures
for the Army, and establishments newly
created.
1 June_1923
No firing days.
Remodeling •of firing range structures end erection
of new buildings, both to serve the purposes of
agriculture. Scrapping of guns and other equipment
and munition.
1 ii^iy„1923 - 10_June 192
2 firing days, 436 rounds.
Rebuilding of a munitions st.ose into animal stalls.
1 i^i.y-192^--__30 Sejjtember 1925_.
4 firing days, 248 rounds.
Preparation of dug-outs on the ta^rgef. line.
Re-censtruction of telephone lines, up to 23,000, which
had been taken down after the war's end.
i October 19^9__-_30 ^e_pt£mber 19^26_.^
1 firing day, 45 rounds,
target
Construction ox dug-outs on the^line
1 October 19£6_-_30 ^e^t^ember 1.9^7j>,
3 firing days, 242 rounds.
Building of dug-outs on target lines. Improvement
of weather-station equipment. Braining of range.
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i 50 Sej2t£iiiler 1S£8_^
8 fi--..i:Lg ds-vs^ 1075 rounds.
Constr^-o.tion' of dug-outs and draining of the
firing range.
1 ^6j^t_ember 198,9_i
26 firing days, 1483 rounds.
Ereotion of butts (iCugelfang). Improvement of range-
finding installation,
i i9£9„"_30 3ep.t£mber 19^0_._
37 firing days, 4383 rounds.
Improvement and enlargement of munitions buildings
a.nd gun sheds, nonstruotion of neatlier stsnds ('Tetter-
staende), photo-base 500 and of the temporary
muzzle velooity tovver,
i i95.9_'"„30 Sejot^ember 193.1^
43 firing days, 1931 rounds.
Osoillograph installation, improvement of the tele
phone netv^ork, muzzle velooity tover 350C, furnishing
of the firing position ' - wather stand 19,000, armor-
plate ffirders 3500, munition store.
1 Ootober 1931__-_30 September 1932_^
45 firing days, 4788 rounds,
Further enlargement of v^eather stands 19,000, fur
nishing of dug-out 3500 for fanilities for range-find-
ing.
1 Ontoqer 1932^
firing days,
30 3e]2t£mber_ 193,3_.
36 2846 rounds
Laying out drain 4800, enlargening the line trank
and the telephone line, nevv survey of the line, en
largening trank-firing position 2000.
(page 71 of original)
EIII, Conojuiding^R^marks^^ __
The foregoing remarks shovied us.only weak attempts
in the field of gun design for the first years after
the world war whioh aimed to salvage from the oollapse
what could be salvaged. Beginning witli the middle of
the twenties, however, we gradually note the aspiration
v;hich becomes more and more pronounoed to re-build,
and also to embo.rk on fresh projects.- It is true that
the guns then developed can
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only be olassed as fore-runners; they made an
appreoiable contribution, however, ,tovvards clari
fying opinions and requirements, thereby making it
possible to meet them and thus they have entirely
served their purpose. They were followed very
shortly afterwards by the weapons which were finally
adopted. Of the guns which were being used in 1939/41
the moat important ones vvere already fully deve
loped in 1933| the mortar was almost completed,
and the light field gun IB also was ready for
use. For the equipment vhiich was tested in secrecy
the Army Ordnance^Office and the industry stood
ready to take up mass production, upon order from
the Fuehrer,
(page 72 of original)
(handv;ritten) s
4 specimens available (Fxemplare)
1 Z = 855
1a = Hayn
1 Z =
1 Z =
Pahlke '(?)
Sparth (will return)
(page 75 of original)
V/ay-bill
for Order-form and Drawings
Dispatch-Date s
^l_September
Ho ,
From (A^K. Kanzlej) Artillery Design
Se_cr£tariat_ _(OfficeT
Order
Ho,
Ordcr-form
Ho. or Main
Part-Ho, Exe- dary
oution Execu
tion
Seeon-
T3eTiZ
very
Spcci•
f ica-
tions
Drawings
Copies
Des-
orip-7 1. 2, 3.
tioh
(handwritten) Heport of Herr
Hayn (18 September 1938)
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Totals
TRAITSLATION OF ]X)CulSHT ITo.ITIS:-9041
CONTIMJSD
(page 73 of original, omt'd)
• • A•• '"^
Through / For'*.ar'ding oertified; /
To
Sparth Department '
-RRB 145 - (PI 2&96)
ReoGix^t oonfirmeds
(signature) Sparth.
(page 74 of o'rigiiial)
V7ay-"bill
for Order-form and Dravvings
From Artillery Design Secretariat
(Office)
Order-form
Dispato.h-Datc s
22 'September
Ho ,
Drav; ing s
Order
Ho . No. or Main Secon- Doli- Des- CopiesParty-No. D^te- dary very crip-
• bution Exe- , Spe^^-i- tion 1. 2» 3 •
cut ion fi^-a-
tims
(handwritten) s Rei^ort of Kerr riayn
' (IS September 1953
(without pictures)
. H
'• sr
Through
Total
7"" Forwarding certified^ /
. "wr
V • v71
TO
Grassmahn Department
iY-PvRB 145 - (PI 2895)
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•7'^7 v7 rf/'' • ,,V; 'V-'. ' - •. .
-'l • -xi
c Gipt c onf i rme d s
(signature) illegible
^•v
V:- I ^
r\?
r'lO'.V- r
- •••
'TRAwSMTIOil 01? DOCUWiTT ITo,NIK:-9041
CONTIWUSD
(page 75 of original)
(handwritten)i
Hayn Report
18'September 1938
"The Engineer in Gun Construction"
4 X 1 X Hayn
1 X Grassmann Department
1 X File 855
1 X Report Register (Schriften-
sa^lung)
• 1 X (?) of Herr l^yn 1 April
1939
#Copy received 15 November-1940
(signature illGgiblo)
CERTIEiCATD OP TRAHSIATIOH .
OP DOCUMENT No.HIX-9041
12 September 1947
the undersigned, certify that the trans
lation of Document No.NIK-9041 is an English rendering
of the German original made to the best of our
ability.
Hertha C, KMJT?H
No. X 046355
Georgia LIEBERMN
No. N-113011
Armin KlINGSR
No. 19583
Edwin KEPDLER
No. B 397 946
Ruth OBERLANDER
No. 16594.
••v v'" jj •a i-t
: • •< >/ •
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f
Tia" OF DCCTj!-2-:T JTo. FIIC-10320.
0PFIC3 OF CHI3F OF OOTJirSiL FOP. .ul?. CRII:33,
A F ? I D V I T ^
K-rl rfirsch, aft-ar tevin:.: "jjen cuticned thrt ty infacin,?- a frlse affidavit
[ render nyself liable to punisn-ontj heremth state the follovrLng under oath,
voluntarily and v/ithout coercion:
I Imov/ thr.t soon after 1910 the Borrcrs-Eonzern accepted foreisn orders,
;-hich Erupp could not fill on a.ccount of restrictions placed upon tloen by the
treaty of Versailles. My trips to Sweden v/ers made in connecticn -with finan-
cia.l nroblor-is, arising from the fact thavt Krupp had ceded certain rights to
Lorfors to enable the latter fir": te ".se Frupp's designs and patents.
As to t 'C question ccncorninp •..:er.'bership in the A.CrK I here'with state
that I -res r nenber of the Beirat sinoe 1938. Matters discussed in the med5-
ings of tho Beirat v/ere treated strictly confidential.
I have carefully read this one page of my affidavit and sirned it myself,
t have :~!ade the necessary corrections in r.iy ovm hancvTiting '•nd countersigned
:hcn -with ny ovm initials and I doclrre upon oath th-t in this declaration
I have said the full truth to the best of my knowledge.
(3i:;.'.aturo) I'
("oif na ture of" deoononty
3vrorn to and signed before we this oOth d-y of July 1947 -b Nuernberg by
Karl ffirsch (name and address of deponent) knovm to me to be the person -.oaking
the above rffidrvit.
(Signati-irc) He_^_g_nn
Civilian 20698
XaGO number)
Office of Chief of Counsel for Wt Crimes
U.S. 'li'T Department.
- Slid -
- 1 -
• :iiR
T?[.:: .3L/.TI0r: of DOCIF^K'T r IK-10320
dDl:TIl"U"-:D. _
of trtsl-^ticsi.
I, Ct. Lruoner, AGO No. ETC 20 123j hereby c^'rtify thr.t I r n r. duly cppoin^
ted trrnsl-tor for the Germi o.nd Eiiglish lo.n.'^ ur.ges ond thot the r.bove is
r true and correct translation of the docuinont No. NIK-10520.
Nurenborg, 13 November 1947.
XGrLauoner AGO No. 3T0' 20 123).
- 2 -
Reich Pini3tr3'- for Dofonso
Chief cf N'^.vrl Hor.dquo.rtGr
(Dor Chof dor Fr.rincleitun.q)
Navy Ordnance Dcoartracnt
B 15806 "
/ /
/
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TR:Jv^SL:.TIOI! of DOCUIi-l^T No. NIK-11559
OFFICE OF CHJDF OF COUNSEL FOR '.OR CRLES
ssciy;;!!
Berlin 10_, 31 Dccomber 1925
AOcni;an iua;usta Str. 3S/42
Rubber Stamp:
*>tillery Construction No. 69
Rocoived: 11 January 1926
Rc-olicd on:
•Pith reference to your offer to f^ive us details about the material
manufactured at the Bofors firm^ I should be ',ratoful if you would in
form us about the followin/^ ^uns:
The Swedish Oovornment is said to have ordered from Bofors a number
of 12 cm .^uns and anti-aircraft guns for the new destroye.- Korden-
skidldj and the Dutch Government eight 12 cm .guns, six 15 cm guns
,and six 7,5 cm anti-aircraft guns, the latter for the Navy.
Exact details about the capacity of the guns, their loading mechanism,
si;ghting devices, automatic fuze sotte. s, combined Height- and Range-
finder and Predictor Vi/ould bo of great interest.
Initial R (Rittor) 34 ;; Sir^ature: (illc.giblc)
Messes Fried. Krupp A.G,
for the attention of Director von BUSLON ' -ritton to Bofors
Kar 5157 I of 9 January 1926
Berlin U
Behrenstr. 3/4
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION
4 November 1947
I, AImIIRTTE J' COBSCHN, FTO No, 20146, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for tViS English and German langu-ges and that
the above is a true and correct translation of the document No,
NIIC-115§9. - * -
ANNETTE JACOBSOHN
ETC No. 2014S
" END "
uft'i it'll y'rilmi'tlflfi'
.le^FN*
"'S.x.
n '
^ 5
oir docui-^:t x:o. :':ii:-i?.6C5
Ai'o'idaviu
I, j-oliannes SCllRO'S.'DZR, resident in Sssen, ^after
teen Y;arned tlaat I render myself liaole to^ nnnisliment
in-g a false statement, voluntarily and witiiouc oeing
ed'^tc duress state tie follo'..'in£:
laving
"by male-
suD j eot-
Concerning cuestion 3.): Yvhat e::tent v.'as ..lHC--
ested in Rl-ieirmietall-Borsig?
V:iien lias tie interest accuired?
Vlen it sold*^
ToAwiic^^e2Ne*.tJS^ -.siSapes "soM?
inter-
I liish to declare tne folloiving;
As can "be seen from the hooKs as far as thej^ still e^.-
ist, the first larger purchase corny-rising 25,000
effected on 15 .Va£ust 1921, tlie xioldings at ti.at "Girae a_xeaa„
amounting to 6521 shares. Tni-ing
additional purchases, ^ ily^^ks ) L
ritlal^"'o?r Triri-l dement and c^nsecuently
the afs^^er^tolhycushions, v,hen and to vhom the share hold-
ings uere sold, can he seen from the foUo'^ mng.
•^"'oldin'^ s in s^ ares of the H .'.c.niscne liCtalluaren^ undIh-.schiLnflrih ...G., Duesseldorf; later on called: Ihiein-
metall-lorsig hG., Ouesseldorf.
oo1 July 19
Value" of shares held by Bried.
IfyjJll
Increase until 30 June 192o
This amount T;as transferred to
A.fes on 30 June 1923.
30 heytemher 1935:
Increase
1 October 1935:
Reduction of cayital stoc^-c
15 June 1936:
3ale to the Deutsche Ban!:, Duesselo.oxx
18 Jcne 1936:
Reduction at the rate of 3 to 1
12 Auril 1939: . . . .
Increase due to the acquisition of
nevj shares
33 July 1937:
Increase
5 Ayriii. 1938:
Sale to Rcichsi-credit-
Gesellsehaft
5 Ayril 1938:
Bale to Yereinigte In
dustrie UnternehDiungeiA
AG,, Berlin
5,033,500.--
_jL,&_7,5,Cpp.r~.
- 1 -
rqminal yal_u,e_:^
49,013,000.-
4,7_d7,0C0.-
"53,7737000.'
_ 6__^_514 ,Opp,.j
60,367,00c.
9,043,050.
750.
97*642V3'00.
3,014,100.—
3,009,400.
'5 ,025', 500,
l_,67 5,_0pj5,
'6 ,6 98,500.
.698,500.-'
wiiitoi^i»iaii6ieat6hfla6A' ' i r-ntiwi.a
'TILUTSLi.TIO:: oy DOCClIi/T IVO .riT-ll&OS
COI'^^Z)
TIlis s:iov;s tiaat tlie firn of Pried^Iimi- AG= no longer leld
any shares o± tlie HtieinQetall-SorsIg IG-^ of Duesselcorf ever
since 5 A't^ril 1G5G,
I have carefnlly react this affidavit consisting of 3 gages,
have siacle the necessary corrections and initialled then in ny
o';n handY:riting and herev;ith state nnder oatZi nhat an tnis
statement I h-.ave said nothing hu.t tne trntn.
signature Johannes SCZhOhlEH
ST-Jorn to and signed "before me this 30th day of Segtenher 1947
at Essen hy JohanneB SCiP.OEDEH, hnovjn to me to be the gerson
iiialcing the above affidavit.
(sgd.) Kanfred A. ISSEHLhilT
U.S. Civilian,-•xG-O-Huinber
A-146eiO
Office of Chief of Counsel
for h'ar Crimes,
U.S. '..ar Saoartiient
CERTJPI_CAES„JjP
I, Annette J-bCCSPEIh ETC- • hereby
certify that I an thoroughly conversant vi'cn ta^e _!n.-.lis-x ana
G-ernan languages and that tZie above is a true a nd correct
translation of the Document i;o. ITU-ll 605.
sgd* Annette JAC0D3Ki.T
STO-lTutsiber 30165
• t
u
TR/J^SLATION OF DOGUIMT No. NIK-II548
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COmJSEL FOR V//iR CRXLHS-
Cast-3j3el Works, 14 Novembor 1928
To Herr v. CORDIER.
I should like you to arrange that our young certified engineers
nnd if you occasionally think it necessary, the young middle technician,
rs ^vellj axe taken individually to visit Rhm (RheinmetaJLl) so that
they may have an ooportunity of seeing their guns being produced
in the workshop.
signed: ,
CERTIFICATE OF TR.\IJSL;JI0N
29 October 1947
I H.B. BUSSLAUN, No. 20128, hereby certify that I am a duly
appointed translator for the German and English languages and that the
above is a true and correct translation of the document No. NII'C-11548.
- 1 -
"h:d"
H.B. BUSSJAiNN,
No. 20128
ivii II'WTniri r I'li-iiii'i i i ir ii V«Ak.. ^
• 'i'4
M
TRAITSLA'-TION op DOCUICEMT 1153 6
OPPJCE OP CHIPP OP C0TJUS3I( POR jJiB. GRIMSS
(handwritten);
A/'b, (Pfi3:s'".h (initial)
(handwritten note):
Sulsmitted to Gm,
Agreed, (signature)
Berlin, 29 Pebruary 1928
(hand-
written)s
to be
brought
to the
attention
of Hagel-
looh.
(initial
of Pfirso
(hand-
written)
iuit5.ai:
Bitter •
28. Pebr,
Gusstahlfabrilc, 27 Pehruary 1928
Memorandum
' Today Herr Hagellonh brought Captain
Austmann and Chief Engineer ICniepRamp of Repart-
- ment 6 of PrvJ, (Development and Testing Group -
Army Ordnanoe Office -) , to see me about the
quotation of fixed prioes for self-propelled gun
narriages. I explained to the gentlemen the
difficulties connected with quoting fixed
prices as long as not even the design has
been decided upon. If we were to comply with
such a request ve would have to include a very high
h)sum for the risk factor. The gentlemen
appreciated this and wanted to meet us at least
in that they vvould ask for a tentative price
only on the design and a subsequent estimation
of the expenditure for carrying out the design,
Rot until the design has been completely
decided upon, are we to be asked for a fixed
price at' which time we v^ruld be granted the
concession from the outset that every modi
fication in the design would be liable to cause
; a change in price. Captain Austmann claims that
•his department has instructions to place orders
at fixed prices only, I am under the impression,
hovvever, that if necessary one can also deal with
him on an overhead-expenditure basis (Regie-
basis) In any case he is going to make
- 1 -
V
imiTSMx-IOlJ OF •DOOmil.IT'i} iTr, NI2:-11556
CON'IimJSD
(page 1 of original, '-•ont' d)
[ir.ve
the oonoession to us that we do not/to stipulate
a fixed priee until we oan be fairly sure of our
nal'^ulations. Herr liagelloch will find out from
the gentlemen exaotly in vvhioh sequ.enoe we are
to submit our pri-^-e quotations.
(signature); ?firsoh
Cl^HTIFICA'TS OF TxUr&LAfION
OF 3X)aJLIliTT No.WIK~1155 6
13 ITovember 1947
I, Oerta KANl^OVA, No, 20 151, hereby oertify
that I am thoroughly oonversant with the English
and Grerman lagguagea and that the above is a true
and correct translation of the Document No,NIIC-1153 6,
Gerta KANITOVA,
No. 20 151.
- 2
(END)
iOim 'i'nlV. ^ "1
"J I
125 (Rocket)
\ \
TBAi^SLATIOlg OF ]X}Cb7-lM^T No. D-<^1S
office of ckibf of noTMs^. FOR :var Cj?ri-/mi.s
April 1, 1930
9153. Reich Defense Ministry
(Reichswehrministerium)
Chief of the Naval Command
(Chef der Marineleitnng)
Ordnance Section
(Waffenah teilung)
BERLIN
Concerning;' Oonstruction of rockets.
Subject: Discussion in Berlin on March 26, 1930,
Even though we liave not load eny experiences in
the construction of rockets, save for our participation in the
Unge experiments conducted some time ago, we are X'/illing to
cornoly v;ith the wish expressed by you and will xmdertake the
designing for the outer form and steering apparatus of a
rocket also the required launching-device (Abfeuergestell).
We request placing of the order.
- 1
file copy
signed
RiiDlMkCHiHR (?)
Prof,v.SBEREaRD (?)
f.'- '.7.'-i-, ' ''m
Chief of the Naval Command
B-x .W la 4311
(please indicate No.and
contents in your answer.)
Friedr. KRUPPA.C.,
ESSEN.
TiL^^TSLATIOw OF DOGU^'ISHT m
GOmiWED
D-cJlS
Berlin V/ 10, April 17, 19S0
Koenigin-Augusta-Str.' 38/42
(signature;)
H.v.EBEERrtiST
(Eubher stamp:)
A.K.
April 2<i, 1930 No. 092S8
Heplied: July 17, 1930
Concerning^; Construction of rockets.
A.E. 9153 dated April 1, 1930, 2
In connection with the discussions with your Prof, v,
EBBiffljillDT in Berlin and in Meppen, and referring to ahove
mentioned letter we herewith give you the order to "begin
the designing of the outer shell for a rocket and its steering-
device. For propulsion a rocket is to "be considered v/hose
shell raoasures 9 x 90 cm. The total weight of the useful
load may amoimt to approx. 12 kg. In the arrengement of
the useful load it is to he taken into consideration that
tho filling of the rockets may consist of solid as well as
liquid components which are to he cither exploded or dispersed,
or which are to he ejected in entirety,(for instance as
parachute flare) at the termination of the combustion of
the rocket.
Gm
v.E. For action
Phi-
By order
(Signature;) RIEDEL
certificate of TILITSLaTION
20 June 1947
I, Hanns GLEICHMAN, Civ. No. Ar-443029, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages and
that the ahove is a true and correct translation of document
No. D-213,
2 -
"MB"
Hanns GLEICHKAN
Civ.. No. A-443029
r-
I
• I . V'.i-
•i • ••••; -vy;
r:
iy'
OS .XCTBrjiT -To JliC-11822
or GKi:;/ OF coirrs''L fob yjib cbiicjs
Dipl.Ing. BMSBBEG Berlin.. 18 -July 1932(stpjnpj) J 23 July 1932
I renliedt 3-3 J
Initials Bitter
(marginal note );'.to E&r^ ^Bitter for
conference»
uly 1932
(...arginal
1ote:)
Kerrii Obcring. RrLOJiLLOOH
i.Fa. Fried. Krunn a.G-.
F s s e n/Buhr
Dear Herr Eji.ff '^iLLOCH,
note: replied 23 July
initials H'agelloGh. (?)
I noticed with regret that, inadyertantly,
you were not infonvied about the • ffairs of Kerr SCJ'pBTZ.
i'ieanwhile, you will he.ve found out from .-err SiJIJinRS that
the gentleman will r.ot be conei P'rcd for the .job. The In 6
Herr PFIRSCH (inspectorate 6 (Armour) of the .-.r-.:y Ordinance Office) has
19 -July (ini- decided in fa.vor of the ..gentleman n-^med bv the firm .Bhein-
tials) metall, ap-oarently/oecaus^"' ho ir- ycunger, norhapa also, go
KA.{FLLOCR as to be able to consider both firms, since you furnish us v.dth
19 July
(marginal
note:)
for Dr. B.
the motor-car engineering Instiuo^cr. Capfcain 3TEr ICTrl is
very much obliged to you for your efforts in this connection.
On Tuesday, 26 inst., '-err VOr-SCrju" will
come to huiriinersdorf for some test shooting. I intend to drive
to .Dssen with him on 27 or 28 July, provided the small
tractor is meanwhile in such a. state that I can see it running. ^
I should very much appreciate it, if you could let me know
officially, if possible by return mail, whether my visit on
the given date will be convenient,.'
Offering my best regards,
I am yours very faithfully
(signature:) BLaSB •BO
CEBTI..; ICAT.i. Cj TEAi.S.'Lj.-iTIOi'.
November 17, 1947
I, Hannah Schlesingor, 20081, hereby certify that I am a duly apnointod
translator for the ."nglish and i^erman languages and that' the above is
I true and correct translation of the document .'"o FIK-11822.
"Dl-D"
Hannah Schlesingor
Fo. 20081
TIlj'liSIu.TiaT OB' DOCUi,.j;HT Ho.BfiK-11779
OFBIC:! 01 Ciii::!- OB 00U':'o7':L for -.a.R CRIIDS
454 23 July 1932
BIc r rn
Dipl.-In^, E 1 r. s b o r j.,,
Eorlin - Charlottcnburj^ 2.
193 Uhlr.ndstr . Raised Ground-floor, loft.
Dear Horr Flasbcr^,
I v/ish to thank you for your letter of 18 July end ro;;^rct very much
that the other ^ontlcr'ian has been taken/ True, I do not lmo\7 him, but
the in£\n vjhom xio proposed certainly has more oxpcrionco than the youn^.ar
mr.n.
'-s regards the small tractor, I can say that Ifcrr ELLGRBUSCH roturnod
fror.1 r'.'dorf ycstordaj'j ho roportod that thoy havo not yot achieved their
^oal there \dth the one carburettor and i/ith the lon^, suction-tubos, I
ncr.7 -i.r.nt to fit (tho voliiclo) vdth the normal motor plus en inlet pipe
above, tnd to carry the dischergo pipes separate from each cylinder di
rectly dOTm through the floor, h.eanv/hile furthv;r experiments will inost
probably be mc.do vdth tho one motor in K'dorf.
I trust that I reay invite you officialy to attend the first operatio
nal cxperiixnt idth the vehicle, on tho 27 or 28 July.
Horr .OdLrERT vdll bo in Berlin ii|^ nd{.y and vdll probablj'" contf.ct you
again by telephone. I have requested him to drivo out to K'dorf to look
at the roll-trcstlo (Rollbock) thcr;/. Hruptmr.iin (Gaj)tain) I.iSRTIT8CH, t^o
is conc.-rncd in this natter, cannot drive out with him until Tucsdrv.
(page 2 of ori;^inal)
Perhaps ho cm go vdth you then to inspect tho other special vehicles
as vrcll.
'Vith best regards.
Yours
( iiiitir Is) unlaiovs'' .
C'.RT1FIC...TS OF TpL...!bL...Tia^
5 Jovenb^:r 1947
I, II-thlcon Eramloy, 170.20096, hereby certify thf t I am thoroughly
conversant with tho English and Ger.x.n languaj^cs, and that tlw' above
is a true and correct trrnsLtion of the document ho .iJ eL.-ll77 9.
lu'thleon irOi-ih-jY, iJo«20096
- 1 -
" EHD "
Minister of Defense
X^o. 345/52 V.'a -Vrw 6 Y
Please state nvjuuor and
contents in your roijly.
Isi^SSl^Xar 07 D0C"X-. Ifr A"0. D-22S
0??!n . 07 c:-:i-? roTK;.s.:.L I'Q.. Clil..
3orX-in W 10^ 15 Octooer 1S32
Iloeniri^in ^tunnsta Strasso 63/-X2
•lolo-eione: Local C 1 St^inplatz
0013
Lon- Distance: C 1 Stoinplatz
5255
Ponistered, Confid^^ntiaU
S-gbicct: Ccnstraction of McdiuB Tractors (-fi-sell)
3 Snclosuros
To:
(Stamp)
Pricdr. ZHUP-c* PiiT.
Denartasnt -a»K»
Lsson.
*1S OctoLcr 1533/109--0
. AnaVoroo.:
The IClIjP? A.O. is iicrccy asked to 'bo-.un
constructive resoarch on a n-y--^ t^'pe of tractor — to "be rofcrj.oo.
to in the future as Medium Tractor (M.Tr.), in accordance vitth
the spocifica.tio ~E stated In tho enclosure.
The "basic specifications for tlic dosi,pi are:
l) Ir.creaso of armanent to 1 cannon and 4-5 nacLino .vans.
S) Total voinnt not to 'ixc .1 15 tons
3) Armor safo at loast a.;:ainst 2 cm v^oapons
4) Creation of a vehicli.., vitli approxinatoly the ScHg
length of . rouiid contact tho iicav^'" Tractor vniicli
we have lie.d till nov;r oth^r'-dso dc-CToaso in the heinht,
so as not to present a larfo t:rnet and to kcox> tho
armored surftices snail.
3ofore detailed function( coinn oeyond the
ones stated in the enclosures)are discussed, it should ho ascertained,
whothor, or how far the ahovo mentioned main specificr-tions (as to
space and woiiht) can he mot.
construction.
.(ini orl.
lisy^ (?) il
,.V7ac ) crL'^^a.
Da )
XTu (?) ) crl.
Phi )
You are asked to 8u"bmit a "bid for tlio
1-y order (initials illepihlo)
(Sivnat'ore): ille^iihl©
Captain and Deputy Departmont Loader.
H, Et^i'elwerk/Wolfort
(initial) P.
lllenible word (initial)^
- 1 -
']}.:Aiii''bLATIOi" O-C rOClitCii^T iTo. D - 3o3
CO:ovl./Ui.D
(pa^e S of orici:ial)
I'Ja Prw S Y Scrlixi, 12 Octol-er li^SS
On tliG "basis of hitherto concluctocl ( hut not yot concludoc".)
shelling exporinents on ar.eorplato, tlio anoun-t of prot'Oction
against shelling "by <1 cn weapons is as follows:
Thiclcness of Plato Strength Distance Impact angle
ill milliriGtors nor pqu,m,ra, in Ket .rs
40 120 - 140 500 §0°
40 130 100 75°
SO 120 " 130 100 ^ 500 70°
50 120 - 130 800 90°
20 120 - 150 100 40°
20 120 - ]50 500 60°
20 120 - 130 800 c-ODO
15 -I'lO 3 800 90^
• "e ;o '
Since KRUPP ictorinincs the strength of the plates
"b;- a method other than that used "by the D3w, the result is
different Vc lues for plates of ecnial strongth. Por eimniplo,
a strength of 120 kg per Bc|U,milliiTiuter dot ruined "by .JlUPP,
seems to corr.ispond to the strength of 130 kg per scju^millimotor
determined "by Dji.7,
There are no results availaole at present on plates
of different thickness and streixth.
The aocv: r.'sults should "be used as a "basis for the
first provisional calculation for the arinorcd hody of a Medium
trictor. You vn.ll "loo hopt inforued on th results of futujo
shelling experiments (mainly on thinner plates).
(si rencd): IDY^lSm (T)
1 Cox>y each:
Dent. IV
" V
hrumm Pirm
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r-O^TIUmf)
Prw 3 V
(pa^G 3 of oricir.al)
Porlin, 12 OctolDcr 1932
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
for S)
further
etails 300
a 7)
rw 6 VI
8)
2)
10)
11)
12)
Main "001,nts for the iiiife-jnl roKea.roli on tho
doti'i^rLi of a -iodiiir 0?racT-or.
'fGi£;ht I
Lengths
Ividth:
G-round
cleara:ice:
Motor:
Spood:
Gearshift:
Stcerinn near
not to excood 15 tons
probably some'-rhat shorter than, the Eco.tj?" Tractor
but longer than the Light fractor
to bo dotI'TLiincd possibly "-y the dinnetcr
of the- turret, as long as (pn.jstioiis of vcight
do not interf jre; rL:oroov:r the steorino"
capacity-fc.vour a larcc vriith.
40 cn,
25C hp, e.ircoolcd
aaxinun sp^^'od: 35 kiu? good average speed
ds'Sirablc
mechanically opcratec., synchroUizod
--».nhor. trrnsmission
Clutch type stoorin;: as used on
Tractor KaLV? (?)
Truclcs and suspensione: Ootails not clear yet. Conjarc
Ka-minutos of SeDte-iber lSb2 '
Driving
ncchani sm: 2 Projects: l)Drontvhceldrive
(if at ail possiblu)
2) P.ea.rv'hoel:rivc»
Cliubing ability: Has to be su'ocr-idnatcd to nain problam^.
To be desired: not appreciably loss thrjs.
porforitiancG of Heavy Tractor.
Dnpino coupart—
lacnt ordered that is fire-, heat - and sound
proof vdth rcspoct to fi hiting coupartnont
Gasoline conCn.inor to bo separated from
fighting conpartnent.
13) Ai'inc.i.iont» Turret: Cannon (7.5 mm or s.iiallcr ca'ibrc,
2 projects i) plus 1 MDchinenun. Compare
Ka-minutes, Pront and rear one set of
ti'.dn-.iachine^-.uns each, Traverae extent
of 200° dasireble.
14) Personnel: Dep nding on arnnmcnt: Turret: CoiTuiendor,
Cannonoer, Machineguiincr ,1 Driver, 1-2
A-ichiao:Uuin-.'rs (l of them possibly a
P-adioopc ator?)
Otherwise: 1 Kr.dioopcrator / 5 men (7?)
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CGHTIlTOIiD
(pa^ci 3 of original, cont'd)
15) Armor; Desira^ble; Security against 2 cm automatic
weapons, -at least on front and turret.
Compare Special List.
G-cnoral; Si;-aplicity of arrangoments, it is important that
single units he accessihle and ahlc to ho
dismantled readily.
For the rest you ma^' use the discussions in Ka.
as a reference for many points.
(Signaturo) KLLIST (?)
OF TRtLLTSLa.TIOH
24 July 1S47
I, Fp.iraim LSVIH, Civ.i-.o. D 153 535, herohy certify that I am
thoroughly conversant v/ith the Snglish and G-orman languages
and tliat the ahovo is a true and corroct translation of the
document Ho. L - 223.
Sphraim LEYIH
Civ.Ho. D 153 535
- -
kTRANSIATION OF DOCUMENT No. D-17Q
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUFSEL FOR WAR CRIF
Dept.: Ordnance Designing (Artillerie
Konstruktion - A.K,)
Bb.No. 10 706.
November 15> 1921
Ministry of Defense
Army Ordnance Office
Testing Section (Friifwesen) 4/II
Berlin
Concerning; 24 cm K and 30,5 cm H.
Snb.ject; Bb.Ho. 3566 of 11 Kov. 1927. 26.
The total v^eight to be shipped has been
distributed to the individual vehicles in such a
manner that each individual vehicle approximately
reaches the stated weight of 24 or 14 t. Type K.D.
Ill was to serve as prime-mover, and a certain num
ber of the same had been ordered from Daimler at
the time.
Enclosed are copies of the construction
directives drawn up at that time. As far as we know,
machines of this type have not been completed.
« 1 ^
ii'liiilfitniifhTii I r II •|i-i[iflijfrii'triittirrn'[ inhiii
By order of :,
R. (Rademacher) ?
TEMSIATION OF lOCUMEira iro.D-178
CONTIIIUKD
Enclosure 1
Contract of > • • •.
for • • • pieces
Power tractors Kfupp-Eaimler 160 P»S«
Model KoD. III.
^
Construction - Directives#
L. Performance.
The artillery power tractor Kfupp-Daimler, Type
K#D# III is supposed to propel a load of 23 t when
loaded.
It is to be equipped with four wheel drive and a
motor of at least 160 H.P. at 1200-1300 revolutions per
minute# The tractor must be able to carry a load of
about 2 t.
Daily performance s 70-80 km
Speed s at least 4 gears forward,
forward s 1,6 - 16,4 km per hour ,
reverse s 2,4 ki^ per nour.
When loaded the power tractor without trailer must be
able to take slopes of 25 and while towing a load
of 21 tons
(page 2 of original)
to negotiate a slope of 10 ^ at a speed of 3-4 km per
hour under normal road conditions#
Rope Winch? 4 speeds and free wheeling.
1. speed 0,1m per second
2, speed 0,4 m " "
3# speed 0,18 m " "
4# speed 1,3 m " "
Powers of traction t
a) at the tow hook, on a good level road, corresponr
ding to the speeds and a tow-road of 21 t.
b) Winchs highest traction power at vsmall speed
(sliding clutch) 10 000 kg
permanent traction power 7000 kg.
- 2 -
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CONTIITOED ,
(page 2 of original, cont'd)
Motor g A motor, operating as silently as feasible, of
about IbO H.P,, and 1200 revolutions per minute.
Well tightened muffler without visible flash.
Muffler pipe facing down and to the rear.
Exhaust pipe is not to pass close to the clutch
of the motor.
Pay Loads In addition to its super structure the machine
has to carry a pay load of about 2 t.
lit Principle measurements and weights.
Rear wheels s Diameter = 1800 mm
(page 3 of original)
Width sv 500 mm
Front wheels s Diameter =1400 mm
Width = 330 mm
The m^ouverability of the tractor, even under unfavourable
street and load conditions, must guarantee taking a curve
of 6,0 meters radius measured the inside wheels .
Wheel base s 4000 mm
Maximum width of vehicle s measured from outer side to
outer side = 2500 mm
The width of the track is to be about 2000 mm in front,
and about 1900 mm in the rear.
The overall height shall be such as to enable the tractor
to be shipped on an ordinary open railroad car, consi
dering the smallest Belgian and French loading capacities.
Tow lable ; Length of the rope 130 m.
Spare rope of about 130 m length and same diameter
as %he main rope, with timble, ring or lock for lengthe
ning ,
Material s Especially pliable steel cable-* Rope diameter
20 inm, fensile strength of 30 000 kg. A certificate about
a breaking test of the rope is be submitted.
gasoline and oil tanks s Capacity about 500 liters gaso-
line and about 30 liters oil.
Easy guidability by a sitting man, who can overlook at
least bhe frohxwheel*
- 3 -
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COKTIIJTJED
(page 4 of original)
Lowest point of the machine over the ground 400 mm.
Distribution of weight 3 Total weight is not to exceed
16 tons. No more than 10,5 tons thereof are to be carried
by the rear axle^ and about 5,5 tons by the front axle.
Accessibility s All parts of the motor, radiator and
rope winch are to be easily accessible.
III. Structural details.
Axle i Front and rear axles have to be supplied with
springy,if possible with leafsprings with suspension
shackles. The axles have to be made particularly strong
and to be separated with sufficiently big roundings.
Grease boxes have to be provided for.
Steering s Steering gear is to be developed like that
of an automobile. (Axle shank). The turning of the front
wheels from the center position to the extreme right or
left position must be achieved by about two rotations
of the hand steering wheel. For the extreme position of
Jihe front wheels turned to the left or to the right a
fixed limitation has to be provided. The connecting rod
of the front wheels is to bo placed higher than the front
axle. The front and roar wheels are to be made of wood
with iron tires and riveted crossbeams, and to be equipped
in such a manner that when driving through difficult
terrain grousers can be affixed. If it is impossible to
find something better, wheels of the construction type
K.D. I , with Daimler grousers ,
(page 5 ^of original)
Motor and driving gears are to be encased if possible.
Two seats for driver and assistant driver.
The driver*s seat has a folding roof. Large boxes
with locks for spare parts, accessories, tools and other
equipments are to be attached. A loose rope with no less
than 400 mm in' diameter, two hoists of 10 000 kg capa
city each, have to be added to the vehicle.
Safety stoppers (largo faces to prevent sinking in,
braced to the rear to avoid tipping back, as light as
possible) are to be easily available. To be painted like
guns.
Bach machine is to be equipped with a fire-extinguisher
There will be electric light ihg. which will consist of
one or two strong search lights and two lamps for curves.
There wikl also be provided 2 a lamp for the tail light,
one for the lighting of the rmi. ing board, also an out
^ 4 ^
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TR.-JTSLATI01T OF DOCUi£BIJT No. D-178
OONTIITUED
(page 5 of original , cont'd)
let for a flash light. Two oil lanps are to ho installed
as side lamps and aa spares.
A deep sounding horn and a whistle are to "bo
installed. Also a signal device from the trailer cupliing,
as well as from the gunner's sea.t to the driver's sea.t.
Speedometer is desirable, odometer necessary.
CBRTIFICATE OF THANSLATION .
c • 21 June 1947-
I, Hanns Gleichman, A. 443 029, hereby certify that I am
tho3^oughly conversant with the English end Gorman langua
ges and that the above is a true and correct translation
of Document No. D-178.
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"END"
Hanns GLBICm!HiN,
A.443 029.
/
/
/
, I . I .1 • Iii'iii i^tlWa'iil iiiii AtfUi- fiilflart ' I nf-i'iiiilll^TllilPlii'M I• ^iiMfAT<rTgihjlfafr{ii
/TRlNSLrXIOF 0]?~D0Cm^f f o~l?IIC~12376 .
OPPICS 0? CHIEP 01 COmSEL EOK V/VJl 0RB.1ES
AREIDEVIT
M, Johann_Hoffnann, Esscn-Haarzoi:£,
haTinc been warned that I render nyself liable to
puiiishnent for naking false statcnents, herewith declare
the followin:c;j under oath, voluntarily and without
coorcion-i
I joined Krupi:*' s in 1895 as •an a'pprontiQo. In 1901
I had finished ny apprenticeship and v;a.s then a. soldier '
• for tw?o years fron 1-903 to 1905- I then returned to
iCrupp' s a.d a technician. I was then enployod in itho
• Artillery Dcvelopnent i^opartnent. Eron 1915 to 1916
I took part in the Y/orld'v/ar. Fron 1917 onwards lavas
in the Mo-tor Vehicle Construction where I worked on 5
ton trucks.- I worl^od as an indepcndant dosipner in
the Motor Vehicle'Construction Dci;^artraGnt up to 1926. ,
In 1926 the construction of cxpcrii-iental ta.nks, in,
which I participated as a desipncr, wa.s. coinnenccd.
Vo wore five in nunbor,' among us being, Herr Hugo' , ,
-\7a.lthor, ^Herr Hagelloch, and Herr uoolfcrt. The first
. tanlc/to be built""was the "largo Tractor" which was
again reconstructed in 1936 and fitted with Clothac
gears. The "Heubao.fahrzoug" (hewly constructed vcl>lcle)..
and also the improved "Heubaufalirzeug" was produced
originally by the Rhcrnme-tall. ThG"light Tractor"
' was later'built as the."largo tractor'*. The prototy.pc^ ^
for the La.S, (agricultural tractor) was the Englis.h :
Cardon lloyd. I designed "the La.S, in 1931* Herr
Voelfert was in chang:,c. In 1932 I w-a.s in Russia for
four months from Jul^'" to Soptembor. There V7C were in • ; J
Kasan. -Tho Russian •officcr...in charge there was
' lieutenant G-eneral Doroschenko. It was my. task to give
: instruction on theory to.tho students of the FotGrs-
' , burg Academy. From ,1932 to 1953 alterations were mcade
to the ."large-tractor". In 1933 the .Russians again 'asked
for me. I went to Russia in May but was sent back
again after two months v;ithout having soon the onginC^crs.
In the meantime the construction of Tank 4'had been
cor.imonc^g. In 1933 aaid 1934 the T'H was built.. The
^Tanl: 4/a group-design carried out under the direction
of Herr Woelfort. ^F.or ex nple, I constructed the
steering-gear. The first experimental e_^uipmont was
manufactured in the spring of 1936. In 1937 I had
ProfesBor Mueller transfer j^o to tho^ Boeminghaus group
owing to differences of opinion with' Herr Hoclfcrt. in y
1940 I again started work on my motorisation plans •
and made a draft plan of the chas.siis fori a laxQe , '"h-'y
long-barreled gun. Finally I constructed a self- ; y/v
propelled gun carriage with a 17 =014'gun. In Fobruar;y
'I bocamo unfit for v;ork and made application to be , 'I
pensioned off.
1 / y
V.hen we started the construction'tanks in 192«6
nothing wa.s said about the Versailles Treaty. Herr
Hagcllpch was in content with Berlin and brought th.e
orders, we were only the working tools^ - • • ' "
''tl
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flU'JT.SL:/.riOK OrTOCL^lJlTT I"o. i\"I::-12r)76
• COITTII-TUSE
(page.2 of orxGinal)
I have carefully 'read each of the tv;o pagos of
this affidavit and signed it personally, have- hade
the hcccssary corrections in mj ov/n handwriting and
countersigned then with ny initials and hcro\';ith
-•declare under oa.th that in this statement I have
stated the pure truth to the host, of ny ImowlcdGo
and hqlief*
(signature) s Johann HOPPI-IiJIN
Sworn to and signed "before me this 31st day
of October 1947 at Ssscn, sGcrnany by Johann'
HOmOTd, known to no to be ^the person naking
th-e above affidavits .
/
s
1 .1
' Joseph C» PiJliLkkBEhG
/U.S. Civilian I)-229753
Office ,of Chief of Counsel
for 4"ar Grines, U.S.
Jar •Departnont. •
CEhTpdCnlE Oi._ipNSp.pOU_
y
2& diovonber 1947
I, John FOSEElbiY, Ko. 20179, hereby certify that i
an thoroughly conversant with the English_^and Gcman\
languages and that the. above _is a true and correct
translation of Eocuracnt No. Ulii—12376»
/ \
•V
A
John EOSBShkT,
Ko. 20179.
J,
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Oi-^IOB OF CnlBF OF COU'FSBL FOR ViAit CRII'jES
Lecture on stuel Frof, LX;ERb. 3 14 January I93I
•-o ill quality ana size of all steel products,
iiifred iviil FPTlannod the 1 XiOO t-press alreadv
around lc^;/c3t.
Sucess:
improvements quality planned, mainly, for
war materials.
iit'Jr?-products of international repute, ar success
of KR'^ PP-armor plates and ar "or pieroin.? shells ^ Ska^
jrerrak).
Vi^ork Previous co-operation with arn^'' and naval offices
in the f'iela of steel improvements v/ill be very much
limited, I RUFF turns to nev; tasks now in the field
of the chemioal indaiaij;;:^ .qleotrical industry,etc,
Follows tradition. To-ray, also, leadin/r in all
fields. Examples;
Ivon-rust steel Military aspect for instance saloeter products
iJon-magnetic steel, castings " "
Izett '' - •' " ''
Boiler construction material
heat reaifitant
i5.ph ten^erature alloys
Hitridin^ steel
"'ddia" steel
'••elding
Largest Ror^in^'s
sub-marines
ship boilers
boilor
super-heate-armor plates,
gu- barrels
Chemical industry, ships
boiler fire-bars and many
others
.•aohines (arn^mant parts of
/-rqatest precision)
tool steel for hirh velocity
wor k
Ship construction, construc
tion of ''un mounts
boilers for Ohemi cal In
dustry large insi-'allations
for production of electric
current, run barrels
i-umerous other problems und.;rwa-, such as hardening specifications etc
£u£ess_in pqs'r-v/ar^jwork.
Tiu.;oLATior o: LOJirjiDir No.l 176
co^rirUiiL
(pe{re 2 of ori'^inal)
Leadership attained in fielrs rrentionec above, i.cknowled-ect for
instance, by desire often voiced by Americans, for co-oernation. Lice
ses" f or ••on-rust steel, Izett, nitridin- steel, -^iven internationallv.
iliY 1 A A1 i .*_r ^ ^ r*iibcporimental institute, strength 157 persons
?ojt-v/ar -task£ l_Qa£_ to many an expori eice ]^"hich 3^s_important for
internat_ional pi'£r£.®£s in the~fTeTd's
£f_s^ee_l production. "" "
^xmerican work on olybdenum steel laiov;n in all details and checked
7entrifu"al castinf^ me--.hocs pursued by us, frip -ittershausen. Pro
duction of O0ntrufup:al cast iron 'noulds by us. Expensive process. Is not
v/orth our wh:le, for the time beinr, from a commercial point of view,
^asic kaov/ledp;e available. Could be tried any time, iiesults very uncer
tain.
Questions of £l_loy
a) "OsG of Chromium and Kickel may possibly be limited.
b) it would be advisable to see to ";^olybdenum reserves
c) nn-steel technically not judred very favorably today, .e see
possibilities, however, to inprove this steel considerably, and
in this way we may be able to meet army requirements forwarded
to us recently,
cl) Chrome steel con be improved hy Izett process which will 'ua-
rantee it to a consiaerable extent against brittleness
tlrourh autofretta.-ve ,
e) Temperinr of steel may somebimes replace alloysj this is no'
se
cret process
^a.ridn_at_ion ^u£^in^; of_proaucts,
Laborabory te:rt iTiebhocs^ as for instance the tension tesi-, impact test
(paj're 5 of orirrinal)
etc. require careful .iuo'ln-:"; .-uc'^ inf!: the impact rests..in,fr capacity is
particularly difficult. Conditionin- of test, shape of indentation and
size of sample, .standard po^^es piv_e directives only, '^nov.rled•^e of detail
such as ^or instance, ooncerniny the permissable dimensions for for'^inrrs
can be collected by the steel manufacturer only.
- 2 -
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iltAl^i3L«I'I0N OF LO'Xi«T Ko-.C I76
C0^TTI1>II'E0
(pa,<^e 5 oF orifinal c.-.nt'd)
^la tradition was the oonficence Military arencies placed in us, a
confidence we fully justified.
Laboratory experiments cannot replace all practical tests. For in
stance for testin.5 armor plates actual firinf^ tests remain necessary.
Our work on militar_y_t^sks__a_ft_er_th^ejprar_, has been vei-y limited for
.rinanoial reasons,
Gonclu£i£n__^
Survey shows that we have not been ?dle. I'rue to tradition we take the
lead. Co-operation with us is internationally appreoiatec!. (America, Rus
sia, -^tay, England), 'ue should appreciate even closer co-operation
with German i^ilibary agencies. and -rlaaly furnish them vjith aid and ad- .
vice,
(initials) .B 13 January I93I
C3:jn. icate of frahsla rfoi
13 November I047
I, John Fosberry, K0.2O179 hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the Er.rlish and German languages, and that the
above is a true and correct translation of document No.L 176.
John f'Od--Ei'J-'.Y, ^'•o.20i7q,
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XR..: SLi.TIOH or DOCUiirJl-FT i"o •1:11-11516
icD or clii-- oi- cou-.^u-l i c&'i iij^ ohujsg
iTtillery Dovoloomcnt 11120^
In'ternc. 1 -
1 1' ov. i'libe r 19S2
He u o r 8 r. d u m
on
the Thsit to the head of the Inspection Dope.rtnent (?ruef-.fesen)
on 1 i'OTeinber 1932 .
a-reosnt "..'ere :
froid Ins-^ecticn Dai^ertnant: Cclon;.ls Dr. BJCIGR, ZlGi^Gi-UJR,
Lt.-Colonel v.DCIHD-RD,Captain Dr .K(po_L:iK.
rr'.nn i.rtill-• ry lopr^jent: Dr .GRrjGokl-H, Dr.RITXDR, Dr .KORSCili_;.
lil-irstl-, ex-aalnod thet he had, -30cause of Dr. KCR&CkL^^s
reoort^ co-o:;;ted Dr. RCCbTSR, the ohe.iri.ir.n of the armor committee
of the iviapcctior. department •
Dr. ICC'CG-l-'.: ' ' roferrir-j to a memcrandum, attached hereto,set_
-V.rth the r^'srlto of the It test sheet metal firint, tests, and further
oro-iocts. So avc no iijures roletivo to -liio chemical composition
;f 4o -latosOjut ccurinad hiiasair to stability TOluas and to brief
data a:i''oc.!i:otcticn. The Inspection Department requested a compila
tion. of the r-suits, ni.ich lias promised.
2)Tq a question b Dr. atlJoU-: IT as to - uhothor the 6 designers
anpliod for by us vfculd bo prar.tad BSCiC.a roplioa thaj. ..ould.
0 ouorvljvDr. GRh^uIuS'S, 3QU.i.V oxprossed, at sor-io length,
. the Tri.o-..-s of tho'insncction'departmont ro„ardin„ ihtDrV's Larp Trac-(boti- tor. Ho e::)lain.od that, at th; time, the vohiola had bean taken out!f our hands asithout our hrvin, an oyp ..rtunity for r^kinf; any tests.
CrR.f - 4
rl lRoCii Initial: Pfirsch 7/ll
RiyCRH
Di-'CR
Y.
of eri.Dinc, 1)
y.H' - d' - ,.h.- •
.0 ti
dubsoQUontly, it had bocomu evident that the air pump not
suf"'i.co for t!u! su-.ply of tfeJ ccmpr.jssod air st.,orin(,, a deficiencyf ;ou4 hove sUminsted nithir: 4 -.;oeVs, hud the vehicle reamed ^
but it hed onlj- been possible to do so «vur there durinf, the
Ir.ut fo-..- days, in Oo-cohcr 1932 .
• :• h-
i-i'' 'ifrtMni'rr
nLU'bL-.TIOlT 01 DOCIHZTi T jio.HXK-11516.
CUrlT Uj'D •
(pe^v: 2 of cont'd)
I^ircvthon, the TTohiclo has chcp.-.n v ry &ood irin^^
•nr.rti-.r the o-roortur.ity had ores rtod its.If ac least to .^ko fir -t,
tests GY.r till ro vith the RIv; inn:; tall vehiclo sc. that,
at l-e-st, soix deta -.it.a avrilcbL;. Ior that reason alono thxs v.hiclo
'\s.-l h-- di;c-.dod upon ;:rrovyionally.
I; -.K'has'.zcd, hov.cT r, thtt the firx-.l decision had.not heon made.
C)Br. RITTil suhiiitted the >•? ".ortlllery Dovolopixnt Office 230", in
ord' i' t • hrin un tf.o guostion v.nothor, henooforth, it -.ic s ooi jd'; fie 7.5 cmcalibr; cs the orme.i.nt of the "Ur,e tractor ath;,f .r-,nco tc this -oo^r. o I'^ nythy discussion ensued o^n^^thoje.
G.i tptiTreo of the imsncctitn do.eortvunt, resuleinu ni .
to hove th, ,u.3tion cf th oeUhr still
ly c oision_urrx..d ^
hrndi, z.:2 :o. u R,
r nu-st d 3 nero copi-S as wll oa a craipilution on the trafctorio
of th. various calihrcs; this •..'GS proinh.s..d.
(•puipo 5 of «.'ri(_,lTial)
Btor RTTTJR r;c.in roouostod that the turret for thc"U-.reo Trsctor,"br^ntrustod to us, ox.'oundlnc 1-n detail that th. proposed
des-; >--uuld b.. -edn^-d nitr the ssential oharscf ristios of ty
. orthc fenst ;d«X.i turret, f. r:,ceiv..d only the ans.eor that
as y'^ t no decision had b or n'do on this point.-
(sijndO RiTI.iR
GaTIl--10...XJ^ OR TR'. JbU-TIO:.' __
li .-.I'ov-nb'.ir l':>'o7
:•,, J.tr. losberry, do.20179, h roby ce rtify. that 1
cQwrsant -odth the i^lish and Cfmcae lanbU^o ='4'."
is f true end. oorr- ot trsealetion of docuei nt iTc .rile-li&io •
Jolxi RCbR"RRY, :To. 2017!
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IH^uTSiiATIOiT OP
DCCUi-iSifr ITO. ITIK - 11547
oppics op"C-^:-isp OP couivssL
PO-^V Waxd CiUl-£3S
S^GR^
Copyright .nv^ritor's Right Contract
of 20 ..pril 1931 / 16 !:ay 1951
^ith .Innexad Supplement and .arbitration Contract
of 19 t^ecembar 1933 / 28 "C^c^^bsr 1933.
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(pag3 2 of original) TR.ilf3L^TI0N OF DOClj.
CONTRACT /Mo.nTF - 1l^i|7 CCHTI^nTilD
(Copyrigtit and Inventor's Right Contract)
Between the Reichswehr Disbursing Office,- represented by the
rinister :^f the Reichswehr - referred to belrw as R'B.' - and th-^
firn: f Fried. Krupn .1,0., Fssen - referred to bel-w as the
Firm - the f:llowing c-ntract is concluded:
Article 1.
F r the >^avy Ordnance T^epgrt^e-^t and the irniy Ordnance ^epart-^ent
- r-ef-^ r^d to below as customers - which are co-onerating in the
development Togram tne Firm will undertake the execution of
orders on construction work in a department specially established
for the purpose (irtillary Construction Department) an^ will sub
mit the results of this work to the customers for examination. In
ord ^r t.; durther this work and to achieve the best possible re
sults, the customers, unlessebarrad by personal interests, will
keep the Firm posted on artillery problems and assignments of the
RTlvI, as well as on tests and experiences gained therefrom, and,
furtiiermore, mil cooperate with the Firm in solving such problems
and assignments, as well a's in such experiments and tests.
:rticl3 2.
The cop;oright and inventor's " gnt for constructions which the
Firm, develops by order, and. the expense, of the E"1in accord
ance ^7ith ...rticl-e 1,
( Paga 3 of original )
together with the dag^^j^g constructions and the patents
and; registered designs for the constructions, anplied for at 'the
Reich Patent Office, are joint property of the R'Ti; and the Firm,
i .respective of the extent and t"-? importance of the co-operation
of t.ie contracting parties in each case.
article 3.
'^he customers will be charged tre exnenses incurred by the Firm as
a result of the construction work carried out accorr^ng to orders,
Tiey comprise the salaries of the construction office "oersonnel,
the overall office expenses, inclusive of travelling expenses,
overhead expenses and th.e Firm's expenses on old-age insurance of
its officials.
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Th^ expenses 'vill be con^utsd monthly and re-imbursed to the
Firm.
The expenses for tha "oersonnel and ganaral office expenses mentioned
above will be proved by books and vouchers.
The same percentage will apply to annually computed production
expenses axcept that the expenses of the Firm for old-age insurance
of its officials will be deducted. The latter, jointly with the
overhead expenses, will be set off, as additional over-all ex
penditures, against the construction office payroll at the same
rate as the total payroll against the Firms total outlay fcr
oid-a.ge ins-orance of its officials.
(page k of original)
FFor the time up to 31 Ti'arch 192?, however, the expense account
which had been computed on a different basis, will remain unchanged.
.Article 4.
From 1 April 1927 onwards an e Edition of 15 1 to the expenses
nei^tioned in .Irticle 3 allowed.
Article 5
The following constructions are not subject to the terms of tiiis
contract evan if they originate at the request of the customers
mentioned in Article 1;
<5uch constructions, together with the drawings delineating them
and the patent rights attached to them, as by means of variation
of coordinates or by remote control, attempt to focus one or
more gun barrels, even on a non-stable mounting - f.i. on a ship
or a venicla -, with such precision as is required to hit the
target or- otherwisi render the enemy harmless.
The same applies to automatic tire fuses.
The restrictions established in the two paragraphs above will
apply only insofar as the Firm is committed to other firms.
Article 6.
pproval of P-TT,'^ is required if the Firm when engaged in a particular
(page 5 of original )
development intends to use o. ^er parties' patent rights involving
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particialar axpansas. For ths rast, tha Firm, ^^han carrying out
cc^struction orders placad on tha basis of instant contract -^ill
ascaitain to tha bast of its ability,-if it daams fit by making
US0 of its patant office - '77li3thar tha construction planned at
that tirrfi would infringe upon tha copyright and inventor's
rigiits of a third party. If thasa in^juirias prova that tha con
struction actually infringes upon tha copyright and inventor's
rights of a third party, the Firm is held rasponsibla for in
forming tha customer concarnadat tha earliest co-^vsniance, so
that he can decide whetherthe construction is to be carried out.
The same applies to doubtful cases.
Liability of tha Fir- for the damages caused to R"W by failure
or delay in giving this notice will only be assumed in case of
deliberate action or gross negligence. The amount due is
limutad in each case to tha profit resulting to the Firm from
this construe-'ion ord'er from that construction of from that part
of the entire constructicn, for wiich claims for violation of
patent rights have been filed against the P'TRC.
It is incumbent upon tha RW to maka arrangements with third
( pag"- of original )
parties on claims for production either planned or carried out.
The Firm will support R'TI.' in this respect and will, if so desired,
negotiate with third parties. In such a case, the Firm will se
cure consent of the customer concerned before coirr-itting itself, •
Article 7.
T.ie R F: is authorized to make at its conveniencs use for purposes
of tne Germn ^^rmy, of designs of constructions covered by this
contract.
Articls 8,
The KW. will place orders for such new production as is based on
constructions covered' by this contract with the Firm insofar as t
the latter is authorized for this production by the Peace Treaty,
The size of orders for delivery is determined by requirements,
by quantities established by the Peace Treaty and by budget-
appropriations.
By this cormiitment Rl', however, is not prevented from assigning
to army-operated plants small orders for n5w production according
tc current usag?.
If R'TT.C so desires in speci: cases it will place order for con
struction with the Fir'*^, order for pro'''iuction, however, with
( pag- 7 of original) - 5 -
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ariny-op3rat3dt)lan1ts. In this case, the Firm will bs notified
accorcB. ngly '."Then recsiviagcconstruction order.
-^ticle 9,
The Firm is entitled, in compliance with contractual stipulations
of, the Copyright and Inventor's Right Contract, to 5
price of •rianufaGtured: parts, yet not more then 2 ^ of the unit
price of the whole item. This applies to all war materials which
Firm is not authorized to produce by the Peace Treaty and which
are, therefore, produced by other firms according to Article 8
based onKrupp's designs covered by the instant contract,
Equipment manufactured! for testing purposes, as w^ll as parts for
repair and loose spare parts are tax exempted, lun barrels (re-
inoveable liners, liners, nono"''oc gun-barrels) gun-carriages,
sighting devices are not cons_.' ered as repair parts or spare parts
according to above paragraph.
Article 10.
domestic utilization of contract-covered constructions for purposes
other than that of the "^ei.rmacht requires consent of the P"71v*. 3uch
net profits as gained by ag..eament in each pertinent case, will be
shared by bcth contracting parties on a 50/50 % basis. The entire
nrofit is due to Firm if in charge of production.
iirticle 11.
Tiie Firm is authorized to utilize abroad constructions covered by
contract only with consent of R'TT..,
( paga 8 of original )
In SMch cases foregoes any claim on share of profits.
Article 12.
a) Inventions resulting from contract-covered constructions will be
filed" with Raichspatentamt (National Patent Cffice) for patents
or registered desi.gns. At the same time the Firmx will mail a
copy of the application t:- the customer concerned with con
struction job involved; otaer customers will be only presented
with a notice on the type of application ( Army Ordnance always
will be presented with two copies or notices),
Conaecutive procedure when applviog for patents.
The customer concerned will decide during the issuing procedure,
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at tha latast prior to tha d^craa on publication, •'"hath-ir con-
•varsion of application for patant involved to a sacrat patant
of Raich ^Administration should taka placa.
•vftar having baan notifiad by tha Firm on tha publication decraa
customar has to datarmina ^?3ithin a two months pariod on filing
( paS3 9 of original)
application for aithar an opan or a sacrat patant and has to
advisa Firm accordingly. Until notifiad by customar Firm will
proposa suspension of publication with R.aichspat.antamt,
If, howoTSr, publication dacraa has not baan promulgatadwithin
an eight month period computed from day of filing Firm will in
vite attention to this circumstance and customer involved will
decide within 2 months, according to foregoing paragraph.
dons.^c-'.itj.ve procedure •when-.-airnlving for R.e^isterad Designs.
"Tnen applying for register ad dasigrs , without simultaneously
filing application for corresponding patent, suspension of pub
lication has to be proposed. Customer involved will determine
within two months whether interests of national defense allow
for maintenance of application for registered design.
If application for registered design is filed at the same time
as application for patent, postponement of registering design
has to be proposed until application for patent is completed.
In this case customer concerned has to deteri-ine simultaneously
on maintenance of application for registered design and con
tinued application for patent ( cf "Consecutive procedure when
applying for patents").
b) Patents and registered designs covere' by this contract are
applied for on behalf of the Firm, ^ame will pay filing fees
( page 10 of original )
and current fees for open patents and registered designs and
collect half of fees dme.from the customer involved. Only
with consent of the customers concerned may the Firm give^up
or sell such patents or registered designs as are dealt with
herein.
If customer concerned determines in accordance with ;jrticle^l2Ca)
that application for a secret patent should be filed, the Firm
has to pres '^nt him with transfer document and customer ^ '
further proposals with Reichspat ^ntamt (^-^tional patent Of ic-,
and will pay fees subsequently due. Customer concerned is^ en
titled to entrust the Firm -//ith preparation of required bri^- s
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and to su3g3st, jointly '7ith the Firm, to R^ichspat.sntamt an
official of Firm as proxy of Rsich AiSninistratien. Such a proxy
has to sscurs consint of custcmir concarnBd bsfora disposing of
any patent rights. ^If of th3 fa as dua customar Tiill charga to
tha Firm, Only ^ith tha Firm's consent customer concarnad is
antitlad to giv3 up a sacrat patant,
Custcmsrs Txill, at thair (ffliscration, kaip 3ach othar informad
on currant corraspondanca batnaan Firm and Raichspatantamt on
panning patant right mattars and\7ill support claims of WU-L
( paga 11 of original )
c) Oustomsr concarnad datarminas on avantual racon'7"3rsion of
sacrat to opan patant. In fu^suanca of racon-^arsion furthar
action pill ba takJn accordEing to first paragraph of art ids 1
12 b).
d) Such partnar as committad towards Pdchspatantamt to paymant
of costs accorddng to articla 12 a, b, and c is r3sponsibla
fear timaly paymants to RPA.
^Urticla 13.
a) Bafors partnars giva up u ^3crat patant ( in accordanc-} rath
sacond paragraph of .^.rticl? 12 b) , last santanca) thsy hav3 to
agrsi on yhjthar a convsrsion to an ep3n patsnt in th3 nama, and
on account of tn 3 Firm should taks placa.
b) If R'BC attaches no valua to acquiring or maintaining patant
rights on a contract-cov^rad construction tha Firm is at
liberty to acquira or maintain such patant rights on its own
account.
c) Such patants as ara appliad for by tha Firm as its axclusiva
copyrights and invantor jrights ara not covarad by this con
tract if not originating from tha cooparation of tha partnars
baaad on this contract aspacially in tha period bafora commanca-
mant of this cooparation (up to 31 Bacambar 192^). Firm grants
usa of thrsa patants list ad in annar according to instant con
tract for purposas of tha army on paymant of RM 18,000 by R'TM.
( paga 12 of original )
d) Provisions of articlas 7 - 9 of this contract apply without
rastrictions to usa of construction jobs covarad by contract
for purposas of tha army. Firm is entitlad to paymants
mantionad in Article 9 only if othar firms are io charga of
new proiSuction, Firn is undar obligation to sa? to it that
FMI 'fill not ba charged by such other firms "Tri-th any additional
f ?3S r3sulting from agraamants -"dth Firm Frupp on patentrights
cov3rad by a - o.
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In such agr^aiQants, ao'i^r^r, as sntarad according hrticla 10
provisions hav3 to b3 tradf that Firm racsivas bsfor^hand on
adaquata licansa faa resulting from joint profits of both part-
nars if joint usa is mda- Ejf patantrights mantionad by lit.a-c
pertaining to contract-covered construction jobs.
If maintananca cf such opan patents and ragistarad dasigns as
ormad jointly by and ths Firm-is no longar daamed required
by tha Firm customar concarnad mil ba notifiad by Firm. Ha
may aithar agraa to suggastions or instruct tha Firm to maintain
patant rights. In lattar casa patant right has to ba transfared
to Reich Administration 'rhich is. hancaforth, considerad as sola
o^mar and has, thanee, to pay full fees.
( paga 13 of original )
.'iTticla 14.
The Firm is authorizad, vith consent of customar concernad, to
file jointly ornad domastic patents abroad- The Firm alona has
to acco nt for present and current costs incurred abroad by such
filings. KM. foregoas revenues rasulting from utilization of
such foraign patents.
..irticla 15.
Both partners agraa on tha following booking procedures on cost
of patent rights finally incumbent upon tha Firm;
a) Costs of tha Firm's axclusiva patent rights are charged
to overhead expanses;
b) on jointly o^Tnad pat^-: rigats half of cests are charged to
office expanses, half 00 ovarhaad axpansas.
"Than settling accounts, if such action is contractually agr-eed
ujT! batTvaen KM and tha Firm on ovarhaad axpansa, amounts
charged by Firm to ovarhaad expanses ^111 be disragardad.
.iTticla 16.
This contract has retroactive effects. Unless contractual
stipulations on pra-ccntract period rule differently, the
( page 14 of original )
contract commancas at time of actual start of cooperation of
customers mantionad in -hrticle 1 - Inspectorate for 'Weapons and
armament inclusive thenca converted to .*rmy Ordnance and thara-
fore not specifically mentioned in article 1 - and Firmt i.-.
on 1 January I925.
THiiNSLaTIO^T OJ lOCUI*^^
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Contract is of indefinite valicEity, On each 31st of I^rcfa
one year notice can be tendered.
.irticle 17,
*) Unless on3 of both partners requests appeal to regular coiirts,
the verdict of an arbitration board vill be binding in case of
disputes arising from contract or in case agreements foreseen
herein should not materialize. ^Arbitration board comprises one
un5)ire and t'vo representatives each of P'TM and of the Firm,
Umpire has to qualify as judge and 'Till preside. Ue Till be
appointed on nomination by RW by president of Kammer Court,
procedures 'Till be in -^lersuance of ,Jrticl3 1025 and subsequent
articles of Civil Procedure Code.
•iXticle 18.
If the Firm, should pass o'""er to another conmercial enterprise
Thile contract is still valid the Firm vill see to it that the
successor takes over liability for fulfilling present contract.
( page 15 of original )
.rticle 19,
Contract '-'ill be dene in duplicate and signed by both parties as
follcTS; "^ach party vill be presented -Tith one copy,
Lega^. provisions Tall apply to tax duty of contract.
Berlin, 20 „pril I93I "^ssen, I6 T'ay 1931
The ^ eichs'Tehrminister Fried, Krupp
,.ktieng3sellschaft
By order:
(stamp) Signed: C2ir3S3I
Signatura.
*) Changed by Supplement - d .Arbitration Contract
of 19/28 December 1933.
Be 'Bl vr 33Zp/3ecret/31
Date of aranting
1) 19 1917
2) 23 January 1919
3) 20 February I9II}.
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jnnex 1
Patent No. Decomination
302547
352336
292331
Gun barrel •^ith breech
piece scr0"VT9d on an
inn^r tuba.
Sighting nBchanism
for guns.
ST/itch for practically
sparkless int errupt ion
of self-inffiuctory circuit
meant for receiving
short-timed operative
currents.
Ra 3
As far as utilization for fire control installations is concerned,
abov^ patent is not subject to this contract since firm Krupp has
conf-='red exclusive rights to third party.
- 11 -
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SUPPL^M^NT
to "Copyright and Inventcr Rights Contract" bstnaen Raichs-^^hr
ristursing Office - raprasente'" by R7 Minister - and firm
Priad. lirupp in '^ssan of 20 .ipril / l6 Fay 1931.
CiTticlG 17 of Contract •'jill have the following ^rding :
District Court Berlin odll hava jurisdiction , irrespective of
amount in dispute, ever disputes resulting from this contract or in ceK
contractually agra=5d stipulations should not materialize unless
jurisdiction of arbitration board provided by simultaneously con
cluded arbitration contract has *; been established.
If appeal f:-r' verdict by regular courts is filed R'7 Minister mill,
at the same time, pronounce Aether he requires secret sessions,
commitraent of trial parties to secrecy according to .article 172,
174 Civil Procedure Code, andhhandling of files as classified
documents. In the affirmative parties have to make imme'-'^iate
corresponding motions at t.'e start of the trial.
Berlin, 19 •'ecember 1933
The Reichsvehrminister
By order:
(Rubber star.p)
Bignabure.
I^r B Fo. 3459 37 IV secret.
Bssen, 28 December 1933
Fried. Krupp
»'*kti9nges3llsc-iaft
signed: (Jil
_ 12 - OF DOCU-.^rT
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( page 18 of original )
ARBITRiiTION CONTRACT
(Copy, Original attached
to DsliTfery Contract).
Annexed tr. "Delivery Contract" betveen ^irmy Disbursing Office - repre
sented by R'7 Minister - and Firm Fried. Krupp 4-0. at Fssen on
20 -ipril / l6 }!Ry 1931 and to "Copyright and Inventor Rights Contract"
bet'7C3n above parties of 20 ^'^pril / I6 f'ay 1931.
1) <i.n .arbitration Board vill rule on disputes resulting from the t-'o
main contracts or in case agreements provided by Copyrightsand
Inventor Rights Contract shou.id not materialize unlsss R'? llinistsr
recuests appealttocsfdinary courts,
2) *-irbitration Board comprises one umpire and four associate members.
Umpire must be qualified judge; he will be appointed by president
of Unmi-er Cert. Fach party nominates two associate members.
3) -iTbitration Boardwill be bound to motions of parties. It will
prcceed accoroSing to valid statutes, '^^'erdiet on costs of trials
will be based on Article 9I snd following of Civil Procedure Code,
Yet each part has to account for costs of representation by
deputies. Litigated amount will exclusively bs established by
parties. . ^ s( page 19 of original )
4) Umpire ^ill only be aw ointed after parties have agreed on liti
gated amount and on fees for .rbitration Board, No umpire is
eligible -'ho disagrees ^Tith . .bstance of above agreements.
Vhen apwroachecffi for appointment of umpire the president of ICammer
Court will be presented with .arbitration Contract and substance of
parties agreement according to paragraph 1.
5) Unless agreement acccrding to paragraph '4. is reached within 6 weeks
this .arbitration Contract becomes invalid on the dispute involved.
Incipi-^ncy of this term starts at tae time when one party has made
its first definite suggestions to other party on litigated value
and on amount of fees for ..rbitration Board with the request to
respond v/ithin 6 weeks if ft wants to avoidlegal consequence of in
validating .arbitration Contract,
6) If tae .arbitration Board so desires,each party is under obligation
to advance to the Board half of tentative costs of arbitration pro
cedure. If one party fails to comply within such term as sat by^the
-.rbitration Board, latter rules right away by arbitration on this
eomr itment.
Berlin, I9 December 1933. "^ssen, 28 Uecem.ber 1933
-3 Peichswehrminister Fried. Krupp
By order: si,gned H.von Ualdegg. Uctiengesellschaft
to. B. No.3459 B-7 IV secret. signed:
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OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COlTxTSEI FOP. ifiP CPII3S
10 ^ril 1928.
Peich Defense Ministry (jirny)
iiriTiy Ordnance Office,
Berlin.
SuTjiect: Participation "by engineers in nanoeuvres.
PeforenceI Your letter, Fb. 235.3.28, Wa.3.2. of the ?nd of this
iTionth. 70
hith regard .to the request submitted by a firm to the
Ordnance Office for the i:>ersonal participation of young engineers
in troop exorcises, eharoshooting etc., and the reasons therefore,
vre can only oTgpress ourselves as being in full accord, and v/e
therefore wish to o::tend our sincerest thanhs to the Peich Dofonse
Ministry for the o .roortunity t.-, ; thereby given to oiir young engineers
We readily declare "ours'Olves to be agreeable to these stipu
lations: participation in civilian clothes', ex:ionses to be oorne
by the firm including the accident risks.
For the time being those of our oersonnel coming undor consid
eration arc the tvo certificated engineers (Diplorr-Ingonioure) do
ifJUFVILLE and i^ILL; there are no special wishes v;ith regard to the
time and duration of the exercises oxcopt for consideration of the
fact that the month of iiugust being a vacation period is coiEPSj^s--
tively inconveniont.
87
'•n
'M
• . .V
'iftMiifliBlihifln ^• /
irja^SIAIIOH 0? D0CU;v3i7T I"o. NIK-7o48
COFTIHJED
H 158
72
Scicli Defense Ministry (irniy^)
^Dy Ordnance Office
(Ploaso give nu-ntcr and si^-'bjcct
wj^gn
' ijb"."'4'65'.6.^ i^a B 2 11-
the ?irn of
Fried. ICrup'O A.(r,
Essen
Berlin, 15 Jure 192S.
(Stami^);
iirtillery Design 11715
;-ieceivod: 18,6,28.
jinsv^eredJ 19 " "
Su'b.ioct: Participation in exorcises "by engineers,
xbferoncG; lour letter of 10.4,28, Departnont of iirtillery Design
Mo. 11 558. 72,
lou arc requested to niako available from 13.-^20. October 1928
the gcntlcnon naned, certificated engineers (Di-olori"-Ingoniourc)
dc iOJUPVIlLE and MILL, for the courses in heavy guns being given
in Koenigsbcrg, Prussia, and to instruct them to appear on 11
October 1928 at the IComnaiidantura at Koenigsborg.
Iho ICoinmandantura at Moenigsberg has .been informed by this
office•
W (initial)
V.E, (initials) DOHH (signature)
Yos/POTTEhSlxAUSZli (initial, R)
I
(signature ) LU*ii/IG'
CERLIFI^ iTE OF T./jU^'SLaTIGM
24 Seetoirber 1947
I, G-crta KAi NOVa, Civ, ho, 20 151, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and Gorman languages and
tiiat the above is a true and correct translation of the docuinent
lb. MIK-7348,
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"SID"
Gerta KAi'-'hOVA
Civ, lb. 20 151,
' >;
O'
T?JJ;TSL;.TI01T OF DGGul^GHT HO.; HIK-11774.
0F|:IC3_0F CHIIl OF_GOUHSEL FOR V7AR CP.niRS.
(-landi.^^itten)
'^ 0 the place in the files
where v/e \-^erc adced for
suggestions for the course.
R 31/3
(•Ritter)
G-usstahlfa'brik, 36 Hovemlsor 1932
(Cas:^steej, faitpry^
Discussion \-ath Oherst Zv/engauer on 25 Hcvenhor 1S32.
-«» II III I *««"- 'vr
Cherst Zv/engauor inforined ae that next suruier he intends to tcr-rporori-
ly assign our young constructors in uniform to the ^'jrmed Forces in
Jueterhog so that they can actually s^and learn how the guns arc
operated and derive some "benefit from it for their construction vrork.
The necessary preparations have already "been made and overything
is in order. There is one difficult^'-, namely that tne Reich would not
ho ahle to carry the accident insurance for the gentlomon, Zv;g, v/anted
to know if wo would carry it ourselves. I heartily welcomed this
thought and told him I would lot him kncv; whether or not we could
carry this insurance ourcelves.
(Handvnritten) :
To Kloe. 38 Hov.
verbally a few days later:
'^You can say that the gentlemen are insured."
cisTiFic.iTz- or rh;:"SL;,TiCj.
I) h'. Redelstein, X 046 369, hereby certify that I sr.; a duly ep;ointed
translator for the German and Snglish languages and that the a.bovo is a true
and correct translation of the docmaent HIK-11774,
Huremberg, 5 Hovember 1947. X.I-.. Redelstein
AGO X 046 309.
f.^\ y
TliAlfSLAiriOH 0? DOGUI^STiTT 17.o. a'IK-7548
;... COFTIITOD
N- 158 •;•/ '
72
^^ich Defense Ministry
^^riy Ordnance Office
(PIcase ^ivQ nu.Ti'b'Cr and SU^JCP^
when ^opXyiji^J • '
i'iq. 4'65l5.28 via. B 2 11-
2o the Urn of
Pried. ICrup::) -A.G.
E s s 0 n
Berlin, 15 Jute IS^.
(Stance) J
•Artillery DesiKrn ' 11716
.^•^coivod.: 18.6.28,
•Anev/ereds 19 " "
Suti.iQct: Participation in exercises By engineers.
j^foronp.P.! Your letter of 10.4.28, Depart:nent of jirtillery Dcsi^-n
ho. 11 558. 72.
Pou are requested to nakc available fron 13.-'SO. October 1928
the gontlcnon named, certificated engineers (Dimlo.m-Ingeniouro)
do ijUinrviILB and FILL, for the courses in heavy guns being given
in Koonigsborg, Prussia, and to instruct thorn to aupcar on 11
October 1928 at the Kommandantura at ICoonigsbc-rg,
Lho ICommandantura at JCoenissberg has,been informed by this
office.
( signature ) LlVv/IG
W (initial)
V.B. (initials) DOPIT (signatuia)
Ycs/P0TTB:..SiDi.US2H (initial, R)
CDLTIPIGaTB op T.-.aI<'SLaTI0L
24 Seutomber 1947
I am
o— —o languages and
tha.t tho above is a true and correct translation of the document
1^0, FIK-7S48.
I, Oorta KAIKOVa, Civ. Lo, 20 151, hereby certify that
thoroughly conversant with the English and German .
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"EiD"
Gerta KAi'i'rOVA ^
Civ. hb. 20 151.
'•M
• .'i' • '.I
/
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T?^j;TSL.-.TIO'T OF DOG'Oi-'oi^T HO.: HK-11774.
0?riC51_0F CHra 0F_G0L^S^_F0HJv'^^GS,IH33,
(I-iandiifrittGn)
;jc
To the place in the files
where v;e v/erc asked for
siTggestions for the course,
R 21/3
(utter)
G-usstalilfalDrik, 26 Hovpialjor 1932
(Cas:^stsei. factory^
Discussion \-dth Oherst Zv/en^'auer on 25 Hovenher 1932.
Cherst Zvrengauer inforaei oie that next surL-ior he intends to teo^orari-
ly assirSn our youn^ constructors in uniform to the Iraed Rorcos in
Jueterhog so that they can actually seeand learn how the
operated and derive some "benefit frcn it for their construction v;ork.
The necessary preparations have already teen made and everything
is in order. There is one difficulty, namely that tne Reich v^ould not
te atle to carry the accident insurance for the gentle^-icn. Zwg. wanted
to knovr if we would carry it oiurselvec. I heartily welcomed this
thought and told him I v/ould let him kncv; whether or not v/o could
carry this insurance ourselves.
(Raiadv/ritten):
To KIO0, 28 Hov.
verbally a few days later:
"You can say that the gentlemen are insured."
CiaTinoiTR Cr_Tm.--:"Sh;..TICH^
a. (•^Itter)
I» R.. II, Redelstein, 100 X 046 2o9, hereby certify that I ai'r a duly ap.;ointcd
translator for the German and Rnglish languages and tha,t the above is a true
and correct translation of the docuLient HIK.^11774.
Hure:-.berg, 5 ITovember 1947. S.k. Redelstein
AGO 2 046 209,
.-.ill.•lA'• -. ,
Hand"written;
Initirl
U409
Re •::istcredl
TR/JJSLATioirOF DOCmiSI-T Ku. NIK-U551
OFFICE OF CHISF OF COIBISEL FOR ;/Jl GRB.35S
10 December 1932.
To the Reich 1-iinistry of Defense
irmy Ordnance Office
Testin-^ Deorrtncnt k
Berlin
Sub.jcct: Tronsfer of dcsi.^ners for the pur.pose of trp.inin'^.
Reference; Letter No. 2S53/32 reh .'a ?rvj 4 of 1 December 1932.
.'e ere most ••grateful for the intention of the Department to allow
younger ^un dcsi-'^ners to have practical :'^ ;un trrininn; during the
next sun'uner, /e w-'ri.iy welcome this intention and expect much benefit
therefrom for the devolonment of our gun designs.
with regard to this wo should like to suggest the training of young
certified engineers as well as of young technicians who have passed
their fin-'^l cxaminati'^n of the school for engineering, lltogcthor
22 persons will come into consideration.
Those takin-, part arc entitled to the benefits granted by the
Huetten- und 'Talzwerks-Berufs.genosscnschaft (insurance Issociation
of Iron works and Rolling mills) in accordance with the legally
prescribed accident insurance.
Handwritten: Gm
File Copy
Initialled;
Illegiblo Ritter
- 1 -
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^i<u . Jw-f? r- 9-»- ^
TR/iNSLATION OF DOCUi/iENT I^. NIK-II551
CONTINUED .
CKiTTFICJiTE OF TR.'NSL.Vfi^
30 October 1947
Ij H,B, BUSSI.L'J\T^, No. 20128, hereby certify thr-.t I am a duly
appointed translator for the Gcrmaji ajid English languages and that
the above is a true and cerrect translation >f the document
No. NIK- 11551.
- 2 -
"END"
H.B. BUSSrlM,
No. 20128
i
n? DCCTT ?T No. 7IIC - 11 775
OFFIC"^ OF CV'I^ OF CO'JIo'I FO^
Berlin, ?8 Brcerber ^32.
Fy dear Hrrr Direktor!
I take the liberty, on behalf of the departrent, of sending you
and the gentler.en of your constriction office the best iTisheo for the
Ke*.: Year.
At the sarre tire I vrish to express our thanks for the excellent
support Tihioh you and your staff have again given us in cur devrlcprent
e.'ork d'uring the past year.
The department is convinced that thanks to your active coop'^ ration
and valuable advice, our armament development in 1-^32 has made considerable
progress, i/hich is of great si^nificancc to our intent of rearming as a
T.'holr . . . 4 4.V
It gives ce special satisfaction that the firm, m r-viev/ing the
year 1932, may take credit for a substantial material success in the
decision reached in favor of their light field cannon.
Dc-.
Hn.
Dorn
. rs i rnr d: ^ Z"
, "*ith best regards
, yours r^-spectfully
Colonel and '^''epartr''nt Chief in thej)bg. Army '^ rdnance Office Inspection h
•*"00 .
ue
Bm.
c^oprricA""' OF THArw'LA'Uor
I, F.A. Hager, AGO lb, D - 094210. hereby certify that I am fully
conv'-rsant v:ith the German and ^nglish languages and thr,t the above
is a true and correct translation of the docum.ent No. NIF - 11 775*
Mvnd"
F,A.
D - 0^4 210
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(Pag3 1 of original) TR4>"^T-^il'I0?"' OP DOC-.- ^
n??TT' n? CEI-? 0? nO:--3-l. ?0R 7.a tm..
Fational ^association
of
Gsrman Industry.
Journal yo,32/0/33
B
Barlin '1 35, l6 January 1933
K.oanigin .^ugusta-Str. 23.
R^:
TO:
International Control of
I.anufact'irf '"'-d Trade
7dth Tara'Jeapons.
Mnistry for National Befefrs'.-s
.iTJTQr Ordnance Office
Attn.: Lt.General T.Bockelsberg
Berlin-Charlottenburg 2
Jebenstr. 1
Bandwritten notes;
18/1 3 (?)
Stabschef - "?!
(Cni3f of Staff
Bisposef of.
I-Ias also to go to
League cf Nations.
- 71
Initial: illegible
Initials: P.25/1
5 annexes. l6/l
OS.
21/1
J. 27/1.
'i. Nt (?)
2i;/l.
•T^apons, as thU as tia axaot ^orflir^ of statam.nts of various
bers on different points of th^ sup ary.
call on us at any tlms for no^.inating i-p-ta for discussion of spa-
cial topical Questions. , Yours very truly,
-hnr.Qxes:
N-TION.Jt ..330CI,.TI0N OF G^.d^t
I1T)-STR'Y
Directorate:
3i-Ted: Illegible. By proxy:
Signed; rorgenstern.
2 of l) Sum'iiary
original)i.2:i—atfltamants by nfassi" (^irffi of Bhainm^tall).
3) Statements by S.crat
4) Statauants by Director
5) .Statements by -assessor --eloy
Mo/Kr. '
•u
•If
'A
' 'U
•. 1'
>n
.'.VN
"iTi '••ili 'i..-•>
., •p/-
^ 2 -
3 of original) TRJ^^S1^^TI0^T OF DGCiJi-/3rrir HO. "^.0,^71
OOI'^INiriS.
O'O ? I D ^ N T I 72i/:>/3S
Suirrary of attituf?3 talc in by r.iprissntati-'/.is of tha sp-Jcial inc^ustry
to7rar(?s tlia n3got5ations in GanB-ra on intarnational control of mnu-
factura of, an^. trada Tzith Tar -/aapons,
1) On tha grounds of principal racognition of Garmany's ai^juality in
guistions of armamant - not onl?/ according an un'"'^ i:. stantS-ng
arrived at on control convantions - tha Lav; on 7ar J'atarial
YTill have to bs canc^llad.
2) Tha Garmn private industry must. after careful consideration,
deciina'any control of manufacture of, and trade 7/ith vrar
meapons,
3) • If, nevertheless by international press;re, t.:e Gervi.an Govern
ment should be compelled to negotiate on such guastions, Tve
should insist on s
a) Germny must taki part in discussions of all Commissions
and Sub-Cemrissi<jns, v;hos i risolutions may be of economic
» importance^
Should this not be feasible, me should try to prevail on re
presentatives of friendly countries.
,:^lso, chances should be examined as to min over in time
foreign special industcies for the German point of viem.
b) Only, a national oonbrcol based on national licenses is
bearable.
International coatrols - even bas5d on suthprized publica
tions hav5 uo be rejected.,
c) Licenses for manufacture and trade must ohly he issued on a(Page 4 of/ generul not for any single transaction).
original)
Drv Gri-ssmann,
director lillinger,
,'^3sessor pofoy have discusse'-i this point.
d^) International agreements should only hpply to outspoken ^ear
Y^apons, T7ar ammunition and war material and not to items
exempt from law ®n ^oar material at all or authorized for
export.
The notion "armes"! 'hunmunitions and war materials" is to
be strictly interpreted; it should not apply "to fictitious
war material (categories).
..'iSsessor "^efoy,
director Rellstab have discussed this point.
- 3 -
(Paga 4 of original
Cont'd.)
- 3 -
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OP DQClir^^T NO. ^.0.^71
oaiTr'iniD.
a) ianufactura and axportation- should not ba guantitavaly limitad.
Imports contingants should not ba askad for by provisions of
intarnational agra-siuan^'S,
Should this' point of vieTi ba turnad doTJti ona should st- ass
langth and violability of frontiars as rr^ll as nutnbar and
strangth of naighbouring countries as gaug^ for siza do-
mast io production.
Ratio for computing ax}_-)crt should ba dascussad with tha various
industry groups concarnad; aspacially in viav of G-armany's
long^asting axclusion from matarial a:^port.
It will be raguirad, tharefora, to consult industrial 3Sparts
- i.a. saparately for aach industrial group - j Fna ^^ational
..association of Gar-..oan Industry will nominata appropriata par-
sonalitias if so raguastad.
Jr. von Puaring,
Dr. Griassmann hava disoussadthasa points.
(Paga 5 of original)
"r. Griassmann: Tha nacassity of consulting axpartS}
Dir 2ct or Rallstabr. Tha various ratios to ba usad.
f) -hiy publication of^inanufactura and trada figuras is to ba ra-
j.jctad. _ . -y 1.U
Should it ba imoossibla to maintain this via'/point. only
gL-and total \^aPu^ of manufactixa and trade ought to^ba placad
at th-j disposal of tha Cantral h.gT^ncy at Ganava, nait.a^r of
tham to b3 spaoifiad by catagorias.
Purthar datalls on manufect\.jra should ba rejactad also in tha
intarast of national difonso.
Jurthar dataixs o-.i a-rport to ba prasantad -aithin tha linits
of routina publications mada by tna Fational statistical
Offica.
Gahaimrat "7assig dL seussad this point.
a) Furthargoing motions - as f.i. raf^r^nce to orovisions ofOpium Convention - should ba, under all oircumstancas. re-jectadaas unbearable for G^r '^an acono y.
h) Reguasts of the German Dalegation to Ganavabusinass issuas should always be made in nr-sented
>Tatlonal .association of GerrrBn Industry and only b, pr-s.nted
vTith its consent.
* - >c».
- 4 -
( Page 5 original
Cent'd )
TH'iFSLlTTCM CP DOCllv:^^lT NO. l!.C.q7T
COTHNTiniD.
i) ^igreements are only possible Tjhan all producing countries
of tlie ',7orld are taking part; any regional solution is un
bearable.
k) Ic'entical provisions sbouldapply to public and private
enterprises in ai'niameni Industry
( Page 6 of original )
of all producing countries.
1)
Such not-producing countries as start production should
frcsE that very tine be considered as producing countries.
Unless such countries join the agreement as soon as they have
been proved to be <-.ouniiries producing T/ar neapons, ^ar ammuni
tion and other war' material, any member of this agreement ought
to be authorized to give short notice.
^ny national la'J pertaining to control of product ion^and trade
ox" var jixat^rial -.vhioh has to be promulgated in compliance T/ith
i^tex-national agu^ements should only be dealt '.7ith after the
international agreement br.s beai ra-cified, corresponding
foreign lejislatu:-'^ oill be utilized there-on.
I, Dr. ]?.A.Eager, AGO NOc - .09i;.2j.C; hereby certify that I.am thoroughly
conversant v/ith the 'tagiiah and'Ctermn languages anithat the above is a
true and correct translation of the Dor-un.ent No. 371.
21 November 1947» Si gn ed; Dr. T. .E .
I • •
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• HO-iloE-TIQ.'!
oFFici: OF c;
S.'! OF DOClCI^i'P Ho.r.J-IC-ri946
CHEF OF COq'^ 'o.JL lOH .jJ: CRIIXS
1 X 4k5 (?)
5 S 45r./ Pf/ l.llu^'/ B / GrV = 7 - 86
2 /Oo.
24 February 1943
/26
To , ....... ......
Horr GciiJrr.l of Xirixn (d^r F]_iot;cr; xuuE0..6kI
F 0 r 1 i n '.'50
"lla FuJrth"<Jr"'"Strassc
Artillery Dc'irolopr.icnt Files 2652;;;/Gm
(stamp:) SSCIET
Subject: History of tho i.rtillcry
'Jo are s..ndin^ to you enclosed iii t^-ro fil^ volurm-s photo-
cooics of the i.iT.in paragraphs for the designing of gun equipment v/orlced
or/hero from 1925 through 2930, cs as other p...rtir.Girt docamonts. In
part tho papers also cover tho yucrs h.-forc and after this period. L
t--bL- of contents is onolosod; rnothor one is prefixed to file I. Hore
dotails on the period frua 1919 through 1925 is c.va.ilc.blo in our memo
randum '^/hich you have already rocoivod, viz. "Tho i.rtillery Dovolopmont
Department of tho Fried. KHUFP A.G. : nd the Joveloprrn'nt of_Army Guns
from IT v.-nbcr 1918 to 1933". 'h have virtually no other \^itton docum.nts
for this period since nothing vr.,s put do-^n in vh-itin^ v/hilo the Inter-
Alliod Control Commission \vr.s in tho plant or during tho French occupa-
tion ihich follovn;d in 1923. be arc novortholoss quite Availing to cuiswiT
any quostions to tho best of our recollection, and in tho libht ol tho ^
fuvf draviings -Thich aro at hand. "70 are lilcovrisc prepared to elaborate in
any "vvc.y desired upcfn the docununts
(pf.gG 2 of original)
for 1925-1930 -v/hich are now biin^ submitted, since complete files aro
at hand for this period.
File Copy
(si;rPn)
(initialled) C - OlQusnizer
G - Gr'ascmann
Grn/ ;it.
r. Grn
l.Dr.
2 (l?) .nclosuros. ^j rtilEry Dovclopmont Files 69293 of 21 April 194'± in it^f.r^nco book 10.
- 1 -
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v.. ••
I
TiliVrlSLi.TlOi'f 01 DCCliiZaTi iio.i)IIv-il94:6
CO.Tlr'OSD
(pp.go 3 of oriG,inc.l)
:inolosuro/i.rtillGry Duv^pimnt?ilo 2S52t;/Grm of 24 Fobrut-.ry 1943
Docui-.-j:jnts on the ilrtillcry Ddvclopncnt of tho
Fried. ICRU?P r.O. from 1925 to 1930
1) Spocinl Gun Cr.rria^o for 3,7 cn Er.rrcl, 45 crlibro - 1926
2) ilodi f icr.tions ,Tcnlc Gun (K.-fgO.) 19 - 1925 and acrlicr
3) 7,5 cm r.nti-aircraft - noTr dovolop2-.icnt - 1925 -
4) 7,5 cm Infantry Gun, on motor ^un carriaso - 1926 -
5) i.'cw dovolopincnt of a hoavy field hov/itzor.P - 1925
6) Development of a mountain gun and noiontaan howitzer - 1925
7) ".6rla - 192S and earlier -
8) i:0\j duvclopmont, 8,8 cm anti -aircraft ^un - 1928 -
9) Dcvj lopr.wnt of a 5,7 cm rnchino anti-aircraft gun - 1928 -
10)Devulopmcnt of an army vehicle 20, rnd ^,un~turrot for saoo
11)Deve'lopmnnt of a 21 cnlfoerser (and 15 cm gun) - 1928 -
12)DvvelQpiXnt of a 7,5 cm light field' hov/itzor and 7,5 cm heavy U .
raistako for s ?) field Icv/itzor, and light field hovdtzcr in gun-car-
riagc with split trail- - 1928 -
13)5,7 era and 7,5 cm guns on motor t;un-carriage - 1927 -
14)Drrft of a standard ammuniticn err - 1925 end earlier -
15)Drrft of a standc. d aimriunition car 3 -1927 -
16)Developmcnt of 6 Y/hool-drivo anti aircraft vehicle -1928-
17)Development of a reconnaissance vehicle with 3,7 cm gun - 1926
18)Draft of a light self-propelling gun carriage - 1928 -
19)Devolopncnt of a light tractor with 3,7 cm gun - 1928 -
20)Dovclopmcnt of a sup-ply vehicle - 1928 -
21)iiinutes on a discussion - 1926' - on various projects.
CDRTIlICmE; OF TPvjd.SUfflQLI
5 November 1947
I, It thleon hrrmley. No.20096 h« roby cm-tify that - am thoroughly
conv-rsant •'./ith the IDnglish and G rman languages, rnd that the above
is a. true and correct translation of document i:o.NIN-11946.
- 2 -
" "h.'D '
Kathleen BILfiDY, No.20096.
• - • niri'-ii- rMi-iir»ri' m- i •. , . . ... . . , ...
' 1 !
translation of 3X)CUI'iH:NT NO. .NIIC-12144
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR
CRIHES.
^
affidavit.
I, Gcorg HilYNj nenber of the G-ru-opcnvorst.orn^. (C-rouo Vor-
stand) of the Flrna KRUPP A.G, since 1929, swco-r, dcnosc,
o.nd state the foilo*;7ing2
Designing progran of the Arny Ordnance Branch for XTXTpT,
iirtillory Designing Dopartr.ent -at the tine I entered the fir-
on 1 April 1929 (as f<ar as I recall)
a) light 7.5 on field gun in spread trail gun carriage
(Sprcizlafctte),
h) light 10.5 en field honitzcr in s-oread trail gun
carriage (Sprcizlafctte),
c) light 10.5 cn field gun in spcad trail gun carriage
(Spreizlafette),
d) heavy 15 cn field hov/itzer ) bo^h in the sa.nc
0) heavy 10,5 cn field gun ) sni-cad trail gun carriage
f) hea^y 21 cn IIocrGcr, transpor'o.'-ihle
g) light 7.5 cAa anti-aircraft gun, transrortable
h) nediun 8.8 cn anti-aircraft gun. transportable
1) heavy 10.5 cn anti-aircraft, transoortablc
k) 7.5 cn gun in self-propelled gun carriage
1) 3.7 (conbinod nith 7.5 cn) cn gun for revolving
tank turret
Designing projects for the guns listed above vrcrc.not
carried out at the sane tine and in the order Planned
because the personnel conplcncnt nas very United.
production until 1935.
Re: a) Production of expcrincntal gun at EI-TRINIIST.'IjL; first
firing tests about autunn 1930; a second, inprovod gun vnas
test fired at the end of 1933 -beginning of 1^54.
Rc: b) production of expcrincntal gundat RHKIN!'IET^\LL; first
firing tests? (about late sunncr 1930); after ro-dcslgning,
a battery of 4 guns in production a.t RHSIN/!ETALL;
(page 2 of original)
prior to this, a gun v;ith oxperincntally welded gun
carriage struts by KRUPP, was tost fired about the turn
of the year 1934/35.
Rc:c) Production at RHEIN]'IST;aLL; firing tests about s^^ring
1931 (?). _X_
fe.—
.^1 <•
M
TRAI^IL&TIOIT OF DOOUI'ISKT NO. NIIC-1214A
CONT'D.
(page 2 of original, cont'd.)
Retd) Production at RHFIMIETALL; first firing tests about
end of 1930.
e)Trial "battery, consisting of 4 gun carriages with
one howitzer "barrel and one gun "barrel aL-Diccej'orpducod "by
KRUPP; also 4 limbers produced by rRUPF for horse
transport, and 4 trailers produced by
motor transport,Completed about the end of 1933 (?)
(statement about the battery are not certain). About
1934, a-oproximately 80 such guns wore ordered.
and
He:f)
Re:g)
Rc:h5
drawn
for
Production at KRUPP; first firing tests about the end of
1935.
Production at RHEINIISTliLL; first firing tests about
sunner 1929 •
production at ^.HKINIIKTfJjL, 'incl'Tding transnortatlon
vehicles (?); first tests about "ho,summer of 1932.
For an Inproved transoortation /;niolc, the chassis
and cruciform fra.me (Traggestcllfor the gun ("T-
gun-carriage", or '^cross-gun--ca?-'riago'') were •nro'^uccd
by KRUPP: tests about 1954 or as early a,s 1935^ A nyn-
bcr of T-gun-oarriages (ICreuzlaiotten) were •nro"bably
ordered from and produced by KRb'irP as early as 1933.
Hcli) Production at KRUPP (?) ; firing tests about the nit^rilc
of 1935; chassis prod.uccd by KRUPP.
Kc:ii) production at RHEINIISTj^L; firing tests about the end
of 1930; solf-nropcllcd vehicle not nro'^uce'^ for this
item,
(page 3 of original).
Rc:l) Production at REKIrlZTALL; firing tests
'beginning of 1930.
about the
Besides the listed guns, four 2"l-c.n nocrscr gun-
carriages were produced according to old drav/ings
about 1934 at KliUPp's, (I do not rec.all whether
the "barrels for those were also •pro^'^ucc'^.) .
The above statements I have na,dc from m.cm.ory ^^'ithout having
ha.d c?,ny files m.ado accessible, to .me for reference; hence it
is possible tha.t there are errors in the schedules. These
statements arc badod on ny oxDcricnoc and Itnowledgc gained
through ny position as G-ru-openvoretard (C-rouiD "Vorstand) in
the Firna KRUPP A. G. since 1929.
I have made this statement voluntarily, without any
promise of rewo.rd, and I was not subjected to duress or
threat of any kind»
-2-
• I nlM- ...iliyv/,-
SLATIon of 1)0001.31^ JTO.
• CONT'D.
(nagc 3 of original cont'd.)
I have carefully read each of the three -nagcs of the
ahovc affidavit and signed it personally, have na.dc the neces
sary corrections in my own ha.dnwriting and countersigned then
v/ith ny initials and I decla.rc herewith, oa uaMi, that I ha.vc,.
in this sta.tement, told the pure truth to the host of ny
knov/ledge and. belief.
Nuernberg, 7 October 1947 (signature;) Ceorgr HA.Y1T
Before me, Eric KAUF21A.N; U.S. Civilian, AC-0 identi
fication number A 443 269, Interrogator, Evidence Division,
Office of Chief of Counsel for ''Tar Crines, a-oreared Gcorg
HAYI-I, to ne knovm, who in my presence signed the foregoing
statement (ErlcLaerung) consisting of throe (3) pages in the
German language and swore that the same .was true on the
7 October 1947
(Sigi-.r '-arc) Eric KAUFIIU"'
Eric KAUr.Lii:
CERTIFICATE OF TR.-d:bh.ATION
20 November 1947
I, G-erta K.tUvNOVA, NO, 20151, hereby certify that I an
thoroughly covorsant with the English and G-ernan languages,
anc? that the a.bove is a true and correct tr<anslation^ of
document NO. NIK-12144.
Ccrta KANNOVA.
'f?3-
E N D
L; i
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TTwA'iSLi/nQT CTi DOCiri:-;:':T •i:o.i!XK-l2146
OFI'IC.:. CF-CHIir of COUrilb L FOR \:JJ2 CXili; .&
XJ-XiDi.VIT
hi vini^ be on
"C, Dr. Fcul lara.Gr-R, rosiuint, in Fssc;n, 5,
•iuly'v/frno'i thr.t fc.lso strto:\iants on :.iy pert vrill r'.ndL.r'ix- liable to
punishrnnt, h.--rcr,dth state tho follaa:in£, on o..th, voluntarily and
vrithout CO •r'cion:
1 v^.s born on l-i- July 1888 in Eorlin, and hr.vc b-ecn an Int^ariinur^
with th- Fir:.r. laUn? since 1914. Durinjj tho 'first vrorld vr..r and c.cc.in
from 1 Octobor 1950 until 1945, I ^.-orkod in the ;..rtillcry DcvolopLTcnt
Donartnant (^Ul) in the field of intemrl ballistics, i^^un barrels,^^and,
firelly, also ai'.niunition. (jjun-carria^^c construction durinj tho rirst
laorl.i ir.r) .
first task in tho rbovc-ixntionod capacity -tc-s the dcsit^rin^^
of barrel rrjolaco:acnt (Rohrarsatz) for the 7.6 ci:i ficld^f^un 16 and
for the 8.G on anti- aircre.ft of the later 8.8 c.nti-n.ircrsft
pun 10. Other puns on which I worked vjc;ro tho 10.5 ca lipht
howitzer 16 (barrel rcplacorxnt and red^.sipninp), tho 10.5 cn field
•un 15 (barrel ronlrc^aont, design and rodesi^ninp), tho 15 cn heavy
fi.ld howitzor 18, tho 15 cn gun 16 with linin^ of a 17.5 ca barrel
T/5iich v/as lator •produced as a-15 ca gun 16, the 21 ca-lon^ uoorsar(the hoerscr 18)", and sev.ral brrrvls of heavy cf.libcr for the navy.
I have- carefully road this one pago of tho above affidr.yi-t under
orth have aadc tho necessary corroctions in ay Ovvn hf.ndwriting and
countersigned thoa with ay initials rni i declare h.rovdth on oath,
that I havo,ln this statcaont, told th: pur. truth to the best of ay
IciOTflodg'j md belief. (signrturo:) Paul
Dr.Paul IGuliPGlR
Sv,om to r;i:- siy.od h,foro rr this 16th day of Ootohor 1947 at
;;sson by Dr. Prul laTOX'lU, laiovjE to -tic to be tlio porson mkin^ tho
above affidavit.
(signature;) Pr.ul H. lu'.TbCIfjH
Paul li. IL-TbCHdU
1 -
U.b.C ivilian,
PGG 1:0. D-15064L ,
Office of Chief of Counsel
for '..ar ^^rlv- s,
U.o, IVrr Dcpartixnt.
NTRJ-j-:SLj1TI0:T or DCCHIjHT Ii'o.i;Tj.K-12146
coiiTr.'njD
>
20 iiovoi-ibcr 1947
• I, Qcrtc, I^^.rJnova, iTo.20151, hereby c rtify thc.t I lu
thoroU;;^hly convr-Tscnt v;ith the >li2j?;]'ioh r-.nd Gc-rr.rn Irnj^m.^os,
c.r.d thc.t the above is c true and corroct trf.nslation of
docui'x-i'.t :.;o.i'IIC-1214S.
Gorta lu'j.b'O'Vii.v, x-i'o.20151
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OE IX)OulIEH'Z Er.EIIC-te^64
OEEICB OE CniSE OE COUITSliL EOE ^5AR CRBOS
AFRIRA-YIT
I, Dr. Paul SruGger, Esscuj Bciscwog 5,
having "been vvarned that I am liahlo to "be punished
for making a fa.lso statement, hereby declare under
oath, volunta.rily a,nd vvithout ooercion tno follovving!
X was born on 14 d^ly 1888 in Berlin and have
been an engineer with the Krupp firm since 1914.
prom 1 October 1930 until 1945 I worked,in the Artillery
Development Dcpa.rtment in the field of internal
ballisticsj gun ba-rrels and at the end also of
ammunition.
At that time (1930) Professor Koudremont was
s-ssistant director to Dr. Rittershouson just as was
Dr. Korschan. Around 1935 Dr, Rittershausen was
retired and the two gentlcmon became his successors.
I myself had to deal with both gentlemen in
ccnncotion with steel questions, that is, both gentlemen
were told what requirements were to be mot bjr the
barrels, what brcolcing limits and what tensile strength et*"
v;g ha.d to demand, a.nd it was then Professor Houdremont^s
task to inform me \.liat type of steel a.nd steel alloys
could be considered, while Dro Korscha.n was consulted ,
when,in the fabrica/'ion of the barrels, defects^
a.nd errors a.ppcarcd, and when it ha.d to bo decided whether
the doveloi:)mont of the barrel shoiild be continued or
whether the barrel was to be discarded.
These discussions usually took placo^ in such
a way that I or one of my co-workers went' to the
gentlemen. However, both gentlemen, and especially Dr»
Eoarschan, and I often went together to examine barrel
parts in the plant,
X have carefully read the one p^e of this affidavit,
ha.vG made the necessa.ry corrections in my own hand
and oountersigned them with my initials and I hereby
dcclaxG under oath that this affida,vit contains the
pure -truth to the best of my knowledge and boliof.
(sigiriturc) 2 Paul ICruogor
(signcd)s Dr, Paul ICruogcr
SSworn to and signed. before mc this 15th day of
October 1947 at Esson by Dr, Paul Kruogcr, _known
to mo2 to bo the person making the above affidavit,
(signature)s Paul H# Katsohcr
U.S.Civilian, AGO Ho. D-150641
Office of Chief of Counsel for
Vt V Crimes
U,S, . j w.rtment
- 1 -
^RAITSLAI'IOIT Ol' DOCIUISSF^D Ho,UIE:-12364
OONTIirJEB
C3STIPICA5B 03? TRANSIA2I0N
25 Hr-VGm"bGr 1947
I, Gorta IL4OT0VA, Hr. 20 151? hcrcl3y cortify
that I am thoroughly oonvcrsant vilth the_English
and German languages and that the ahove is a true
and oorroct transla,tion ol the Booumcnt Eo.
lTIK-12564,
Gcrta IlA.roOFAj
Nr. 20 151*
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SILUiTSL-iTION OP LGOITriEjjra i^IK ~ 121^5
OPPIOS OP CKiEP OP COUN&SL POE %;.R CEIiSS
aPPID-VIT
I, Pi'iodricli HBISCrllSIL, living at Bf.sen-Sbr.Jtv/ald, U Hoisingcrstr-fjpe,
ai"ter having "beon \iexr.Qd. that I vill he liable for punishment for nr,ld.ng
a false statement? state heroir' under oath, of my free will and v/ithout
coercion, the follo\ri.ng »
I v/as horn on June I7 in IS73 at Bochum (Vostphalia) end v;orked from I9OI
to --ppil 1, 19^0* vm.th the Kiupp firm as a shop—assistant end shop
manager^ at first at the Gun V/or^shop 5 s^d later at the i'lv-.ohine
0 nstruction shop 21 (i'iB 2l).
Prcm 1925 to 1935 my shop (i^B 21) produced such v/ar material as ma.inly
iT:vy guns, hut also iurmy guns in a small quantity, that is, towards
the end of the period mentioned production started on barrels and
breeches for the I5 cm heavy field howitzer and for the I5 cm heavy
field gun»
less than once a month Prof, EODBEPliOHI inspected the materia.l at iZB 21#
If, for instance? a. piece of a barrel v/as defective, I made a report
in v/riting, end thereupon either Br„ EORSCBlir or Prof. HOTJDREiiOilP
cene n.sd decided on the usefulness of the material#
1 ha.vc carefully road the one page of this declaration under oath, I haVe
made the necessary corrections in my own handwriting and initialed them
^nd I '• cclare herewith under oath thc.t I -'-- ve given the full truth to
the best of my lmov;lodgc rnd belief.
( sigra-ture I) Priedrich HBISCEKBIl
(signature of deponent)
Sv/orn to end signed before me this 17th day of October I9U7 s-t Essen by
Pi-icdrich HElSCHICillL, known to uc to be the person mc^king the above
affidavit. (signOvturc i) Pg.ul H. IC"i.[rSGHBB.
U.S.Civilian, ^GO Uo.E-l^OGUl
Office of C-dof of Counsel for
V/ar Crimes. U.S. bh-r .Department
CERu?XPlC-fE OP TUPSL-TIOIT
19 October 19'+7
I, P,„-. R.^GEE, -i.GO-iTr, O9U2IO, hereby certify that I en thorougly
conversant with the H-.glish and German languages, and tha.t the above
is a true and correct tr nslation of D-^cur.iont i^b. 1TIK-121U5»
P. A. E.^GF,R
AGO-O9U2IO
"END"
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2MSL:-TI0H 01' D00Ui.'i3:IT lTn.l^IK-12235
omioE 0^ cnisp of couitssl for "'Ar crimfs
(handvjTittcn) s Esscrij 50 January 1935
1) 2o Horr Eaur (initialled by Eaur on 3 February)
'2) le Hcrr Ihiormann (initialled on S February)
Er. ICruogor
^'.rtillory Eovolop.ucnt a a
H (Hitter's initial)
To Hcrr Oricssnann.
1) Xn regard to your inquiry oonocrning hoat-
- resisting,steel;
.On his visit in Bofors a fov; \-:ooks ago Er.
Horso.han had an erhaustivo discussion viith ^^rr
Haan-.r on. this sutjjcot. The object of dxBcussxon
vv-as a barrel stool for the 2,5 on nachxno gun,
the barrel of Tilxich ronohos a _
high as 600 dogrocs in a very short tine auring
rapid fire.
Sinoo Er. Horsohan hiasclx' could effcr no
suggestions based on oxporionoo for a stool that
viouid stand up at ifhis tenporaturo, Lorr Hamnarplans, to solve the problem for the txmo bei^ tty
making the barrels rco,dily inter changeable that is,
after a certain fairly largo number of rounds
have boon fired the gun crov; v;ill quickly replace
the barrel v-ith a cold one.- Ho plans to
notalHurgical solution of the proDlcm only
custamors reject the above system on account of
the loss of tine that might result from
Steel Eozernat (Executive Socrotrriat for St^ci;
has suggested that he use a stool 'eith a
largo content of chromiuia and nickel for
purpose, v;hieh would retain its yield limit at
tomporalures of 60C d-.^groos. ( .. f 100;
14 Cr, 14 Hi, 3 V.o with 45 kilograms yield limitj..
a
An application for a paient v.ill bo mad>j lor
the use of this atoel for barrels,-
Ri-Ltor (initial) ' ^ + v,o« r>n-nv(Illegible initial) lab Material Ecpartmcnt has a copy.
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t"L'J-'SIu\TION 05^ DOGUimT Ko.1^IS:-12235
COHTBTICD
(page 2 of original)
The gcntlomon also intendforgings irco of charge for barrels of thi- typ .
Dr. Houdrunont has recently had dealings
again Vvith the gentlemen of Hembrug; pui-/su..nt totie discussions ho is to supply tnori ag^in^t -
with iryofbeen tested
S"aor''l5?;."i: rtc=f4TC the u»g
•nt
:ith
;hom
a highor
silicon than usual (0,4- C, 1»0 Si, 1.5 Or, 0.3 ^ >
n \T^ tonrered to the usual hardness for 31BtoL!ill vShio llogranB yield limit) , a.d^.xll
thorcby Ic similar to Vl noqseascd
for making dios and tiavc tho qualx than
ty die Btoola of ^cing loao
other stools. The §^"•"''1'^ '- IgU+tx] orv Dcvolop-
on the assumption, as "stLts from
racnt ^ in firing. Dies also
the fine hair_crachs that occur xn fx™
show these haxr creeks, but axeo cx ir CXeCKS, uuo u-o-^v-. V.;, .
"silicon oontcrit are loss subject to
results•
CSHTIJ'lChllii CF TiUr;Si:.VfiOh
19 ITovember 194-7
T g.-orso GOOHfuK., I^Io, 34799, hereby certify
that I'am thoroughly truo^and^
German lo^nguagos and that the above is ^ 19235
corrccit tr-aaslation of the Document Ko.. NIn-12235-
Goorgc GOCDtLiN,
No. 34789.-
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'i/rf,'i'i^.lHil'ii I o *. .—-IV——V - I"-'-Li «• l»Jl — At • •J'w r>v
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TRiiNSIu'.SIOi^ OP inCmiBNT i^o.NIE-8574 '
OPPICE OP dHIEP OP COtJlloEl, fOR V.AR CRD5ES
! (Iiahdvjri*k"l;en) 1 54
Cast Steel ITorks, 18 Deoenber 1950.
(stanp) i.rtillery Design Kr. 16033
Reoeiveds 22 Dcncnber 1930.
Conferenoe at the y^rny Ordnance Office
Inspection Departnent of 17 Deconbor 1930
concerning lo\!v self propelled gun carriages.
Present: Cclonel ICarlewski, Lieutonant-Colonel
V. Bonhardt, Pfirschj Rittcr.
Earlevuski hinsolf broached the subject for
which I was prepared and said that Rheinnetall had
already subnitted sketches. He requested us to
send hin our sketches by the beginning of
January^ he intended to cone to Essen towards the
end of January to discuss then. Iho production
costs nust be subnitted together with the sketches
The vehicle is not to have any floor.
I pointed out that the vehicle would have
to have an excessive length if 3 nen were to lie
down in it, furthorooro, that a notor as low
as this did not exist at all and would have to be
specially constructed (Rarlewskis *.;ith the ii. 6 -
I agreed),
V.e arc notv:«::yfar yet with the design since
we cannot decide on the calibre. 3.7 would be far
too weak for a vehicle as heavy as this one,
the field gun 16 would be too long and too heavy
and a short 7.5 in ny opinion, would not be
povjcrful enough. Besides, wo had nade several^
sketches of the gun carriage withcut any diffi
culties. Karlewski heard this ronark .
(handwritten)
Gen.
Pf.
1..
Kagelo (?)
Dorn (?)
5 X 134
- 1 -
H
TE/iNSlATION Of DOCmGNT No.NIK-5574
CONTINUED
(pagG 2 of original)
Bonhardt supported nc when I naintained that 3.7
would be far too snail for the heavy vehicle.
Kaflewski then explained that he was only interested
in the vehicle and whether 3.7 and 7.5 can be built
in at all. He only wished to construct the vehicle
in order to prove to the circles in question
that a vehicle with as little height as this can
be built.
Vq nust therefore nake several sketches of
the various calibres.
A self-propelled gun carriage as low as this
one ^'ould be the thing for the future. All French
nanc^vre roxoorts reveal that only the notorized
gun has a future,
signeds Bitter
CERTIFICATE OP TRiJISIu'.TION
OF DOCUI/IENT No.NIK;-8574
23 September 1947
I, Gorta ICSNNOVA, No, 20 151, hereby certify
that I an thoroughlj^ conversant with the Engl ish
and Gernan languages and that the above is a true
and correct transla.tion of the Docuoent No. NIIC-
8574.
Gerta ICANNOYA,
No. 20 151-
- 2 -
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••ifiAiitii Oi i~ri Iliid |''| UirayiTTT Yfi 'n 'IITHM •iiri'iiTi n^iimi'i'l i .« viiJ|-aiiii If I'Bai'i .
TPiAIISLATION of D'Xtr-UNT No, NIK 11^12
OFFICE CHIEF FO COIINSEL FOR FAR GRDiS
103^3
Regis ter^cLl
li August 1932
Rcichswehrministerium (Reich Defense ninistry)
Heercswaffcnamt (Army Ordnance Office)
Proispr. ( price Control Office)
Berlin
Subject; Official Acceptance of Equipment
Pruvious; Thuir letter No. Krupp 1-5 July 1932. Prcispr. of
27 July 32.
Gentlemen;
'vVo have no experience in the matter of costs ivhich
ariso incidental to the official acceptance of individual Army equipment
and, consequently, arc not in a position to give the requested infoxma-
tion, all the more so because after the war wg ceasedto furnish
equipment, vatL the exception of
2 bottom gun carriages for high-angle howitzers, and
11 outrigger type Flak gun carriages.
The expenditure which occurs in our works due to the official
acceptance, is covered by the extra charge productive wages and thus
do not operating separately.
File copy
signed?
Handwritten remarks Fbi Initial? Mu (7) Initial?_Hitter
Price Determination Department
for home contracts
CERTBICaTE _0F _mNSMION
16 November 191^7.
X, George GOODIfAN, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and German languages and that the above
IS a true and correct translation of the Docuinent No. NIK 11812.
Goorge GOODkiAN
No, 3ii789
I irfliiilmiii^i i" IIIilWi'f
Til..:•LuTIC; a D<xu.-:]-'V ••;o.i.:i:—10202-
a.FiCE 01'' C:iiOF Ox COU. vJL l-o:.- :i.R Cr^HIilS
24 Jr.nu£.ry 1942
Dsvelopinont of /.rr.iorGd Com.br.t Vshicles (Turrats).
In tho fr.ll of lii26 LalUpP enterod the develoir.ient of nrmored coinjit
vehicles mth the desi^^i r.nd construction of the 'hiecvy Tractor'' v/ith
7,5 en ^.urc. Ii:. -U-iis dovelopinent the fund^ axjntal design of the turret
C.S retcinod to this dr.y v^-.s su^^gested by KRUPP on the basis of past
Qxporiencas. iibovc all iCRbrP laid the foundr.tions ai.'d led the v/ay in
the devalopi'.nnt and ••.vQlding or amor pb te . Thus, Ih:UPP .oriLir.r.tod the
locf-tion' of the turrets in the center of the vchiclo, \^ich provides
the steadiest firing positicn; and equally tho polygon forn of the tur
rets noTv in .^eneral use-, in contrr.distinction to the cane forn, v;hich
is difficult to r-r.nufccture and vdiich tho hrny Ordnance Office triad
to introduce, lOHT-'P also continued to supply sug^^estions on the be.sis
of past Qxpjrienco rrlt'.i r j^^-'rd to selection of caliber nd penetritirg
power. The 3,7 ci.i co.liber vas accepted at the ti:-x- in prefjronco to the
5 cn caliber rocomended by KPdi'P,. luiuPP ideas oxclusively undorly.some
important features of the trnk turret, such as .• lo ctrically-operated
firin^ to decror.so tiie tnvla^ in firing, electric sr.fety-svdtch for tho
protection of the ,^nner, a hydr; ulic oieorgancy-switch for the safety
of the vehicle and the ci'ew in or so' of d;nrgo to the recoil buffer fron
aun-firo or loss of br: ho fluid- The vontiL tion of th^ conhet compcrt-
nent r.nd the disposal of the cartridges to rd tho crow against the
poisonous residual pon-dor fuix s also orit^ln.f.ted with ILK'OPP, iurther,
IvHbPP proposed and developed the eleotriof.l traver^iing device a.ccor-
ding to the presently rcloptjd principle- of speed-ragulr tion, ! fter tho
loctric' l systeri sug^.ested • t the th.ie by the bruy Qi'dnr ncu Office
rnd the feratiiig systci:! chosen by Rhe inr.ietall had proved failures.
In oth^r -.rords, with the exception of tho hydraulic safoty-s\dtch,
tho basic principles of an.ir.rnnt rnd turret desigii for tanks hf.d t Irerdy
buon workud out in 1S23 in tho cr.sc of the ''Ileavy Tractor''.
Do/ki (si^natu.ru {) DOid:'
(p go 2 of original)
23 J;5-uary 1942
Ar.eorjd Combat Vehicles rnd Gelf-propollud G-un llounts •
i iru fried. IQaUPP a.-G.
Tlie firi.i of Fried. lacUPP played r. pionooring role in the developrxnt
of combr t vohicles in Guraiany since the earliest be:^inrin^.s in 1926.Af-
tur the proliminary oxperir.xnts vdth the Heavy Tractor'', "Light Tr;ctor"
end tho L.G.K > tho Lao (Pi.nzcr i) v/r s dovulopod and built in series yy
the firn of Fried. lUTJPP as tha first Gn,.K n r.reiorod coeibr t vehicle (r.l-
terna.tivoly equipped -oith : ir-cooljd Fried. IdibVP engine or vr ter-cooled
/ yb: ch engine), lour sub-conti" ctors built the Lc.S to our d.signs rnd
specifications and iT-ro onr bled thereby to -.rork out their omi designs
- 1 -
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Tit..uii..TXOV a- DOCU-I^KT ifo/i.-i:-10202
COKTIi.U^D
(pv^e 2 of oriiant'l' cont'd;
for new tv.T€s of r.ruored contr.t vehicles.
I'Jiir?P also had'a share in the developnent or the i-iadiun-heav '^'
tanks, tioe LaS IOC, as Trail as in the developra^nt of anphihiQUs
arnored coabat vehicles and self-propelled ^un inounts. j oove ell,
the design of the : ..V. panzer 11) was carried ont Jr/ the IC^DrP fim
and constantly inproyed (ahaost -without any help iro:.i the Develo,-.. -
and Testing Group for /.n,iored Vehicles and ian.:s of the r:.;y_Or-dnance
Office) In this the fiyhtin,, potential was raised by increas^g the ^
thiclcn.ess of the aivior md the fire-power o;. tne runs, es^well as
adaotinr the vehicle to anphibious and tropical service, ihe^ . .... h^
stood the tests in the various theaters of .jar in respect oi
•inance and dependability "in operation '
Irrral-^ contributed to the successes of the uocorized unito. The output vras constantly raised, ircludin. that of ' ^^0 '^
successor of lunzGr ^i:: (later of Panzer iX) i/..-.2001 ..nd iC.. 2002
vrare developed in aooordance with the most recent experience.
besides coiibat vehicles, various types of armored seIf-propelied
•un ca-rie. os carr iUo heavy ^,uns rrare desij^ned and built as suppor^_,uu ^ or,.--! "v.".HT-"hin infa trv.un '^^it. OS u ix ••j ~ • r. a.
artlll'sry for tanlcs ".ton attacking, bunkers and surportin^ infantry.
/kiloe (si^.v.ature j) VCELitCiiT
ChRTil IC..T;J or Tid..:-"3L..T ;a
12 iloveifoer lis47
I C-eor-a Goodman-, : o.347C9 hereby certify that I am thoroughly
i C .1 J-'.-J- .!-U/e. olio-.
oonvhsant'-fitli the Snrlish and Geman lan^ua^js, and that the abow
is a true and correct translation of document ; o.!'-^^-10202
Geor.;e GOODIi.'i.% :;o.34789.
- 2 -
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"^PJVlTSLATIOiT OP X)OCm:Ein IToV I-IK-11542---
OPI'ICP OP CHIPP OP^COU!T.SPL PO?u wAR CRILISS
2? May 1935
Reichswelirministcriiim (Reich Defense
Ministry)
rleeresv.'e.ffenamt (Army Ordnance Office)
pruefv/esen 6 Q-r.Ps Sixth (Armored
Vehicle and lank) Branch
of Developing and Testing
Herdstered I Groapj" group 2
Berlin
Subjec"^ ICrupp Large Tractor and
Rrupp Light Tractor,
Previous sBb.Ro. 1559/^5 '7a.pr\7,6, Gr,2 of 14
Hay 1935 in 51/13 and 51/43
r^e have compiled the data on the history
of the development of the large tractor to the
extent that information available permitted this'.
The data on the light troctor we shall submit to
morrow, V."e offer our ax?olo_ies for the delay as it
was not possible to compile the information at
an earlier date ovring to pressure of work.
51/43 -
51/13 -
50/13 -
ti. 5 -
1
1
1
2
5
1 enclosure
Rzl.::r. (ICrupp secretariat)
Woe
Da
1 526:
r
1
(pace 2 of original)
Enclosure to A.M. (artillery
development) Ro.51750 of 27 Kay 1935
History of the development of the
large tractor
Preparation of preliminary scheme
i'Si-iy.if.
TPillTSLlSIOlT OF DOClrJU '^Jf Fo.STIE-1154?
COlTTIi^UFF
(page 2 of original, cont'd)
1 liarOil 19272
25 r.arch 1927
30 Ilcrch 1927 s
28 April 1927s
August 1927s
1 Aug. 1928 s
15 Sept.1928
31 Jan.1929s
8 Feb. 1929s
23 June 1929!
24 June 19293
Sept. 19293
preliminary discussion and draft of
a contract.
Tender covering development and
manufacture,
Wooden modi—up, demonstrated at
Krav;a (motor vehicle shop)
(General lUP^JIG).
Contract •. . vering design and
manufacture of 2 large tractors,
follov/ed by tentative drav/ings and
detailing .
Discussing the principal preliminary
drav.'iiigs.
Beginning preliminary tests and
manufacture .
Beginning the final assembly at
Unterluess.
Orders one chassis to be
camouflaged as commercial vehicle(increased accessibility at
trials through elimination of the
top).
Orders comouflaged vehicle to be
reconverted .
First trial run in the
demonstration hall.
Both vehicles passed.
Both vehicles trsnsported to
ICa (Kazan)
Driving trials started at Ka (Kazan)
During t. trials in xia, every fall
but a fev; rilometers could be
covered because the remainder of
the vear \^a3"..\ost in improving .
'development, and 'imaj;Hif"ac.turing
.in Essen, in covering the long
distance due to transportation!
- 2 -
THAKBLATION Q'^ DOCljT'iElTT Sio ."IJII-C-11
CONT.Il^'ED
(page 2 of original, cont'd)
and "by fitting worli at Zazan.
Difficulties v.dth the cojapressed
air equipment further delayed the
trials.
(page 3 of original)
Trials established smooth ri^ning
of the engine equipment,satisfactory
location of the running ges.r and a
smooth gearshift. Compressed air
supplj- v/as insufficient.
-|530! As a result of trials in 19^9improvement and enlargement of
compressor and cooling equipment,
as \/ell a- of the silencer,
pitting ti..^ improvements,
Oct. 1930; Visit by chief engineer HAOEL-
LOCH in-Kazan.
1951; pollo\/ing the trials in 1930 the
follov.'ing improvements \7ere ^made j
ne\7 trachsj as vrell as driving
sprochets and rollers^ changing
the lever position of the running
gear5 improving the compressor
equipment; fitting ebonite
sleeves and ne*-/ brale bands to the
gear box. further trials.
3ept. 1931! Visit by chief engineer r/O-JLEEHT
in Kazan.
1932; pollowing the trials in 19313
Ilodification to the compressor
unit; proposals for ne\7 running
gear; temporary interruption of
trials.
Oct. 1932s Overhaul and trials.
Visit by chief engineer HACiLLOCH
in Kazan.
1033; Based on trials in 1932s
Installation of auxiliary com
pressor '0 caterpillar-.
- 3 -
OP DjCUIZJ-TS Ifo.
COiCTI.rUPiD
(page 3 of original, cont^d)
housing,fitting new speed tricl^s and
running gear parts, imiorovin], the
cooling ecuipment; installin; a
5 Aphon gear; removal of coupling
to front of • oar box.
(page 4 of orii^inal)
•Transportation back to Berlin.
1934! Based on trials made in 19332
Installation of the following
improvements at the firm of
Daimler, ' .arienfelde:
Limitation of spring mo\-ement^
Pitting a fly -wheel to engine;
reinforcing the gear shift and the
steering brakes; overhaul of Aphcjn
transmission by 2^P- (Zahnradfabr.lk,
Prledrichshafen). Pirm of ICnorr
improves pneumatic operation of
steering brakes,
21 Aug. 1934: Shipment to Vustrow,
22 Aug. 1934s Trials, good results; but
difficulties with tracks and
running rollers,
2/4.Oct.1934! Visit by chief engineers KAGEL-
LOCH and VOEIPERT in "ustrow,
29 Oct. 1934: Transportation back to Berlin.
ITovomber 1934sProposals fo:" ne'vv steering gear.
1939! Overhaul bj e firm of Borsig.
Installing improvements on the
basis of trials In 1934i
Placing driving sprockets on
rollers; fitting more powerful
brake cfainders and brake bands,
also ne\i running rollers.
Shipment to Pudlos.
- 4 -
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fiCiiVSLlTIOH OIT No'. NIE:-1154-"?
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(i^age 6 of originalj cont'd)
A v/ooden model made.
3.7'19281 A scheme, together vith description, is
"being sent to Prv/,6 (Sixth - armored
vehicle and tanl: - Branch of Development
and Testing C-rc ^ - of Army Ordnance
Oi^f ice),
21. 7 192Ss Prw 6 mailing the teclmical
specification.
15.10 1528! Contract to develop and manufacture
2 light tractors.
22.10 1528s Contract to make a wooden model.
31.10 1928s Conference on light tractor and
•supply vehicle.
5. 1 1929! Sending proposals and descriptions
to Prvv.6.
9.1 1'12?2 Order for supply vehicle,
15. 2 1929! Inspection of the light tractor
wooden model in Essen; discussing
ruhher tracks, air filter, etc.
9.10 1929! Pirst driving trial v;ith supply
vehicle in the shop.
19.11 1929! Driving trial of supply vehicle
in Lleppen,
11.12 192C! Trials in f'eppen,
Need for strengthening idler v/heel
suspension and reducing the steering
forces.
Track with ru'"' -r tread bands and
pads found utio. uisfactory.
14. 1 19303 Demonstrating the supply vehicle in
Heppen before competent Army
officials, various tasks were carried
out with ood success.
(page 7 of original)
Transportation back to Essen, for
overhaul.
6 -
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oomi^'^D,
(page 5 of original)
29 Hay 1935
Reichsv/elirciinisteriuia
(Reich Defense Hinistry)
Heero s\7affenamt (Army Oxdnanc e
Office)
Praefresen 6 Gr.2 Sixth (Armored
Vehicle and lank)Eranch of
Development and Testing Group,
Group 2
Berlin
Subjects light tractor
PrevioussBb Do.1539/35 "-.'a.prw.S Gr.2
- -1335 in 51/13
pursuant to our letter A.IH
(artillery development) l;'To.51 /50 of
27 Hay 1955 v;e are sending to you
attached hereto the data on the
history of the development Oo. L.Tx\
(light trctor).
51/13 -1
50/13 -1
by v.ay
of 5
""4 1 enclosure
IZzl/tr. (jlrapp socretarie.t)
'~oe
Da
H
r
1.
(pa,^e 6 of original)
History of the Development of the
Light Ti-cCtor
25 , 4 1928 s
26*. 5 192Bj preliminary discussion 01 design
9.10 1928J
- 5 -
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15. 2 19501 The first li^.ht tractor "being
shipped to Ul. , complete \vith
superstracture, for the purpose of
final and ctractural asseiii"bly.
21, 2 1930s Supply?- vehicle, together v\?ith
v.-ooden platform body sent to ICum-
mersdorf,
25. 2 1930; The second light tractor sent to
Ul, for finish assembly,
7. 3 1930; Second light tractor being accepted
at Ul. '
18. 3 1950; Hhm (Hheinmetall) at Ul., begins
to mount the turret,
27. 3 1930; Tvi'O chassis tahen over.
29. 3 1930s Order received to fit military
e ouipaent.
26, 4 1950s Demonstration of a light tractor,
v^ith superstructure, in the
demonstration hall, also
demonstration of a light tr^ ctor
\7ithout superstructure in open
country v;ith good results.
7- 5 1950s Both light t-^actors shipped to
i*Ca (a.j.azan),
According to the report dated
25 July 1950 on driving trials
the follov/ing changes v;ere made;
larger cooling- equipment replacing
thc"Soden gear by normal gearing 5
protecting steering brakes against
influence of moisture and lubricants^
modifying the wheel brake;
strengthening the tracks and new
hardened driving wheels,
5. £ 19503 ) Discussion in Berlin, on experiences"
20, 8 1930s) with light tractor in „:azan. Uew
running gear agreed.
October 1950s Chief engineer Ui-iUDLDOOH visits
ICazan.
- 7 -
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(page 7 of original, conf'd)
3 ITov. 1930 Hydraulic operation of steering
"brake instead of by wires.
(page 8 of original)
11. Hov.1930s
1. 12 19302
21 Jan. 1931!
31 Jan. 1931!
4- :.eb. 19312
Discussing v.ith In6 (inspectorate)
varios iiuprovements and installation
of dpbon gear, to begin with in the
supply ve .icle.
Shipment of the supply vehicle
from humir.ersdorf to lessen.
Installing the new running gear,
new tracks, more efficient
cooling, larger brake drums, and
protecting the steering gear
against the influence of moisture
and lubricants.
Identical parts were later
sent to .:a, for two light
tractors.
9 Doc. 1930s Driving tr. Is in Heppen; new
tracks and suspension found
satisfactory.
Shipment of parts for hydraulic
steering to Hazan.
Two new sets of running gear for
light tractors ordered.
Driving trials with supply vehicle
in :',erigQn, - C-ood results obtained
with new running gear and new
tracks.
12 Dob, 1931; Order for 2 observation cupolas
and various improvements,
11/12 lloh. 1931 sTrial drive with supply vehicle, aftor
installation of the steering gear
and after fitting the idler wheels
with rubber bands.
16 nch,- 19312 Order for tv/o i».phon gears,
- R -
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(page 8 of original, cont'd)
26 Hch. 19313 Order for 2 heavier stoering gears,
\/ith. oil cooling.
30 -LPril 19312 Discussio at Kummersdorf on
strengthena.ng some of the
running gear parts.
26 ray 19312 Shipping the improved steering
gear to ICazan.
6 dune 1931! Tracks tond to come off_( on •
account of rearwheel drive and
(page 9 of original)
idler v/hccl spring suspension),
pressed steel tracks "break.
Rubber lads come offI.'thc rollers,
Stoering by means of new steering
gear satisfactory.
2 June 1931! Report oii driving trials _\vith
supx>ly vehicle, Insignificant
complaints about Aphon gear and
steering gear, as well as about
the rollers of the driving
sprockets. Idler wheel suspension
as well as metal caps for rollers
to be changed.
24 July 19312 Two observation cupolas passed.
6 August 1931 iConferen': in Berlin, he\v runninggear- to improve longitudinal
stability by moans of longer
more effective bearing surfaces
and the fitting of shock aosorbers.
Improvement of idler vhioel
suspension.
Sept, 1931i Chief Sngineer kORLFRRT visits
ICazan.
lo Sept. 1931i According to report from hazan
Apion transmissions satisfactory.
- Q
I . I n-rr-i-ii-fTif •- '• - •. .. n.=. I
rTafiJJSL.VTTOlf OF FOCmiF;I\iT Ivo. 11542
COF'TimjFF
(page. 9 of originalj cont'd)
Sngine position unsatisf^•.ctory
(hampers driver).
ICodifications required:
Friving "brake to "be placed on pinion
shaft,
Installation ^f improved running gear
of greater 1 • gth and of nev/ driving
sprockets. Larger air filters.
:;Tov./Dec. 1951 sDaimler, Berlin-I'Iarienfelde,
changing the design of running gear
for the supply vehicle,
11 Jan. 1932: Furing trials at Fummersdorf good
"behaviour of supply vehicle fitted
V/ith ne\7 running gear. Nev/ roller
suspension decided upon (\7ithout
caps, v;ith H-shaped levers).
1o of original)
Sui'iimer 1932s
longer
Fall 1932:
1"^ Fee. 1932
22 Dec. 1932
Summer 1 935j
Friving trials in nasan show that
the longitudinal stability'- is
satisfc'.ctorv^ after installation of
running gear. Fifficulties arise
with rubber rollers and disk joints
between Aphon gear and steering
gear.
The tv/o light tractors overhauled by-
Ordnance Office at Spandau.
Fismantling of chassis shows little
cause for corplaint. Interrupting
the trials.
During discussions at Fssen h.K.
(Firt. •Fevel,.), proposes the
installation of spiral"springs iwhich
resist buckling for .the supply-
vehicle .
Trials with tv/o light tractors in
F^ustrow,
Wheels in the steering mechanism
break, Duckling-resistant springs
- 10 -
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(page 10 of original, cont^d)
are being fitted to running gear of
the supply vehicle at Kummersdorf,
Octcber 1934s Installation of the reconditioned
steering gears into 2 light tractors
at V^ustrov/.
29 ITov. 1934g Improved housing for rollers
requested. The light tractors taken
back to Berlin.
0.j:RTIFTC..TE 'Cl "'Tih-.FSL:.! ION
18 September 1947
I, Oeorge OOODIL.N, ITo. 34739 hereby certify that I
am thereughly conversant with the English and
German languages and that the above is a true and
correct translation of the document No. NIIC-11542.
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oppicp OP CHIP! OP coipysPL POP ::pa cHims
30 Pay 1928-
iT fi t 0 s
rclatiiv: to
tlio Gonfernnco v/itii Army Ordnance Oxficej Testing
Group 6 on 26 I:ay 1928, in Psscn*
Those present wore
- Pirncr of /a.Prv;.. (Ordnance Office
Testing Dept.)
Eittor (at tines), Aapelloch,
'.nolfcrt of ..rtillcry
Develo"mont.
_&ubj_cct_;__r"_^ Tr_^ (iQeintraktor - small tractor)
1) The designation of ''Small Tractor" is changed
to''Dight Tractor" (L.Tr,), the intention Icing to
evolve a still smaller vehicle later.
2) The specifications handed to us on 25 Aaril 1928
have been modified in the meantime. Pront and side
armour are to be 14 mm thick; the number of shots to
bo fired by'the 3.7 cm is to bo incroasod from 100 to
200, in the place of 'the former tv;o, three to four
men are to bo accomjiodatod, weight is limited to 6,000 k
maximum. The maximum speed on good roads is fixed, at
about 40 km per hour, on dry and firm meadow land
acreoss countrjr the vehicle travels at the rate ef 20 km
per hour; finally a clinbin,; capacity of 60'/j and fuel
Sioragc for 1-50 liters arc s'^ccificd.
3)_ The armoured vehicle is to be ocjui-A'^ od with
artificial fog apparatus, gas filter, and"wireless.
4) Prwo 6 is willing to shoulder the dcvolopmeht
costs of the 3.7 cm tu.rct and those for mounting the
'joapon. Horr Eittor emphasized that wc were keenly
interested and eager to take on the work, and at the
availed himself of the opportunity to moint'put the necessity for modifying the" loading dvice" of f c
Eiicinmetall gun.
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oo!Ttii:usd
('pa^G 2 of ori-jina.!)
DovGloi^moiit and construction cost of tv;o
vehicles aro requested directly unon receipt of the
ne\7 terns p
6) In all probahility 6 vehicles v/ill be built.
Their production will be evenly distributed to the
firns of Erupp, Dainlcr, and RheininGta.ll.
7) Por certain reasons the vehicles are to be
ready for trial by 1 Ila.y 1928.
8) L.Tr., apart from serving as a gun carrier,
is to be used in food supplj^'j transport of nunitions
and national econony. Appropriate body structures arc to
bo offered accordingljr.
As an inexpensive- utility vehicle large sales
could be realized fron 1930 onwards.
9) Repartnonu 6 would like to lGa,vc the construc
tion of the vehicle entirely in the hands of the firms
conecrned -without interim discussions. At the same
time these firns arc cerpected to gua.rantec the lis^ht
tractor on the basis of the experiences made with"'
the heavy tractor.
To ny objection that experiences with the largo
tractor were not yet available or could not bo
utilized in view of the short delivery period of 12
months from 1 Hay 1928, I-Icrr Pirncr replied that Ilcrr
(rsissort had made this "^ro"osal.
(pcgo 5 of original)
I s ba,tcd in rojply that I could not pronounce on this
proposal until after consultation ivitli ny firm?
1
_ 10) Pirnor stated the estimated weight of the
ic.li't tractor to be as follows2 —
4^nour
Running Gear and Springs
Assembly with Gfcar .Box, Pucl,
Radiator
3? 7 Turret, Machine G-un, Ammunition
- 2
e' ''i<- p.',:;V
15C0kg
800
1500 "
1240 "
ITHjUTSL^.TTON 03? DOCtJiiJiTT 11o. NIIC-il540
iv^GO 3 of original cont'd)
Eour Grow
lir--rtifioial Ho.-:-
Apparatus
Accossorics
500 HS
100 "
^30 "
6000
11) jxS sta-tocl under 1)a subsccucntly a sna.llor
Toliiclo of a Gross wciGht of 3 to "3.^' tons is to be
built for reconnoitring pur:?oscs» '
The jnaxiraum sppod specified bciiiG 60 kn/hr, it
can mc-rely be a ciuostion of a-cpecial trackless
Tohiclc with a crew of two, cquinnod with J-'uG, and
frontal amour.
In the event of the rLcinann nulti-whcclcrs .
proving: satisfactory (napirus, hainlcr 6 wheclb,
-uossinG 10 wheels), they would be- Gi^on preference*
Independently of Pifncr 3cn. inforncd us that a.
lipht reconnoitriuG vehicle wo-old cone out, Ec had
in nind a PhacnQncn chassis fitted with a cator-
pill r track and pronisod to let us have a dravjanG
of the chassis.
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12 Fovcnbor 1947
Is Gcrtc K.UTTTOYA, Fo= 20151, hereby certify that
I am thorou{'jhly convorsc.nt v/ith' the Inj^lish and
German lanyuai;;es, and that the aioovc is a true and
correct translation of Document IIo, i;IZ-11540,
' I
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333-2 Docuinent disxatcii
Heich,kinistry
for -L^efence
^rmy Ordnance j_ranoh.
Berlin- 49
Gliarlottenburg 2
-fasanenstr.Sy/l
lei .'^teinplatz
5572 - 5574
Insi^ection jJev-artxiient ,6.
Bb .Bo .765/28 ¥a irv/ 6 V'.
15 October 1928
To: i-iptillery -^evelopiiient
^epartjiient,
In replying,give date
and number of this letter.
S e i 1 s t e r _I
j-^eference:
Subject: Contract UTr. (?)
Jhe department is transmitting
the controt in. trijlicate, and request that
the 3 copies be si^^ned.
One copy is for your files.
'vs reouest that the other two copies be
returned after signing.
-Copies to:
Om., Pf.,R,
.. .gell, ibi.
(handwritten notations)
1 encl£sur£Sj '
with two 3ub-
enclQsureS each.
59
signature)^ Ceissert ?
lieutnant dolonel and -'eyartment Head
(Stamp: )
--rtillery development
Ho.12225
i-iecelved: 17 .ri-us.28
^^swered: 24 Aug •'
# 5023/12
1 -
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TRAi-^."SI^-xTlbFj OF UpClTi FFT No
C0^i^3TINIffln_ __ .
(page 2 of original)
(iiandwritten) Contract in final form. '
attached to'49-
£ontrac_;t_j^.
' I
fhe following contract is concludea betvveen
the Reich l.inisCry for defence, -^rmy Ordnatice
Office,, festing department 6, hereafter called
l/\ia Irw 6, on the one hand, and Fried.hrup.:- a.G-,
Nssen, hereafter called the Firma in?u;p,
other hand.
01? the
of
Art. 1
I
v/a i'rw 6 will order the design and deliv '•vy
2 light tractors fromi the Firma krupp acocro.ing
to its tenders of 26 iTuly 192S/9 October 192*^
(see enclosure 1),
*:».rt • 2
fhe technical construction sj ecilications
regarding the digiit tractors ^whhohLraai:©' Je^xjlained to
enclosure 2, are generally binding for the
execution*
i^t. 3
fhe i^lrma x^rujap undertakes to carry out the
work with the utilost dispatch.
Art. 4
The Firma ^rupp undertakes to
possible measures to keey secret
by 'ka irw 6; it also agrees not
or/contact the designing agencies of ,
a) Oberin{^,losef VOILl FH, Lerlin-Charlottenburg,
b) Ing. -XFilN, .Leipzig,
o) Ing. .Or.HFIGL, Vienna,
relative to hhe execution of the ilans and
designs, -sreaoh of secrecy is treason
- 2 -
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(page 3 of original)
or betrayal of military secrvts, and vjill be
prosecuted under criminal law.
^rt. 5.
The -''irma _rujp must report immediately if a
secret document or a drawing raarNed secret, -v.-hich
reveals tiie nature of L.fr., is tolen or lost.
In addition, the I'irma i^rurp must give the names
of all eiiijloyees engaged in desi.-.ning or dravving
projects in connection with-this tash.
The release of 'one of these emrloyees must always
be reported imii.ediately.
i^rt • 6.
A fixed price of 230,000,-00 Gold Larirs is
agreed upon, iayraent will be made in k instalments;
the 1st 'instalment of one third after confirmation
of the contract (as com-, ensation for the preli
minary work done prior to the contractual agreement):
the 2nd ins;:.alment o^f another third after
completion of Qp^ant design drawings ;
the 3rd instalment of one sixth after completion
of th. first undercarriage; the d th ins-oalment •
of another sixth, after acceptance of both under
carriages.
-rt. 7.
The acceptance will take place at TJnterluess or at
another domestic site still to be determined,
accoruing to technical construction specification
(enclosure 2). -^x^: enditure for the firm's rersonnel
and for the liquid fuel (Kraftfahrstoff) will be
borne by the firm.
-rt. 8.
j-he construction suTervision will be carried
out_by officials of .va .rw 6. rhey have the right
to inspect the design drawings and workshor
jobs at any time.
- 3 -
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^rt, 9
inuring a 6-inonth ieriolj the xirma nrupp^assLUYies
the responaoility for all damages resulting from
faulty material, or from construction errors, the
latter as far as they are iroved to be due to errors
in calculations, fhis guarantee also apllies to
modifications made during the period of constructionj
if the construction firm and Wa xi^v 6 have agreed
upon these changes,
If the l/l[a 6 requests a modification and the
construction firm does not approve of it, then the
firm is not bound to its guarantee obligation
for this.
Art, 10.
t heITeVkf reouesbs on rart of w'a trw 6, which vjould
necessi'Gate' a suostantlal change in the con-
struccion jlan agreed upon, are not _ . covered
by the fixed rrice.
•^^rt, 11.
I'his contract is exiressly
sejarate from other contracts
vill be concluded between the
defence and the firma mrupp.
i-rt. 12.
kept apart and
which noiv exist or
x\eich i.iinistry for
•^'indings ol military importance established in the
execution of the project which is the object of
this contract, arc the property of the vi/"a i-rvj 6,
r.-gardl>-ss, vJliether -they originated with the
vva xrw 6, the xirx-a Arupp, or booh togetllsr,
'v/a ±rvj 6 is emrowered to register secret patents for
these findings at ibs own cost , and to use these
patents for its ovn puri oses in its own and other
]:lan'cs. By way of compensation, the i'irma x^rupp
will receive 2 /o of the undercarriage price regardless
of how many inventions arc used. Phis compensation
does not a^ply in case of orders given to the
iirma -^-rupp itself.
(rage $ of original)
ouch important military findings in the sense of
the above provisions, are xina.ings which can only
be used in connection vjith vehicles for purely
military purposes.
•Trffr 1,1 • II iiAil,'. ilMlii '••lljilfi'ii'it I •'M
Oi jJGjUi jlJ'T 1 0*115lS
GOI.rii-Uii,D
5 original cont*d)
The jartiss v'ill iinjiisaiately come to an a^rfcement
in each case as to whether an important military
finiing in the above sense is concerned. If an
agreement is not reached, the decision is left to the
ohurt of arbitration jrovi^ded for in ^-rt,l6.
i-rt. 13.
Inventions, unimportant for •-lilitary x'urposes,
made by the I'irma imrujp are its property, The^firm
is entitled to seek patents at home and acroad
for such fin.dngs, and to dispose of these patents
as it sees fit. The Firma ivrupp will report to the
Wa Irw 6 at all oimes the registration of any
patent with the text of the paoent attacned.
iiowever, da Irw 6 will receive a license for
such G-erman patents which authorize it to use the
patents for its o\m purposes in its own an_ in
other plants, under payment of compensation
provided for in --irt. 12, section 1.
Findings of a non-military nature which
originate with da Prw 6 are its property,^
Wa Prw 6 is e.ipowered to seek patents in its^
own name and to dispose of these patents as it
sees fit.
vva Irw 6 is prepared on principle to grant
to the Firma xxrupp, upon re-uest, the use of the so
finaings and patents for its puricsee, insofar
as important interests of national aefence are
not thereby eno-angered.
In each instance tne parties will at once
come to an aj^reeioent as to Vi/hether a fin.mng is
one of the Firma 4.-rujp or the x/a Frw 6,
(page 6 of original)
If an agreeiient is not reached, the
decision is left to the court of arbitration
provided for in -rt. I6.
^•^rt. 14,
^'iniings of a non-military nature which were
imde jointly by the '.va a.rw 6 and the x '^irma .^rupp,
are the joint property-", of both parties.
- 5 -
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I-atents for such fin..ings are the coxninon
Xrojerty of both parties,- and can be used by
both- of them wlGhout comj.ensation to be
raid/either. ratents of this ^:ind will be
applied for as secret patents if such action
is in the interest of national defence,
without thereby altering the mutual rights
of the rarties; otherwise they will be sought as
open ratents in the neuiie of the rlrma x^rupp;
in this case,the firm may also seek foreign
patents in its name and dispose of them as it
sees fit, without thereby liiiiiting in any v;ay
the rights of the ha irw 6 established in this
x^rticle.
In each insoance tho parties will at once
seek agreement as to whether a common finding
is under consideration, or as to v>/hether a secret
patent or an open p-atent should be solicited.^
If an agreement is not reached, the decision is
left to^the court of arbitration provided fof in
--rt. 16..
x^rt. 15.
The final assembly of the undercarriage and of
the military superstructare ( x-mfbau) can be
undertaken in UnterJjUess, or another aO..-estic
sioe not yet det^rmj/ed. I'he accompanying
assei^xuly cosgs for tne military superstructure
will Cc; borif'by the "/a irw 6. J '^or chis purpose
the army amiinis oration v^ill ...ake available,
vjithout charge, the assembly halls for vehicles,
Vtforkshops, an^ also quarters and facilities
for ersonnel en,:;,aged in the assembly,
liie asse.ibly vjork to be carried out by engineers
and assemblers of the firm, in Unterluess
(page 7 of ori.inal)
or elsewhere, at the expense of the Wa Irw 6,
aiid the rates to be paid for this work,
will be astablished by a separate agreei.snt.
- 6 -
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(page 7 of original cont'd)
^rt, 16
iill disputes will bo settled by a court of
arbitration which will assemble in Berlin.
ihe decision is final for both parties,
i'he court of arbitration will be comjosed
of:
1.) 2 representatives of the Wa Irw 6, to be
ajpointed by the heich i^ar ^.-inistry,
2.) 2 representatives of thu firm, to je
appointed by the firm,
3.) 1 chairman, to be selected by the
appointed representatives.
If an agr.ement cannot b^ r^-aciied on the
selection of this cliairiian, then he will be
aj ointed by the xr^sident of the ..russian
oupreme Court of i^pp-eals at Berlin from
among the mehers of this court.
Art. 17.
b'a Irw 6 has the right, to withdraw from the
contract for important/imficient reasons. In
this case, the lirma i^rupp will receive an
appropriate compensation for the \'Vork already
performed, and for the jroven damage accrued
through the withdravjal from the contract,
insofar as the firm has not alreaay been
coiin>nsated by payraents ma^Q 2.^ccor..ing to -^rt.6,
I'he court of arbitration/detvir•rmine the amount
of thit indeLinification, insofar as a satisfactory
volun^ftary agreex:.ent is not i reached by the
parties.
Berlin, 15 October 192S mssen, 24 Gctooor 192
Bor the mrny Orunance Office: For the Firm:
o
( signature:) Buchholz Friedr,'ihlUlP
i..ajor- Oeneral ^^iitienges^lischaft
(Generalmajot). xi.rtillery u-^sign
jjepartment
( Initial): illegible( signatures:) lOhls, Kagelloch
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CONTINUED
(pcge 8 of original)
Artillery DGvelopment Dopertmcnt
BU. No. 12165
9. October 1928
RGichswohrminietcriam. (Reich Defonso Ministry)
Hcorcsweffonernt (Army Crdncnce Office)
pruefwesen (Testing Office) 6
Berlin
Subject; L.Tr, (light trectors)
y/e r.ro offering the design end delivery of two
light tractors (L.Tr.) as prime moverSj according to
drawing Sk. 99a., - casing made of ingot steel, -
at a total price of 250,000 (two hundred thirty thousand)
Goldmark, ex works Essen.
In a general sense the "Technical order specifica
tions for the jonstruction of a L-Tr." as established
by Wa.prw. 6(Army Ordnance Office, Testing Dept. 6)
in July 1928 are binding for the dimensions of these two
L.Tr, Not to be supplied by us, however, rxe such parts
a,s ma,kc for the military character of the vehicle; this
to cover for the military character of the vehicle; this
to cover the following groups of the "Technical Order
Specifications";
III. 5- Armament
4. Crew
5. Armoring 14 mm thick
6. supplementary technical equipment
Per the groups 5 and 6 we merely supply individual
parts, made of ingot steel in such dimensions as to
permit the mounting or fitting in of the above items
mentioned under group III, 3-6, according to drawing
Sk. 99. \'fc arc prepared to handle the mounting of such,
parts in the vehicle at the cost of v/a.Prw. 6, but on
the basis of a separate order which is to be placed
with us in good time. Also included in the total price
a.re RI^ 12,000 as the cost of the rubber tracks whoso
final shape will prob'^bly b.. determined by the end of
this year by the experiments made by v/a. Prw. 6. Should
this price prove inadequate any additional oxpondituro
would have to bo refunded to us separately.
by orders (signeds) Ritter
I
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l-ieiche'vehrmini'£?tcrium encloeiare 2) to the egreeisent(P.eicli Defense :iinietxy_}
ileeres-'.'affenan'^.t (ATLxy Oilnance Office)
Di'uef'.vesen (le.-^tin' Office)Abt.. (D3,t.) 6/V : r^rlin, in.Jul.^1528
Technical Qrier 5 "•ecif icatioi^
fox the conEtxu.otion of a Liaht Tractor (abhreviatod
Pert I: General
1.) The'follo-.'ing .teclmical order epecifications foxn an
integral part of the order 'in coninnbtion "ifh dra'-^'ingE ?
su.;;ple^-ant6 and other data," if • any, as -..'gII as general
order specifications. • , " •
'2.) The light •tractor is tc be designed as a txaclicd vehic-'
le ,
3.) In addition to being used as a light combrt vehicle
•the vehicle mdet also be suitable fox^uee as a self-
propelled gun carxiaga fox 3.7 ctOj as a txactox for lig" t
and ijiedium. loadsj for the inanitions and food supply service
•in the foremost front lines (with'the a"-prooriate armored
supers-ructuxe). ' • "
4.)Endeavors should be made, to construct the chassis as
far as possible in such a wa^?" as to mahe possible its
incorporatich and use in general domestic economy. This
should be taken into consideration in the overall
structure of the vehicle.
.5.) 'A- propriately modifiedj the" technical terms of delivery
as established for motor truths will find ap-'lication for
the- vehicle equipront.
^.) As far as possible structural parts (motor, gears, etc.)
of .the ooiiventional tyoc are to be used.
7.) Driving noises should be held to the minimum.
Part II: Industrial Katorial and IVnufactur-
ing Specifications.
1^0 As Tcgards form, quality and pxccesfing qualities of
c:.ic materials usod' in constructing the cl.-sssis and the su-
pcxstructure must possoes all the qualities recuirod 'by
reason of the design, the manufacture, as -.''oll'as the
purpose v/hjchthe object is to fulfil. •
V(A|
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aids tiie dasi^n and the sp;2v) As reg r h e g are parts the vehicle
iiiist E-ioet the introductory regulations relative to the
Association Standards ('^/"er\-ands-l'orcien), the hlF standard;
(DliCj Deutsches Institut fuer Forinon:German Institu"t;e
for Standardization)j and tho preliminary standards
(Yornormen) as laid do-en in the Standard" Sheet K:rpG-l02.
As far as co nection "mairhs for motor vehicles have been
finally agreed u;.")cn 'bet'^'een the motor vehicle industry
a,nd the large-scale consumers, they must serve as a basis
for the manufacture, hith a view to restricting the tool
recuirements the endeavor should be to mahe tho thread
'variations, the screw sizes and the lihe as
nuraber as possible. As regards -the fittings
and quality standards V/ill be in eccorh-.nCe
Standard Sheet .011 ICr G.121.
lovv in
their form
•'.'ith
9.) Tho vehicle must be proof against \-?rcahing and against
tear. 'Telding seams are permissible in such places only
".'hore - in Iteepin^ with tho construction dra'.ving tho
manuiacturhng. process demands themj whore such seams
occur on unimportant parts these rocuircmcnts will not
S'P'pl.V •
Part III Efficicnoy Standards
1.) Speed
2.) a
b
G
d
e
f •
maximum i
smallest
peed,
led
on
up
level street 95
3
km/ per
hm/ "
hour
• ;i:P. raQi
c
permanent, capability, 150 km in 6 hours
A-Ssumed in this instance is a street
which is more or less
wirhout much gradient
the average speed to
90 km
ability to take upward
climbing ability
S t r e a m-cr 0 s s ing ability
hbility to cross trenches
ground cloerancc
radius of action = 200 h.m,. cany
(hraftstofi Plillung)
specific ground pressure ^0.5 kg/cm^
ground shearing force = 0.35-0.4 kg/cm"^ j(T=S.-Md k/j
¥ r p-
- 10
level and
. In other word;
be achieved is 25 to
;lrpe minimum 60% = 91^
600 mm
minimum 600 mm
15C0 mm
300 mm •
fuol load-n.g a
m2
.Xmi
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3 0 Axmanient:
in armored turret 3.7 cm eomi-automatic gun, coupled
with a heavy Ireyse-type machine
gun.
All round tr;verso,
the maximum roseille traverse and elevation. ' "
Munition; (tracer trajectory) 150, rounds per gun
3000 rounds per heavy
^machine gun(minimum quantity)
The construction specifications for. the gun turret
• will follow (as a matter of information to the firm).
4.) Crow.
/ 4 men, i.e. .
1 comhr.t car commander •
(at the" same time to assist the gunner) in the
1 combat car gunner >.
^ combat car driver (
combat car radio ^opcraror turret
5.) Armor
S.nioZ. . sicher (proof against heavy gun, medium gun)
'armoring of the most vital parts, to protect them
against 13 mm projectile-gshould be a goal.
6.) Addltirnal toclmioal Gquipment.
a.) Means of communication.
• radio equipment, fitted for talGphone and telegraph
service. '
telephone range - in post - 3 hm
telegraph range - in post -1? hm.
while moving telephone
• telegraph
b.) air filtering
collective i-^rotection
c.) smoho screening equipment
"duration cf smohe screen
20 minutes
2 ^
7 hm
The equipment for
c 0 m.m.uni c a t i.o n s
s rvice, air filter
ing and smoke
screening is to be
same as provided
fox tho large
tractor (same space'
range end same
\v 0 i ght) . The air
filter dimensions
Yyill probably do-
crease, with cross-
EGction remaining uncha.ngcd, probably shortened by che tnird.
- 11
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7.) Chasei
a) ^Totor 1
ac )
bb)
cc)
dd)
a motor of commercial standards should bo
used.
in lateral tilts, up to 35'
without lubrication
lubrication' permitt
ticn is preferred),
it must be provided
and oil filter.
for constant operation and under full
the oil toQipersture is to exceed the
ambient atiiiospherc hy not more than 50'
A special oil cooler must bo provided.
Cooling sliould be calculated in such manner
that - Yi/hen dealing with temperatures - the
temToeratare of the codling water at the
point of emersion should not exceed that of
the ambient air by raoro than VG'^ O.'Tho
duct for the cooling air should be laid
in such irshion that the fxc-sh air roaches
tho cooler first.
All parts requiiing'protection against the
of water (collcctoXj msgnetj
y starter, carburetor, silenc
be designed and installed in
•n
it must op-
ronC'val nor is the
:d to fail (dry lubrica-
irati
.••vith an offeotivs air
load
.0
C
•G0 )
ff)
effects
machine
are to
fashion thai even
rate up to 80 cm a faultloes
the machine is guaranteed. '
b) Gearing and Povcr Transmission
c.c.) A gearing should be used which meets commercial
standards and it should be fitted v^ith an
auxiliary gearing; if possible both are to bo
sorvod b;^ .onvC lever. The main value is attached
to quich cocratlon of the ge-rring systom.
Yith
light
r. ct-j
•uoh
txcam crossing
ooora.tion of
.)
bb)
cc)
The steering system (Olctrao) is to be of such
design that' the smallest turning radius (measured
on outer periphery) does not exceed 9 m.. Steering
must be so s.;nsltivo that a largo turning radius
can be maintained for an extended period of time.
Steering muet be easy and su" sccuontly adjustable
- 12 -
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dd) The stoorijig gear must be so designed that it
can serve as an emergency bralLO at the ssmc
time,
ee) Provision should be aado for still another brahe
I Slid a brake sj^stcm vhich operate entirely
independently.
ff) provision should be made for ample ccoling o±\
the brakes.
c) Running gear
Rubber tracks of 250 mm vvidth are to be used.
Suspension is to bo mochanioal (light metal to be
used). It is p. rrr.issible tha.t track rollers bo
fitted \7ith equilization lovers only, instead
of a suspcnsioric Greatest •value should bo
attached to the exchangeability of tracks and to
easy servicing.
d) Pramo.
•A drag clutch should be pxoi-idod in the xearj
also 2 Lf^Yilng hooks, each, fcrc and aft.
c) General arrangement.
Tho motor compartment, together '-'ith the cooling
end ventilating system, '^is to be separated from
the combrt quaa'tors and should be closed seeiirGly
and'-airtight against, other parts of the combat car
interior. It should be kexit at 16?; atmospheric pressure
to prevent the _penetration into the combat compartment
of cumbuetion gaso'S or .of oc.i^on rases. The
vacuum which results from the suo;'-:ing in of- the
cooling air is coneid-red suificient for this
purpose.
Per all pcrte 'rhich pro of vital importance easy'
servicing (easy aooeasibility)must be assured at
all ticiDs.
f) bixt^jmal measurements and ov.:.r-all arrangement,
'To -be kept t« a minimum. The outline sketch G7
'.•yhich goes with 'h.Prw. 6/V rives an aparoxim^.to
idea',
\
S. '.'eights.
As low as possible, ha'ximum weight 6,5 tons, ready
for bpoxa.tion.
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individuc.1 Y/cighte
tank
running gorr -with sasponsion
machinery together with motor,
fuel, gearing, and cooler "
5.7 cm turret with gun, projectile
and machine gun, ammunition "
crew
radio equipment
a.ir filter and smoke screen equipment *'
auxiliary and unforeseen items "
approx. 1,800 kg
1,000 "
1,500 "
1,020 "
500 "
150 •'
100 "
550 "
6,000 kgapprox.
= 6 tons
*
9) Amphibiovis qualities are not required but arc
considered desirable. In rhat case the displacement
requirement can be obtained by means of special auxiliary
floating compartments, or auxiliary appurtenances.
10) The arrangement of the entrance and exit hatches
is left to the discretion of the firm, but an easy
ontranco must be assured. ,
(Initial): Illegible
CBRTIFICATS OR TEANSL/.TION
28..October 1947
I, Gerta- KANNOVA No. 20151, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German
languages and that the above is a true and correct
translation of the document NIK'11518.
Gorta KANNOVA
No. 20151
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?p.ie--5LA?ioiT c? BoaTr..:j:^ ::i- 7k^
Chief of krrrj Cori-.-nand
(Cr{»ssed out: Pieich Iii?iister of Defence)
ro.lj-JS/pO S3G:^et» Ondnance testing
1 b
Please state Po and subject-natter in yciir reply.
Berlin 'V.IC, 9 Septenber 195^.
Jebensstrasse 1
feleph-one s Steinplatz 0012
(in bandvrriting): ansv/ered 5 lo'venbc
1950.
S-gbjeot: Arnored turrets for machine-guns.
To: Cast Steel factory fr. ICrupp A.-G-,
B s s e n (Kuhr)
(in hand'jritin:^) Gg.lCl
The plans made during the last period of the v;ar
ro'^arding the placing of machine-g\ms under armored turrets
could not be concluded on account of the unfortunate out- '
©one of the v/ar and the subsequent political revolution#
b'ooden ncc.els ef turrets of different shapes, namifactured
by • '^•our plant for this purpose and examined In October
19i5 by the competent referents of the Bngineers Committee
of that tine and the former Hifle Testing Ccr.nlsslon, v/ere
dismantled according to information received at that time
from the firm., in order to 'vVithdraw them from the inquirie-
cf representatives of the enemy pov;ers» hovvever, the need
for an e.deq.uate armored turret for machine-guns has arisen
again recently, and it is necessary therefore to resume
once more the negotiations interrupted at t'-at time, in
order to fi?id a definite solution of this problem, for
this purpose the Army Co:'L.iand requests the assistance and
collaboration of tho firm, Bupposing that the firm prcffe.
it as in former times, the main vievrpoints which arc tc be
tahen as a basis for the construction of armored turrets
for mac;:iine guns, under the changed circumstances, will
b«? briefly stated belo'j.
THA:3:ATior o? docu:"::^ :yo,i'Ti- 7Il6
(cont'd)
There is no cuestion oT saie,'i:nardinf; the I'.iachine-^un
a^?.f.--st vor7 heavy roans oT attach^ according to nodern
opinion. Protection ayainst several hits by I5 centinotei
hlyh-anyle fire (hiyh explosive shells) is sufficient.
The possibility of utilizi:oy heavy raachine yun v;ith a
field of fire of 120° and an interior heiyht of no r.iore
than 1,9^ meter is required in addition.
Cn the basis of those conditions, the enclosed
proposition has been e? ."'orated here. As in future these
turrets v/ill also be exposed to air attachs, shapes as
rcimd as possible n-ere selected, v;hich will favor the
deflection of bombs. The turrets v/ill riainly bo situated
in areas xrhlch can bo flooded by hiyh-water. They are
therefore to be absolutely v/ater-pro^f in order to avoid
punpiny and ladliny-v/orh. B'or this reason the utilizatior
of relied rzatcria?. in the shape of straight or curved
plates to bo joined by butt straps and ancles has been
avoided, the joints and yaps of which would require
difficult soaliny worh, and it v/ould bo doubtful whether
they V70uld still be efficient after several direct-hits
on the turrets. Cast nichel steel of a quality identical
to that manufactured before the war for the production
of armored observation pests and v/atchtowers of land
fortifications, seems to bo in our opinion the moat
adequate material for the present conditions , V/ith regari
to the increase tc be expected in future in the officienc;
of hiyh-anyle shells of mediuj-i caliber, the thiclmess
has been fixed at 120 millimeters. It is recuested
(pace 5 of oriyinal)
that the date as to the material and its thickness should
not be ro-arded as fixed values, but should be tested
thoroughly on the basis of your oxporicncos, Jf there are
no proofs shov/inf; the resistance of cast nickel stool
against penetration by I5 centimeter high cxelosives
shells, the Army Ca nand agrees to, and is ready to bear
the costs of, corresponding firing tests being made
against a plate noasur-vg about 1,5 x 2,00 meter, In order
to obtain some foundation for the constructien ef the
armorc d turrets.
The ncv/ armored turrets for nachlnc-guns are t« be
real combat turrets. The inner .space is'thoroforo t« be
limited to the i-itnost extent, taking the planned measure
ments as ostabl?-shod at fori-'or tests for ascertaining the
space ro^^uired, biit is to bo sufficient for tho machine
gun with gun-nount, a second machine gun ready to firo
and a crew of 5 Tho interior height of 1,09 motor
has been proven in former constructions to be sufficient;
its reduction has to be contemplated however, if the
camouflaginf:^ of the upper part of tho turret risiieg above
the surrounaings should cause difficulties, v/hich would
have to bo proved by a special test.
— 2
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(cont^d)
dcnend for a riold of fire of 120© has been not
b"iy the, provision of 2" loopholes vhoso fields of fire ovor-
lapa in a sevn-circle, The construction of a special
;jaii-;:iGunt as v;ith tho forrecr dosipns for arnorod turrets
lor raachrno pnns is not to bo considorod. The nachlnc gun
is rather to ho used on a sv;ivol-baso^ v.ihich at the same
time is intended to heir the aiimunition, in the sane gun
:nount ing
(page Ij. of original)
as that used in tho slcigh-mount or tripod-noiunt v/hich
has been introduced (of course, \7ithout" sleigh or support).
In tho firing position, tho machine-gun projects beyond
the loophole, and nhilc not in action it is dravni bade
behind the loophole splutter. The fulcr^Jm for the setting
of elevation and direction is placed in tho loophole,
about ^ continctcrs in front of the inner wall.' This
h:?.nd of. cniplacu'icnt has been used in practioe somewharc
else and has given good results. It is ox'olainod in areate
detail ^by the enclosed photographs. A model of this firing-
stand for the nachino-gun, tho support of v/hich needs some
unimportant changes of tho sv/ivol-baso, can be temporarily
put at t?iG firms' disposal for planning purposes.
A riarQiolo closod by a two-fold flan v/ill give access
;o the turret, A second manhole with a flap ononing
towards the inside has boon arranged as an emergency exit
in tho covered side 'vall. '..riothcr the loonhclo' is to bo'
closed by a shutter or a flap has still to'bo considered.
All tho moans of closirgg the turret have to bo absolutely
water- and gas-tight, the appropriate paching of felt,
rubber, etc, have to bo provided for, haterial for moans
of closing the turret; chrome-nichel stool Hi,
If' Cr), with a strength of at least 90 kilo per square
millimeter, yielding point at least S5 kilo per squaro
millimeter, ductility at least 12;h Tho observation-slit
is to bo^filled by a tightly fitting insertion of non-
splintcri.e.g glass (l-,inon glass), for v/hich rcnlacoe.ionts
arc to be prepared, and behind it a riflo-bullot-proof
flap of special stool'.
(page 5 original)
The armored turrets will"bo built upon a platform of
concrete, into which their base is fitted in order to fix
thorn I'lore s^ecurely. The joint is to be scaled by filling
it y;ith Sicoofix conont, by moans of Sika pac^cing or simi
lar means,
Tho following nothod is prooosod for dealing v/ith the
matter;
Drafting of a design after a mooting held previously
for the purpose of clarifying any doubtful questions
as t® tho structure of tho turrets. Tho mooting can ta
- 5 -
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(cont'd)
placo liorc or at the rcrorcnt in chap9:cj
Ro:TiGrimrtsrat h u c 3 s n c r , :7lll ho •available
at any tine ii" ho is previously inforncd^
oonslruotion oi* a. v/oodon i*.icd.cl oi the turret \Tith.
^at your factory and inspection by rcproson-
ta^^ivcs 01 the Am;- Ordnance Office and the Snrineors'
Insnoctoratc.
5) transport of the nodcl to a place v/horc the actual
construction of such a tiarrct is possible. Inspection
as nentioncd imdor 2) with the addition of ronreson"-
tatives of t;hc local offices.
b.) At the same tinc^ if necessary, fi.riny tests ayainst
a^plato of cast nichol steel of a thici.cnoss of'l20
nilJ.iinetcrs ♦ \/!iother the firiny tost is nado at
I .cppon or ICireiiors dorf will depend on whore this tost
can bo r.ia.dc most eeiichl"-.
3) Construction of an enporimental •arnorcd turret, its
••riti..!,,s erection at tno taryct ranyo of Kuimucrsdorf, and
"o. In.open, firiny tost.
The firii is ronuostcd to sot about tho elaboration of
(pan;o 6 of ori':!:lnal)
^ dosiyn accordinyly, based on the sugyestion riado herewith
ano. taniny into consideration the data riven above, and to
in_o!i:i'.i us as soon c-s possible of an*^" v/ishcs it iiay have
^ discussion. In oi-dcr to gain a general ideaoe tne initial oxponsos, an estimate of tho appro:'Cimato
onponses for drav/ing up tho designs and for tho v/ooden model
is desirable. The matter is very urgent, and the greatest
possible speed is roouirod in its dispatch. The Armv
Command would bo obliged if the firm -Tould undortakS the
necessary stops in this respect, and requests finally that
tne correspondence and tho proposals in this connection
troatco with the greatest confidence; In future thosG arc
o bv_: dealt *.;itn under the code name of ''safet'^^ covers'',
for security reasons.
•'...G designs for the ""^odcl of nachinc-gim emplacements
rianufactured in 1913, wh;_"'..' arrived here some time ago
t.-.'.rougn t...c ;; irm of Iloch C: Kionzlo, aro being sent back
in a separate package for possible use in tho new designs.
Initials! Ih
order!
Draft signed by: von G-inborn
Lloutcnant Colonel and Department Chief,
Co rtifiod true cecrj
Ciynature: Kucssiier
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